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Abstract
Complex metal structures operating in harsh environmental conditions are prone to
various forms of coating failures and corrosion damage. The costly Scheduled-basedMaintenance (SBM) strategies are practiced for metal structures that result in huge
financial overhead for industries. The current research work is aim to provide the
solutions to anticipate the condition of a metal structure in terms of corrosion damage
and coating failure for proactive and optimal Condition-base-Maintenance (CBM)
decisions.
The experimental investigation has shown that the adhesion loss between coating and
substrate system in the form of blisters is driven by complex electrochemical and
mechanical parameters. The propagation criteria can be defined through threshold levels
of bending moment incorporating residual and diffusion-induced stresses. The current
work also investigated the environmental impact on structures which are operating at
remote locations. It has been observed that the accumulation of salt particles from
atmosphere resulting in corrosion under the coating is primarily controlled by the speed
of the wind. An algorithm has been proposed that incorporates the effect of wind speed
to estimate the accumulation of salt particles and the amount of salt diffusivity.
Experimental and simulation analysis has further shown that the low wind speed and
low temperature are considered the most appropriate environmental conditions for
structures operating at remote locations. Meanwhile, the high temperature and high
wind speed can result in high corrosion damage beneath the coating. The prognostic
algorithms resulted in the development of a comprehensive Condition-basedMaintenance framework to determine the cost-effective maintenance strategy among
Patch recoat, Part recoat and Complete recoat. The CBM framework suggests that the
Part recoating strategy is cost-effective as compared to Patch recoating strategy if the
area of the part to be recoated is ‘2x’ times larger than the area of patch and number of
path failure per year is more than ‘2’. Meanwhile, the Patch recoating strategy results in
low cost if the annual patch failures are less than ‘7’ and area of the part to be recoated
is ‘10x’ times larger than the area of the patch.
Real time monitoring of the impact of significantly varying operating condition for
mobile structures is very challenging for condition assessment. The combination of µIII

Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) and µ-strain gauge sensors have been investigated
to monitor the development of residual stresses and corrosion reaction beneath the
coating. The measurements from µ-strain gauge sensor in response to small temperature
gradients can provide instant information regarding the development of tensile or
compressive stresses within the coating of structures as observed in experiments. The
combination of µ-LPR and µ-strain gauge sensors has been found an effective solution
for proactive corrosion detection in real time for the structures operating mobile and at
remote locations.
.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction
The NanoCorr, Energy Modelling (NCEM) research group is providing high-quality
research outcomes in detection, prevention and prognostic solutions for condition
monitoring of large and complex metal structures. The current research work is the
continuation of successful completion of research projects carried out from 2011 to
2015 by NCEM research group at Bournemouth University in collaboration with
Defence Science and Technology Laboratories (DSTL), Ministry of Defence UK and
The Tank Museum Bovington, UK (Nazir, M. H., 2015; Saeed, A., 2013). In previous
projects, the structural degradation factors in large military tanks which were operated
in World War I and World War II have been investigated. The research findings have
resulted in the development of the Vehicle Conservation Centre at The Tank Museum.
These investigations further lead to the development of mathematical models to define
the behaviour of various forms of structural deterioration modes.
The current project is aim to build the prognostic solutions for large vehicles
operating in remote locations. These prognostic solutions lead to the development of a
comprehensive condition based maintenance algorithm and wireless structural health
monitoring system. This project is also match funded by Defence Science and
Technology Laboratories (DSTL), Ministry of Defence (MoD), UK and Bournemouth
University (BU), UK. This chapter explains the abstract view of the project, research
question, objectives, the novelty in the project and structure of the overall thesis.

1.1 Research outline
Corrosion is an electrochemical process which involves oxidation-reduction reactions
resulting in deterioration of metal and formation of rust. The corrosion of metals
depends on various factors including the chemical composition of metal, surface
condition, grain boundary composition, crystal structures, the creation of galvanic
potentials due to the geometry of the structure, variation in temperature at the metal
surface exposed to the environment, heat transfer, humidity, wetting, salinity in the
atmosphere, wear and undesired stresses (Corrosion, 2012). A large number of factors
involved in the corrosion phenomena make it difficult and complex for accurate
prognosis. Corrosion affects a large number of industries such as Infrastructure,
1
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Transportation, Utilities, production and manufacturing industry. In Infrastructure
industry where highway bridges, airports, and railroads are prone to corrosion damage
resulting in loss of strength causing major health and safety issues. In the transportation
industry, the corrosion in motor vehicles, ships and aircraft causes a major threat to
durability and safety issues. The drinking water, telecommunications, production and
manufacturing industries are also greatly affected by corrosion damage. Corrosion has
huge economic consequences on industries resulting in direct and indirect cost. The
NACE international has utilised various methods to estimate the financial impact of
cost. It has been found that corrosion and its maintenance strategies are costing almost
3.4% of global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Inspectioneering, 2016; Koch, G. E. A.,
2016).
Organic coatings are applied to metal structures acting as a barrier to protect them
from the surrounding environment. Although coatings play a vital role in the protection
of metal structures, they also result in adhesion loss or breakdown exposing metal to the
environment. Researchers have analysed the complex parameters involved in corrosion
and coating failure mechanisms to propose predictive and prognostic models for
condition assessment of metal structures. Efficient prognostic models can help the
organisations to make accurate life assessment and maintenance scheduling of their
structures.
Scheduled-based-Maintenance (SBM) and Condition-based-Maintenance (CBM)
strategies are commonly practised by industries. These strategies have their own
advantages and disadvantages but CBM is considered as an efficient and cost-effective
maintenance strategy as compared to SBM (Prajapati, A. et al., 2012). A large number
of organisations including the Airforce, Army, navy, marine and automotive companies
are adopting CBM strategies. The inclusion of advanced technologies by enabling
sensors, data acquisition units, data processing, data analysis and data transmission
capabilities can enhance the efficiency of CBM strategy. The real-time data monitored
from a metal structure such as vehicles or any other high-value structure can give deeper
insight on condition and performance to apply predictive models to help in sustaining
mission-critical equipment’s or structures used in automotive, manufacturing, maritime,
aerospace and other industrial domain. Although very comprehensive literature is
available on predictive models, the solutions for complex behaviour of corrosion and
2
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coating failure in real time environment are still scarce. The implementation of
prognostic models to predict the deterioration of structure based on real-time data and
selection of suitable repairing maintenance strategy are still challenging issues in the
CBM strategy.
The NCEM research group has been working with ‘The Tank Museum’, UK and
DSTL to propose solutions for the sustainability of the large military vehicles stationed
at ‘The Tank Museum’. The large military vehicles are assembled of complex and
numerous metal parts. They often operate in diverse and extreme weather conditions
such as coastal regions and the marine environment. The exposure of large military
vehicles to such environmental conditions results in corrosion damage, wear, loss of
coating adhesion from the metal structure, undesired stresses and fatigue cracks in the
surface and sub-surface (Saeed, A. et al., 2017). The comprehensive experimental study
has been conducted from 2011 to 2013 on large military vehicles at ‘The Tank
Museum’, UK (Saeed, A., 2013). These large military vehicles had performed during
World War I and II. During their service life, these military vehicles were operated in
extreme weather and operating conditions in the battlefield. Now they are commonly
stationed for display under a shed in controlled environmental conditions and a few of
them outside in uncontrolled environmental conditions. Sometimes vehicles are moved
for various outside activities. The inside and outside environmental conditions of the
museum were investigated within the context of corrosion damage. The presence of
surface contaminations, corrosive pits, the inclusion of sulphide and slags resulted in
corrosion damage causes major concerns about the durability of large military vehicles.
The research findings resulted in the formation of the Vehicle Conversation Centre in
order to provide suitable environmental conditions in large military vehicles to extend
durability by preventing structural ageing. Based on observations and experimental
investigations, the multidisciplinary and state-of-the-art prognostic solutions have been
proposed in the research work from 2013 to 2015 (Nazir, M. H., 2015). The adhesion
loss and corrosion damage resulting from diffusion of corrosive products, undesired
stresses due to a temperature gradient, surface roughness and coating thickness have
been investigated and modelled (Nazir, M. and Khan, Z. A., 2017). The basic
architecture for condition monitoring is shown in Figure 1.1. It contains prognostic
models, real-time condition monitoring and proactive decision-making mechanisms for
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maintenance. The current research project was aimed to provide solutions for
Condition-based-Maintenance

scheduling

through

Multidisciplinary

and

Transdisciplinary research approaches.

1.2 Scope of the project
The current research work will contribute to academia, general industry, museums and
defence industry. The scope of the project is:
1.2.1 Museums
The prognostics solutions from current research will provide a framework for making
adequate decisions regarding conservation of the large military vehicles. The general
public visiting the museum will enjoy the historical military vehicles for an extended
time.
1.2.2 Academia
The solution in the current project based on multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary
research approach will provide a platform for the development of more complex and
accurate prognostic models for future researchers.
1.2.3 Defence industry
Air and ground military vehicles are complex objects and subjected to numerous
structural breakdown mechanisms. The solutions proposed in current work will provide
a framework to the defence industry to preserve their sensitive equipment for a long
period of time with optimised maintenance cost.
1.2.4 General industry
The proposed solutions will also help the civil infrastructure, aerospace industry and
food

production

industries

to

prolong

the

functional

life

of

metal

equipment’s/structures.
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Figure 1.1 Basic architecture of the project
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1.3 Research questions
The ambiguous nature of environmental conditions for structures operating stationary at
remote locations makes damage assessment more challenging. The rate of deterioration
for metal structure can be computed more accurately by considering the effect of
significantly varying environmental factors. The primary aim of the project is to reduce
the maintenance cost based on modern prognostic solutions which consider
multidisciplinary parameters for assessment of structural deterioration. The main
research questions for the current project can be written as follows:


What are the factors that drive the structural deterioration for the metal structures
operating mobile and at remote locations?



How the cost associated with maintenance can be reduced based on the impact of
complex mechanical and electromechanical parameters?



How to acquire critical parameters such as residual stresses in real time from
structures operating mobile and at remote locations to schedule condition based
maintenance?

1.4 Objectives
1. To analyse the behaviour of debonding driving force by performing accelerated
corrosion experiments on coating-substrate systems that contain metal and
corrosion resistant coating material commonly used in large structures.
2. To investigate the environmental impact on vehicles that are operating inside
and outside the Museum environment to identify the significantly varying factor
that drives the corrosion phenomena beneath the coating.
3. To design a Condition-based-Maintenance framework for low-cost maintenance
decisions for large and complex metal structures without compromising the
structural integrity.
4. To investigate the corrosion and strain gauge sensors through experimental
methods that can provide real-time information for corrosion initiation and
development of residual stresses within coating for structures operating at
remote locations.
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1.5 Methodology
The project covers a variety of aspects including prognostic modelling leading to costeffective maintenance strategies and the development of a wireless condition monitoring
system. Multiple methodologies have been adopted to achieve the desired objectives.
The prognostic modelling involves experimental investigation, mathematical modelling
and simulation. The development of a wireless monitoring system involves
communication hardware, microcontroller board, software and sensors. The
performance of the developed system is also analysed through experimental techniques.
1.5.1 Experimental analysis
The experimental methods for accelerated corrosion testing have been performed to
analyse the corrosion and coating failure behaviour of coated samples. The experimental
procedure involves the following steps:


Sample preparation



Pre-experimental analysis



Accelerated corrosion testing



Post-experimental analysis



Results and discussions

1.5.2 Prognostic modelling
The behaviour of corrosion and coating failure observed through experimental
methodology has been formulated in the form of mathematical models and simulation
analysis carried out using time iterative approaches on the MATLAB platform and
Microsoft Excel.
1.5.3 Wireless Condition Monitoring System
The system contains remote terminal units and the base station. The high performance
and low-cost remote terminal units have been built. The high-performance remote
terminal unit (RTU) was built on a commercially available data acquisition unit. The
system is programmable through software called LabVIEW and can work as a
standalone processor based on the desired application. The low-cost system has been
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built on commercially available Arduino boards. They can also be programmed through
software called Arduino IDE. The sensors are attached to RTU’s and linked to General
Packet Radio Services (GPRS) module for wireless data transmission. The software at a
base station connected with GPRS module was programmed on LabVIEW.

1.6 Research novelty
Corrosion within the high-value structure is affecting a large number of organisations
resulting in a huge financial loss. The implementation of time and cost-effective
maintenance scheduling is evident. The condition assessment of high-value structures
with complex metal structure operating in a harsh environment and at various
geographical locations becomes challenging. The inclusion of all critical parameters in
prognostic modelling can provide more accurate information for efficient maintenance
decisions. The current project aimed to provide state-of-the-art condition monitoring
solutions based on multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary research approach. The
milestones achieved in the current project have been mentioned compressively in Figure
1.2.
The structures that operate at remote locations deteriorate due to blistering and
micro-cracks. These are considered two most common modes of coating failures that
have been addressed. A comprehensive prognostic algorithm based on multidisciplinary research has been proposed to predict the formation and propagation speed
of circular blistering failure (Latif, J. et al., 2018b) (Appendix A). It also provides
criteria for the propagation or stoppage of the blistering effect. This also led to the
development of the mathematical equations of de-bonding driving forces for straightsided blister (Khan, Z. A. et al., 2018) (Appendix B).
The opening of cracks within a coating allows salt particles to diffuse into the
coating-substrate system resulting in corrosion damage under the coating. The damage
rate is driven by the concentration of salt particles. The deposition of salt particles over
the metal structure depends on the atmosphere at operating conditions. The speed of the
wind and the geographical locations are the controlling factors for a deposition rate of
salt particles. An algorithm is proposed to estimate the diffusion of salt particles
depending on wind speed and geographical locations (Latif, J. et al., 2018a) (Appendix
C).
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The cost-effective recoating maintenance strategy for metal structures is very
challenging due to numerous influential factors. The transdisciplinary research approach
has been used to integrate a multidisciplinary prognostic algorithm to the cost of
maintenance to provide a framework for the evaluation of optimal recoating
maintenance strategy discussed in Chapter 5 (Appendix D).
The real-time condition monitoring requires a wireless remote terminal unit with
sensors and software at the base station to store and analyse real-time data. The
corrosion sensor has already been investigated and experimented in the previous
projects within NCEM. In the current project, the -strain gauge sensor is investigated
to monitor the tensile and compressive stresses within coating (Khan, Z. A. et al., 2017)
(Appendix E).. The corrosion monitoring sensor based on linear polarisation resistance
method to monitor electrochemical changes and micro-strain gauge sensors used to
monitor mechanical changes within a coating are embedded with Global System for
Mobile (GSM) communication system to develop the wireless remote terminal unit. The
remote terminal unit is able to provide the measurements of critical parameters from
metal structures operating stationary in a controlled environment or a remote location or
mobile. Two remote terminal units are developed as one is developed with
commercially available high-performance data acquisition units (National Instruments).
The second remote terminal unit is low-cost named as NCEM_Smart v1.0 developed
using commercially available microcontroller boards to install on a number of target
vehicles to be monitored. The performance of NCEM_Smart v1.0 is evaluated with the
high-performance remote terminal unit in laboratory experimentation. The software for
the base station is also programmed to acquire and store real-time data for analysis. The
developed condition monitoring system will also help in future research findings in
corrosion and coating failure for the remote and mobile structure and in extending the
research work for civil, aerospace and marine applications within NCEM research
group. The development of the condition monitoring system has been discussed in detail
in Chapter 6.
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1.7 Structure of the thesis
The chapters in the report have been organised as shown in Figure 1.3. There is a total
of seven chapters in the report. The abstract view of the overall project including
research outline, the desired objectives and the methodology has been explained in this
chapter. The comprehensive literature review is elaborated in Chapter 2. It includes the
basic concepts of corrosion and common modes of coating failure. The latest research
findings leading to the development of prognostic models are also mentioned in detail.
The cost associated with maintenance in the defence industry and the maintenance
strategies are also given in the chapter.
The blistering and micro-cracks are the two most common modes of coating failure
found on large vehicles at “The Tank Museum” have been addressed. Chapter 3
explains the formation and propagation speed of blistering failure through experimental
methods leading to the development of the prognostic algorithm.
Chapter 4 includes the condition monitoring of a large vehicle at “The Tank
Museum” to investigate the environmental impact on the structure. The prognostic
model for deposition rate and diffusion rate of salinity for structures operating at various
geographical locations has been proposed and simulation results have been discussed in
detail.
A comprehensive multidisciplinary algorithmic approach has been proposed in
Chapter 5 to provide optimal maintenance solutions for metal structures. The prognostic
models elaborated in previous chapters have been linked with maintenance cost to
evaluate optimal recoating strategy among Part recoat, Patch recoat and Complete
Recoat. The algorithm estimates the optimal recoating strategy based on specifications
of coating material, structural material and operating conditions.
The accurate life assessment and the selection of an optimal maintenance strategy for
metal structures based on real-time parameters are evident for critical structures.
Therefore, Wireless Condition Monitoring System has been developed in the current
project. It includes the development of remote terminal units along with base station
system explained in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 includes the conclusions resulting from
objectives achieved in current project leading to future recommendations.
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Figure 1.2 Milestones achieved in the project
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This chapter explains the abstract view of research background, scope of project, research question, target objectives
along with the novelty in the research and development of current project.

Chapter 2
Literature Review

This chapter contains comprehensive literature review that covers corrosion theory, failure modes in
protective coatings leading to latest prognostic modelling. It also contains the conventional method of
condition monitoring techniques and maintenance strategies for metal structure.

Chapter 3
Blistering failure

This chapter explains the experimental investigations of corrosion monitoring of military tank at
“The Tank Museum” leading to the development of a prognostic algorithm for diffusion of salinity
through micro-cracks or porous medium within the coating.

This chapter illustrates the coating failure in the form of blistering. The experimental method to
investigate the blistering effect and development of the prognostic algorithm has been discussed.

Chapter 4
Micro-cracks and Diffusion

This chapter explains a comprehensive Condition-based- Maintenance algorithm to evaluate
optimal maintenance strategy for large metal structure by combining prognostic models for
coating failure and cost factors.

Condition-based-Maintenance

This chapter contains the development of a condition monitoring system which includes wireless remote
terminal units with various sensors and software at the base station for real-time condition monitoring.

Chapter 6
Wireless Condition Monitoring
System

The milestones achieved in the current project can lead to the development of an Inclusive condition
monitoring. The conclusion and future recommendations have been provided in this chapter.

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future work

Figure 1.3 Structure of the thesis
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The aim of the current research project is the development of a condition monitoring
system to provide efficient maintenance framework for large structures such as military
vehicles. The project covers various aspects of the research and development of
condition monitoring application and it requires in-depth understanding of failure
mechanism, modern prognostic solutions and condition monitoring techniques.
Therefore, this chapter provides comprehensive literature regarding these key elements
and the chapter has been divided into four sections as shown in Figure 2.1. These four
sections include corrosion theory, protective coatings, maintenance strategies and the
conclusion resulting from the literature. The basic concepts of corrosion, the complexity
in modelling corrosion phenomena and corrosion monitoring techniques have been
mentioned in corrosion theory. The complex parameters involved in coating failure
mechanism and modern prognostic models for the assessment of coatings are elaborated
in Protective coatings section. The cost of maintenance, implications and the strategies
practised by organisations are explained in Maintenance strategies. In the end, the
research gaps identified in literature in developing condition monitoring system has
been summarised in Conclusion.

Literature Review

Corrosion theory

Protective coatings

Maintenance strategies

Conclusion

Figure 2.1: Contents of chapter

2.1 Corrosion theory
The corrosion phenomenon is referred to as an electrochemical process that results due
to the formation of oxidation-reduction reactions within the metal (Corrosion, 2012).
The oxidation and reduction sites appear randomly within metal depending on the
crystalline structure of the metal. The presence of electrolyte (usually water), oxygen
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and metal are necessary for the formation of the electrochemical reaction. The loss of
electrons at oxidation site results in deterioration of metal strength. The corrosion
reaction in iron is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Corrosion reaction (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

The anodic site produces ferrous (𝐹𝑒 +2 ) ions by losing electrons as:
I

2+
𝐹𝑒(𝑠) ⟶ 2𝑒 − + 𝐹𝑒(𝑎𝑞)

The water and oxygen combines with electrons to produce hydroxide 𝑂𝐻 − ions as:

−
2𝐻2 𝑂 + 4𝑒 − + 𝑂2 (𝑔) ⟶ 4𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑞)

II

The reaction of 𝐹𝑒 +2 ions with 𝑂𝐻 − ions produces porous rust 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2 (𝑠) as follows:

3+
−
𝐹𝑒(𝑎𝑞)
+ 3𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑞)
⟶ 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 (𝑠)

III

The 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 crystallises into 𝐹𝑒2 𝑂2 . 𝐻2 𝑂 which is red brown rust known as
rusting. The anodic and cathodic sites can be or cannot be near to each other. The
deviation in acidity (pH) will also affect the corrosion process. The release of electron
increases at low acidity (pH) which accelerates the corrosion reaction. The presence of
pollutants/corrosive elements in electrolyte also results in an increase in the rate of
corrosion (Perez, N., 2004; Revie, R. W., 2008). The corrosion phenomena is one of the
main factor of deterioration in metal structures including military vehicles which can
occur in various modes depending on operating environmental conditions, properties of
material, geometry of structures and time of exposure to harsh atmospheric conditions
(Saeed, A. et al., 2015). The corrosion in critical components can results in loss of
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strength leading to the destruction of complete structural failure resulting in financial
loss and safety hazards. The large numbers of organisations are affected by corrosion
including transportation, civil infrastructures, utilities, production and manufacturing
(Javaherdashti, R., 2000).
2.1.1 Reasons for corrosion
The contact of metal with meteorological factors results in corrosion which can be a
small pit or it could escalate over the metal structure leading to partial or complete
failure. There could be numerous reasons for corrosion including operating conditions,
material of structure, presence of corrosive elements and bio-organism, metal-to-metal
contact and temperature. Few of them are explained below:
2.1.1.1 Structure material

The selection of material is based on cost, physical and mechanical properties, so it can
be welded, designed into desired shapes conveniently.Therefore, the corrosion resistant
property of the material is given secondary priority. Carbon steel is most commonly
used material for the manufacturing of metal structures (Keytometals). The use of
Aluminium military vehicles has greatly increased in past few decades because of its
reduced weight and corrosion resistant properties in order to improve the vehicle
mobility, less prone to corrosion in marine applications and convenience in maintenance
(Totalmateria, Jul-2004). The cost of steel and aluminium fluctuates depending on
demand and global supply but generally, steel is cheaper than aluminium (Hornbacher,
A.).
2.1.1.2 Operating conditions

Once the metal structure is installed for service, the operating environmental conditions
play a major role in determining the durability of the metal structure. The critical
threshold level for relative humidity was found to be 80% (Latif, J. et al., 2018a).
Therefore, the corrosion reaction can even occur when the relative humidity is higher
than the critical threshold level and the temperature is above than 00 𝐶. The corrosive
elements such as the presence of salinity in the atmosphere, pH factor, temperature
gradient and other biological organisms influence the corrosion reaction (Corvo, F. et
al., 2008). The intrusion of water into the structure and its confinement within the areas
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of structure which are difficult to access to monitor or within components makes the
structure susceptible to corrosion damage.
2.1.1.3 Metal-to-Metal contact

The formation of an electrochemical cell for corrosion reaction requires an anodic site
to release electrons which are consumed by the cathodic site in the presence of
electrolyte that could be the wetness with corrosive elements. This phenomenon can be
established through metal-to-metal contact within the structure (Corrosion, 2012;
Javaherdashti, R., 2000; Revie, R. W., 2008).
2.1.2 Atmospheric effect on corrosion prediction
Several methodologies have been applied to predict the corrosion damage including
mathematical models, probabilistic approaches and neural networks. In the past, the
environmental impact on corrosion has been investigated at various geographical
locations to propose prognostic solutions. The relation between meteorological factors
and corrosion damage was proposed using an exponent of power-law (Feliu, S. et al.,
1993a; Feliu, S. et al., 1993b). The researchers attempted to propose a general equation
for complex corrosion phenomena that could be applicable to any geographical region.
The regression models were proposed after monitoring the corrosion rate of carbon steel
at 43 different locations (Revie, R. W., 2008). The corrosion of carbon steel has been
investigated in indoor and outdoor environmental conditions of Cuba (Mendoza, A. R.
and Corvo, F., 2000). There is no corrosion damage in the absence of water and
mathematical models described earlier do not result in zero in the absence of water.
Therefore, an appropriate term for time-of-wetness is added in the model along with
parameters including sulphur dioxide, salinity and temperature (Klinesmith, D. E. et al.,
2007).
The proposed mathematical solutions for prediction of corrosion damage which are
mentionend in previous section have not shown significant accuracy. The experimental
finding has shown a significant difference in estimation of corrosion damage in diverse
environmental conditions. The meteorological factors vary significantly over different
geographical locations, therefore the power law function is not an appropriate solution
for corrosion prediction in real time scenario especially for structures which are
operating remotely and mobile.
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2.1.3 Weather conditions at Dorset
The large military vehicles at The Tank Museum operate under severe and harsh
environmental conditions of Dorset, UK. More than 300 large military vehicles are
operating stationary at Museum or remote locations. The military vehicles were
subjected to harsh atmospheric conditions during service life in past, therefore various
modes of deterioration have been identified. The atmospheric conditions of Dorset, UK
where these military operating was analysed through world weather online
(Worldweatheronline). The rain is a source of water which is an essential element for
corrosion reaction. The number of rainy days per month for three years from 2014 to
2016 at Dorset, UK is shown in Figure 2.3. It can be seen that the Dorset has frequent
rain throughout the calendar year. The critical threshold level for humidity to initiate
corrosion is 80%. The data for relative humidity recorded for three years shows that
most of the time during the calendar year, the level of relative humidity remains greater
than the threshold level as presented in Figure 2.4. The entrainment of salt particles
begins at wind speed equal to 3 m/s. The average wind speed in Dorset always remained
greater than 3 m/s as shown in Figure 2.5. The high deposition of salt particles can be
expected over the surface of large military vehicles. The diffusion of salt particles is
also one of the major factors that resulted in various modes of corrosion damages in
large military vehicles. The Valentine Tank stationed at The Tank Museum is operated
for indoor and outdoor activities. The environmental impact of Dorset has resulted in
deterioration of Valentine Tank as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.3: Rainy days at Dorset for 3 years (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

Figure 2.4: Relative humidity at Dorset for 3 years (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)
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Figure 2.5: Wind speed at Dorset for 3 years (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

(a) Valentine tank stationed at “The Tank Museum”

(b) Inside condition of Valentine Tank
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(c) Inside condition of Valentine Tank

(d) Coating failure at edges of the vehicle structure
Figure 2.6: The Valentine tank at the tank Museum before maintenance

2.1.4 Corrosion monitoring techniques
Corrosion monitoring techniques are generally characterised as direct or indirect
techniques. The direct corrosion monitoring techniques measure the change in potential
or current resulting from corrosion reaction. While the indirect corrosion monitoring
techniques estimate the outcome of corrosion reaction that corrosive elements may exist
(Roberge, P. R.). Some of the most commonly used corrosion monitoring techniques are
listed in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Various corrosion monitoring techniques

The corrosion monitoring techniques can be intrusive or non-intrusive. The intrusive
method requires access to the structure. The Corrosion Coupons, Electrical Resistance,
Inductive Resistance Probe and Linear polarisation resistance techniques are Intrusive,
while corrosion potential and chemical analysis techniques are non-intrusive. Every
technique has its own advantages and disadvantages. The Corrosion is estimated by
measuring weight loss of sample due to corrosion reaction in Corrosion Coupons
method. This method is reliable but it requires significant time and it cannot be used for
online or real-time corrosion monitoring. The Electrical Resistance method measures
the corrosion rate by measuring the change in resistance of the material. The resistance
of material changes due to metal loss resulting from corrosion reaction. Although, it can
be used to take frequent measurements at any time but it requires calibration with the
properties of structural material. The Inductive Resistance technique also works as an
Electrical Resistance technique but it measures weight loss through a change in
inductive resistance and offers high sensitivity as compared to Electrical Resistance.
The Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy is a powerful technique for accurate
corrosion monitoring by applying signals of low amplitude. Although, it provides very
accurate measurement in a controlled environment but it is highly prone to noise in
fielded environmental conditions. The Linear Polarisation Resistance technique also
provides one of the efficient and powerful methods for direct and on-line corrosion
monitoring based on the three-electrode system. It requires relatively clean electrolytic
environment for successful measurements. In the current project, the Linear Polarisation
Resistance sensors are used for the experimental study of corrosion monitoring and
development of condition monitoring system.
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The Ultrasonic and Radiography techniques are indirect, non-intrusive and nondestructive corrosion monitoring methods. They can also provide accurate detection and
measurement of corrosion rate but these techniques require significant time like
Corrosion Coupons method and they cannot be utilised for the online or real-time
corrosion monitoring system.

2.2 Protective coatings
Protective coatings are applied to preserve the high-value metal structures from factors
causing corrosion damage. They act as a barrier between metal structure and
environmental factors to sustain and prolong their functional life for a long period of
time. The metal structures without protective coatings are highly receptive towards
corrosion which results in minimum functional life. While protective coatings provide
an adequate solution to increase the durability of functional life. Coatings play a key
role in many applications including thermal sensing instruments, optical filters,
electronic semiconductor devices, magnetic recording media, transportation, defence
organisations and many other applications. Although, various distinct coatings are
utilised for numerous applications but they are generally characterised as Organic and
Inorganic Coatings. While the current project is primarily focused on high-value metal
structures as military vehicles which are operating at The Tank Museum, Bovington,
UK. The organic coatings are applied to a military vehicle to preserve them from
harmful factors causing a threat to their structural integrity. The organic coatings are
applied to metal structures in liquid form with the help of a brush or spray gun. The
protective coatings are also prone to various modes of failure exposing the metal
structure to a corrosive atmosphere. The inappropriate pre-treatment and preparation of
the metal surface, unsuitable selection of coating material, inappropriate drying process,
mechanical damage and lack of protection from corrosive environmental conditions are
considered primary reasons for various coating failure modes. These factors
individually or in combination results in loss of adhesion between coating and metal
substrate (Saeed, A. et al., 2017; Saeed, A. et al., 2015; Saeed, A. et al., 2016). There
are several coating failure modes including blistering, micro-cracks, stress corrosion
cracking, microbial corrosion and several other failure modes. The interfacial adhesion
of coating of military vehicles at The Tank Museum is highly influenced by corrosive
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atmosphere while operating outside in uncontrolled and diverse environmental
conditions in Dorset which resulting in coating failure leading to corrosion damage
under the coating. In predictive modelling, the current project focussed on developing
algorithms based on critical parameters to predict the failure mechanism for proactive
maintenance decisions. The blistering effect and corrosion under the coating due to the
presence of micro-cracks has been addressed in the current project. The coating failure
modes have been elaborated in the following section.
The coating failure at the interface of coating and metal substrate appears in several
forms depending on influential parameters. The blistering and micro-cracks are very
common coating failure phenomenon that involves a large number of complex
parameters. The blistering effect leading to complete disbandment of the coating from
the metal substrate, micro-cracks causing corrosion beneath the coating has been found
to be one of the major factors in the deterioration of large military vehicles at The Tank
Museum (Saeed, A. et al., 2017).
2.2.1 Blistering failure
The blistering defects appear at the interface of coating and metal substrate due to
properties are driven by external environmental conditions or the pressure generated
from the concentration of impurity ion concentration or spots with loose bonding
between coating and metal substrate (Chuang, T. et al., 1997; Hutchinson, J. et al.,
1992; Hutchinson, J. W., 1996). The formation of blister depends on various reasons
mainly characterised as Osmotic blistering and Non-Osmotic blistering. In Osmotic
blistering the coating buckles away because of molecules of moisture which are
transferred through a semi-permeable membrane. The coating and metal substrate
system operating in an environment with high humidity level are highly susceptible and
affected by Osmotic blistering. The contamination of aqueous solution within coating or
change in temperature across the coating and metal substrate system plays a major role
as driving forces for the propagation of osmotic blisters. The relative humidity level
around The Tank Museum always remains high throughout the calendar year, therefore,
causing a serious threat to the structural integrity of large military vehicles (Latif, J. et
al., 2018a). The blister that occurs due to inappropriate environmental conditions during
the application of a coating or due to the properties of the metal substrate is called Non23
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Osmotic blistering. These blisters are also called bubbles which often occur due to an
inappropriate thickness of the coating and unsuitable temperature during the drying
process. The application of coating over the porous medium of the substrate often traps
air or moisture which results in bubbling effect. The non-osmotic blistering (bubbling)
effect doesn’t always occur over the coating but it can also occur within the coating
(Chuang, T. et al., 1997; Machen, J. D., July 12, 2016).
Comprehensive literature is available to explain the complex parameters which are
responsible for the formation and propagation of blistering failure. The loss of adhesion
in the form of blister at the interface of the coating-substrate system is illustrated in
Figure 2.8. Consider the coating buckles away from the substrate due to the pressure ‘P’
generated by impure ions or compressive stresses within the coating or in a combination
of both factors. The thickness of the coating and substrate is shown by ‘h’ and ‘s’. The
‘’ is the height of blister and ‘R’ is the radius if blister. The coating and substrate are
isotropic materials. The properties of isotropic materials such as Elastic Modulus and
Poisson’s ratio show the same behaviour in all directions. The Karman nonlinear plate
theory is used to explain the formation of blistering under 𝑅 ⁄ℎ ≫ 1 assumption
(Ventsel, E. and Krauthammer, T., 2001). The stresses appear within coating when it
buckles away from the substrate is known as critical stress (Hutchinson, J. et al., 1992;
Hutchinson, J. W., 1996). The threshold value of critical stress at which the blister
formation begins is given as:
ℎ
𝐸
𝜎𝑐 = [ ] [1.22235
]
𝑅
1 − 𝑣2

2.1

According to the relation for critical stress shown above, it depends on the thickness
of the coating and also on mechanical properties of coating material including Elastic
Modulus ‘𝐸’ and Poison’s ratio ‘𝑣’. The energy required to produce blister is called as
Energy release rate. The relation for energy release rate’ 𝐺’ is given as following
(Hutchinson, J. et al., 1992):
6(1 − 𝑣 2 )
2
ℎ
∆𝑁
⁄
𝐺 = [𝑀 +
12] [ 𝐸ℎ3 ]
2

2.2

According to Equation 2.1, the energy release rate is also a function of bending
moment ′𝑀′ and change in resultant tress-force ′∆𝑁′ at the crack tip. The bending
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moment ′𝑀′ describes the bending of the coating layer with respect to the neutral point
of axis due to applied moment of force based on the cantilever beam theory concept
(Hutchinson, J. W. and Suo, Z., 1991). If the coating has thickness ‘h’ and stress or
force applied is denoted by 𝜎𝑓 then the resultant bending moment with respect to the
neutral point of axis ′𝑥𝑛 ′ can be given as:
ℎ

𝑀 = ∫ 𝜎𝑓 (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑛 )𝑑𝑥

2.3

0

The relation for energy release rate can also be written as following (Nazir, M. et al.,
2015d):
6(1 − 𝑣 2 )
2
𝐺 = 𝑀2 [
] [1 + (𝑘√∩ −1) ]
3
𝐸ℎ

2.4

The ′ ∩ ′ indicates the de-bonding index which defines the buckling of the coating
from the substrate. The de-bonding index is the ratio of stress on the coating and critical
stress level as ′ ∩ = 𝜎⁄𝜎𝑐 ′. If ′ ∩ < 1′, it is assumed that there is no blistering and
coating-substrate system is in safe condition, If ′ ∩ = 1′ then the coating-substrate
system is assumed to be in critical situation and ′ ∩ > 1′ shows the formation of blister
assuming the coating-substrate system in fail state.
The fracture mechanics explains that the growth rate of the blister is driven by mode
I and mode II state of stress intensity factor at the crack tip of blister (Irwin, G. R.,
1957). The cracks are characterised into three different types of deformation as Opening
crack (mode I), Shearing crack (mode II) and tearing crack (mode III) as shown in
Figure 2.9 (Maiti, S. K., 2015).

R
Crack tip
Coating
M

h
s

∆N

P



Substrate

Figure 2.8: Parameters in blister failure
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Figure 2.9: Modes of fracture (Roylance, D., 2001)

The coating blister cracks more likely to propagate in opening mode (mode I). Consider
stress acting on as object inducing crack as shown in Figure 2.10.

x

Figure 2.10: Direction of stresses and crack

The stress intensity factor for crack can be defined as (Maiti, S. K., 2015):
𝜎=

𝐾

2.5(a)

√𝜋𝑥

𝐾 = 𝜎√𝜋𝑥

2.5(b)

The intensity of stress at the crack tip is defined by the combination of stress ’𝜎’ and
crack length ‘𝑥′. The amount of energy release rate needed to propagate the crack at the
interface depends on the ratio of mode II and mode I called as mode mix. The mode mix
is defined as:
tan  =

𝐾𝐼𝐼
√3(𝛿/ℎ) tan 𝜔 + 4
=
𝐾𝐼
√3(𝛿/ℎ) − 4 tan 𝜔

2.6
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Where ′ ‘ also known as dimensionless phase angle is used to determine the relative
proportion of shearing crack (mode II) to opening crack (mode I). The bi-material factor
𝜔 depends on Dundur’s elastic mismatch parameters ‘’ and ‘’ (Maiti, S. K., 2015;
Suo, Z. and Hutchinson, J. W., 1990). The parameters ‘’ and ‘’ denotes the mismatch
in extensional stiffness and volumetric stiffness between two bonded materials such as
coating and metal-substrate (Hutchinson, J. W. and Suo, Z., 1991; Schmauder, S. and
Meyer, M., 1992).
̅̅̅𝑐 − ̅̅̅
̅̅̅𝑐 + ̅̅̅
𝛼 = [𝐸
𝐸𝑠 ]/[𝐸
𝐸𝑠 ]
𝛽=

1 ̅̅̅
𝐸𝑐 (1 − 𝑣𝑐 )(1 − 2𝑣𝑠 ) − ̅̅̅
𝐸𝑠 (1 − 𝑣𝑠 )(1 − 2𝑣𝑐 )
[
]
̅̅̅𝑐 + ̅̅̅
4
(𝐸
𝐸𝑠 )(1 − 𝑣𝑠 )(1 − 𝑣𝑠 )

2.7
2.8

The value of ‘’ and ‘’ = 0 if there is no elastic mismatch between coating and
substrate and value of bi-material factor ‘’ is also zero. The parameter ‘’ makes
complications in interfacial fracture mechanics application, Hence its value is
approximated to zero.
The blister can propagate in the form of a circular shape or it could either propagate
as straight-sided shape. The straight-sided blister has two ends labelled as front and side
as shown in Figure 2.11. The front and side have different energy release rates which
force the blister to propagate in straight-sided shape. The front end has a small energy
release rate as compared to side end but the side end experiences very low effective
toughness as a result blister crack propagates at the front end. Separate relations for
energy release rate have been formulated for the front end and side end as shown in the
following equations (Choi, S. R. et al., 1999).
𝜎𝑐
𝜎𝑐
) (1 + 3 )


𝜎𝑐
= 𝐺0 (1 − )


𝐺𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 = 𝐺0 (1 −

2.9(a)

𝐺𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡

2.9(b)

The ‘𝐺𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ′ represents the energy release rate at side end and ′𝐺𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 ′ represents the
energy release rate at the front end of the straight-sided blister. The ′𝐺0 ′ referes to the
steady state energy release rate defined as:
𝐺0 = 𝜎 2 ℎ

1 − 𝑣2
2𝐸

2.9(C)
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Coating
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Substrate

Figure 2.11: Straight-sided blister

The formation and propagation of circular blisters and straight-sided blisters occur
due to osmotic or non-osmotic pressure leading to various morphologies including
telephone cord such as worm-like and network-like blisters (Chuang, T.-J. et al., 1999).

The instability of blisters either circular or straight-sided commonly leads to telephonic
cord shape due to high coupling stress greater than critical level. The numerical
simulation results show that the propagation of blister in the form of telephonic cord
and network-like shapes is highly influenced by stresses within coating and adhesion
strength at the interface of the coating-substrate system (Ni, Y. and Soh, A., 2014).
According to literature, it can be concluded that the study of the combined effect of
diffusion-induced stress and compressive stress can give better understating of blister
formation and propagation in the form of different morphologies (Nazir, M. et al.,
2015b; Nazir, M. et al., 2015c, 2015e).
The researchers have investigated the complex blistering mechanism to develop a
better understanding of the parameters involved in blister formation and propagation in
order to propose prognostic models to evaluate the effective performance of protective
coatings. The literature review has shown that the blistering mechanism requires
incorporation of various complex multidisciplinary parameters for more accurate
mathematical modelling. Some of the prognostic models developed for a blistering
mechanism in recent years have been shown in Table 2.1. The mathematical models
represent the relation for the energy release rate as a function of various parameters. The
relation for energy release rate as a function of the height of blister and pressure was
developed after investigating the mechanical properties through applied load and shaft
displacement (Wan, K.-T. and Liao, K., 1999). The thickness of the coating was
incorporated to develop mathematical relations for energy release rate in (Bressers, J. et
al., 2000). Another simple relation for energy release rate was derived as a function of
blister height, poisson’s ratio and pressure (Jahnsen, H., 2001). The mechanical
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property of coating such as Elastic modulus along with blister height and pressure
combined to derive a mathematical relation in (Galindo, R. E. et al., 2005; Kappes, M.
et al., 2010) for the blistering mechanism. Later on, the fracture mechanics concepts are
combined with diffusion parameters to propose a prognostic model in (Prawoto, Y. and
Dillon, B., 2012). The configuration of blister along with the strain and stress fields in
the outer region of blister has been considered to model adhesion energy for
nanomembrane (Ma, Y. et al., 2018). Although numerous mathematical relations were
derived but there were still grey areas needs to be addressed.
NCEM research group has investigated various critical parameters through
experimental methods to propose comprehensive mathematical models for coating
failures. The holistic models are based on electro-chemistry, material science and
mechanical parameters. The Khan-Nazir and Khan-Nazir II models are the state-of-theart inter-disciplinary prognostic models proposed and experimentally validated by
NCEM research group. The Khan–Nazir II is the synergistic wear-corrosion model to
define delamination of nanocomposite coatings (Nazir, M. H. et al., 2018b). Previously
developed synergistic models were valid for only bulk materials. The Khan-Nazir II
model can be applied to bulk materials and nanocomposite coatings. It has been
formulated on Nano-mechanics, Archard relation and Electro-chemistry concepts to
model the combined effects of wear and corrosion.
The Khan-Nazir model proposed in (Nazir, M. and Khan, Z. A., 2017) defines the
energy release rate of the coating-substrate system. The formation and propagation of
blistering failure is a combined effect of complex parameters. The Khan-Nazir model
has been developed by integrating fracture mechanics and diffusion concepts. It
formulates the propagation of blister at interfacial crack tip due to the accumulative
effect of residual and diffusion-induced stresses. The model is also investigated for
various other parameters including coating thickness, thermal mismatch, interfacial
toughness and roughness of coating-substrate system. The model also contains mode
mix function which is elaborated earlier in this section. The model can be used to
estimate the useful life of a part/component of the structure. Therefore, the model is
further linked with growth rate in the current project to propose an algorithm that is
explained comprehensively in Chapter 3.
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Table 2-1: Prognostic models for coating failure in the recent years

Developer

Blistering Model

Reference

Model
𝟐

Khan-Nazir

𝟔(𝟏 − 𝒗𝟐𝒄 )
𝟏
𝝆
[𝑴𝟐𝒄 + (𝟎. 𝟐(𝟏 + 𝒗𝒄 )√
(
− 𝟏)) ]
𝟑
𝟐
𝑬𝒄 𝒉
𝟎𝟎. 𝟐(𝟏 + 𝒗𝒄 ) + 𝟎. 𝟐(𝟏 + 𝒗𝒄 ) 𝝆𝒄𝒓

(Nazir,

M.

and Khan, Z.
A., 2017)
Yong Ma et.al

𝟏. 𝟐𝟓

𝝆𝒊 𝒅𝒗 𝜶𝟐𝟎
𝜹𝑪𝟏 [
𝒅𝒗 𝜶𝟐𝟎 + 𝑪𝟏 𝜶𝟐

𝜹

− 𝝆𝒆 ]

(Ma, Y. et
al., 2018)

𝜶𝟐 . 𝑬𝟐

Prawoto et.al

𝜹
( 𝜶𝟐𝟏𝟏 . 𝝆𝟐𝒚 + 𝟐 𝜶𝟏𝟐 𝝆𝒙 𝝆𝒚 + 𝜶𝟐𝟏𝟏 𝝆𝟐𝒚 )
(𝟏 − 𝒗𝟐𝒄 )

(Prawoto, Y.
and

Dillon,

B., 2012)
𝟏/𝟔

Kappes et.al

𝝆𝟒 𝒓𝟒 𝑬𝟐
(
)
𝟏𝟕. 𝟒𝒉

(Kappes, M.
et al., 2010)

√𝝆. 𝑪. 𝜹. 𝑬
Galindo et.al

(Galindo, R.
E.

et

al.,

2005)
Volinsky et.al

𝝆. 𝜹 √(𝟏 −
𝟐𝒇

𝒗𝟐𝒄 )
(Volinsky,
A.

et

al.,

2002)
Jahnsen et.al

𝝆 √(𝟏 − 𝒗𝟐𝒄 )
𝟐𝜹

(Jahnsen, H.,
2001)

Bressers et.al

𝝆 √(𝟏 − 𝒗𝟐𝒄 )𝒉
𝟐

(Bressers, J.
et al., 2000)

Wan et.al

𝑬
√𝟓. 𝑪. 𝝆. 𝜹
𝟐

(Wan, K.-T.
and Liao, K.,
1999)

𝝆 = 𝒃𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆 ; 𝜹 = 𝒃𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝒉𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕; 𝑬 =

𝒚𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒈′ 𝒔

𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒖𝒍𝒖𝒔; 𝒓 = 𝒃𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒓 𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒊𝒖𝒔 ;

𝒅𝒗 =

𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒕𝒉 𝒐𝒇 𝒄𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚
𝝆𝒄𝒓 = 𝒄𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆 ; 𝝆𝒊 = 𝑰𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆; 𝝆𝒆 = 𝒂𝒎𝒃𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆 ; 𝜶𝟎 = 𝒓𝒂𝒅𝒊𝒖𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒄𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚
𝑴𝒄 = 𝒃𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒎𝒐𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒇𝒊𝒍𝒎 𝒔𝒖𝒃𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆 𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒎 𝒅𝒖𝒆 𝒕𝒐 𝒃𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒏𝒈; 𝑪𝟏 = 𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 𝒄𝒐𝒆𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒕
𝒉 = 𝒇𝒊𝒍𝒎 𝒕𝒉𝒊𝒄𝒌𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔; 𝑪 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒇 𝒅𝒆𝒑𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒔 𝒐𝒏 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒈𝒆𝒐𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒚
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2.2.2 Micro-cracks and stress factor
Protective coating layer applied on metal structures acting as a barrier from external
influential parameters to avoid corrosion also breaks down in the form of micro-cracks
within the coating. The corrosion reaction is an electrochemical process but this process
is also highly affected by materialistic and mechanical properties of the coating and
metal-substrate system (Zhao, X. et al., 2013). The development of micro-cracks within
the coating breaks the protective layer. These micro-cracks become the passage for
corrosive elements to pass through and react with metal-substrate and initiate corrosion
reaction (Holmberg, K. and Mathews, A., 1994). The developments of residual stresses
are responsible for the contraction and expansion of micro-cracks. The behaviour of
micro-cracks was investigated through experimental findings. The stresses within
coating are characterised as intrinsic and extrinsic stress. The intrinsic stresses develop
due to the defects or dislocation in the coating and extrinsic stress depends on adhesion
of the coating and metal-substrate system. The mismatch in coefficient of thermal
expansion between the coating and metal-substrate materials induces compressive or
tensile stresses (Hutchinson, J. W., 1996; Totten, G. E., 2002). The relation for stress is
given as follows:
𝜎 = 𝐸(𝜀 − 𝛼∆𝑇)

2.10

Where ′𝜎′ is the stress resulting from Elastic modulus′𝐸′, strain ′𝜀′, coefficient of
thermal expansion ′𝛼′ and temperature gradient′∆𝑇′. The product of coefficient of
thermal expansion ′𝛼′ and temperature gradient ′∆𝑇′ drives the stress behaviour within
the coating. The positive temperature gradient (ΔT > 0) results in compressive residual
stress causing contraction within coating micro cracks resulting in decrease in the
diffusion of corrosive elements. Although, the decrease in diffusion of corrosive
elements also reduces the diffusion induced stress but compressive residual stress tends
to increase. When compressive residual stress is higher than a certain level where the
coating particles cannot further contract, the coating layer begins to lose adhesion from
metal-substrate and buckles away resulting in the formation of a blister. The blistering
effect results in an increase in diffusion induced stress by opening contracted micro
cracks wider (Hutchinson, J. W., 1996; Liu, X. and Frankel, G., 2006; Nazir, M. et al.,
2015b).
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On the contrary, the negative temperature gradient (ΔT < 0)

results in the

development of tensile stress within coating causing expansion of micro-cracks. The
expansion of micro-cracks allows corrosive elements to diffuse resulting in increasing
diffusion-induced stress. The tensile stress and diffusion-induced stress are driven in the
same direction due to the negative temperature gradient exposing metal-substrate. The
increase in tensile stress causing widening of micro-cracks and allowing corrosive
elements to diffuse into the coating and metal-substrate system to initiate corrosion
reaction. The increase in exposure of metal substrate accelerates the corrosion damage
at the interface of coating and substrate (Hutchinson, J. W., 1996; Nazir, M. et al.,
2015b).
2.2.2.1 Diffusion of Corrosive elements

According to research findings in the past, the development of the porous region or
micro-cracks allows corrosive elements to diffuse into the coating and metal-substrate
system results in corrosion damage under the coating as shown in Figure 2.12. The
corrosion rate is directly proportional to the diffusion of corrosive elements into the
coating and metal-substrate system (Riemer, D. P. and Orazem, M. E., 2005; Zhao, X.
et al., 2013). The corrosive elements from the surrounding environment accumulate
over the coating and metal-substrate system such as the salt particles in the air deposits
over metal structure (Meira, G. et al., 2007). These salt particles diffuse through micro
cracks or porous medium resulting in corrosion reactions.
Corrosive particles

Tensile stress
Coating

Substrate

Corrosion reaction
Figure 2.12: Diffusion of salt particles and corrosion reaction

The formation of electrochemical cells at the interface of the coating and metalsubstrate system also decreases the strength of bonding between coating and metal
(Grundmeier, G. et al., 1998; Grundmeier, G. et al., 2000; Stratmann, M. et al., 1994).
The coating starts acting like a jelly medium where the electrochemical cells under the
coating are active (Fürbeth, W. and Stratmann, M., 2001; Grundmeier, G. et al., 2000).
The diffusion rate of corrosive elements depends on various factors including the
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concentration of corrosive elements, relative humidity, temperature and exposure time
of the structure. In the current research, the accumulation of salinity and its diffusion
has been addressed. The rate of change of concentration of salt particles over time
depends on migration, convection and diffusion (Bastidas-Arteaga, E. et al., 2011).
𝜕𝑆
= 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜕𝑡

2.11(a)

𝑛

𝜕𝑆
1
=
∑ [𝐷𝐴𝑠 (𝑇, 𝑅𝐻, 𝑡)∇𝑆𝑒 + 𝑧𝐷𝐴𝑠 𝑆𝑓 ∇∅ + 𝑗𝑚 𝑆𝑓 + 𝑅𝑠 + 𝑆𝑠 ]
𝜕𝑡
𝑛
𝑆𝑒𝑛=1

The

2.11(b)

‘𝜕𝑆⁄𝜕𝑡 ′ is the rate of change of salt particles over time depending as a

summation of diffusion, migration and convection. The convection and migration
factors are neglected in current research. The ‘𝑇, 𝑅𝐻, 𝑡’ represents temperature, relative
humidity and time of exposure, respectively. The ′𝐷𝐴𝑠 ′ represents the diffusion
coefficient which defines the amount of salt particles diffused into the coating and metal
substrate system. The diffusion coefficient in a porous medium is lower by a order of
two as compared to the diffusion coefficient in aqueous medium (Nazir, M. and Khan,
Z. A., 2017).
2

𝐷𝐴𝑠

1
=[
]
𝐷𝑆,𝑆𝑇𝐴 𝑓(𝑇)𝑓(𝑅𝐻)𝑓(𝑡)

2.12

In order to predict the corrosion damage under the coating, the accumulation of the
concentration of salt elements and the factors driving the diffusion process needs to be
addressed. The concentration of salt depends on the speed of wind (Levin, Z. and
Cotton, W. R., 2008) and a diffusion phenomenon depends on meteorological
parameters including temperature, relative humidity and time of exposure. The speed of
wind is a very diverse factor which varies from time to time and from location to
location. Furthermore, the quantity of salt particles in the atmosphere also varies from
location to location such as the atmosphere of the coastal region contains a high amount
of salt particles as compared to the atmosphere in the non-coastal region. The
accumulation of hygroscopic particles on the solid surface structures has been described
by the concept of aerosol physics. The wind speed can be considered as key parameters
to determine the amount of deposition rate on the solid surfaces. The wind speed at
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3𝑚𝑠 −1 is considered a threshold level at which entrainment of marine aerosol initiates
(Morcillo, M. et al., 2000).

2.3 Maintenance of structures
The maintenance is characterised as the actions carried out to restore or retain the
structural systems to a sustainable condition. The condition of structures depends on
operating condition, material, mechanical and physical characteristics (Harris, S. et al.,
2006; Nielsen, J. S. and Sørensen, J. D., 2018; Prajapati, A. et al., 2012; Tam, C. and
Stiemer, S., 1996a). The component failure or structural breakdown is more likely to
take place during operations. The delay or halt in services causes huge financial loss to
organisations in the form of direct and indirect cost. The maintenance of structures is
necessary in order to ensure their availability and to maintain service life for a long
time. The maintenance includes various activities which are also associated with cost.
The scheduled recoating maintenance is applied to a large number of military vehicles
at The Tank Museum without the consideration of cost implications. The maintenance
of critical equipment in the defence industry is an essential and important activity for
their availability.
2.3.1 Cost of corrosion and maintenance
The maintenance has been daunting and expensive activity in the organisation for
maintainability

of

critical

and

high-value

structures.

Various

maintenance

methodologies are applied to minimise system failures. In the past decades, the financial
impact on capital budget resulted from corrosion damage and associated maintenance
activates have been estimated. The cost of corrosion and maintenance includes the
accumulative cost of inspections, corrosion prevention methods, maintenance activities,
research and development for optimising solutions. According to the latest findings, the
corrosion results in 3.4% of direct cost to capital budget and indirect cost make this
percentage twice (Inspectioneering, 2016). The large numbers of organisations are
affected by the consequences of corrosion including automotive, utilities and especially
defence sector. The military spends around 23 % of its budget on corrosion and
maintenance related activities (Herzberg, E. F. et al., 2006). The efficient
implementation of corrosion prevention and maintenance techniques can result in a cost
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saving of around 15% to 35%. The Logistic management Institute (LMI) government
consulting organisation estimates the annual cost of corrosion and associated
maintenance activities. The applied methodology has been authorised by Corrosion
Prevention and Control Integrated Team (CPCIPT). It considers three schemas for cost
calculation as mentioned in Table 2.2.

Several reports have been issued by LMI

organisation on the annual cost of corrosion of ground, marine and air vehicles
(Herzberg, E. F. et al., 2006).
In 2016, the LMI has published the latest stat on the annual cost of corrosion for
military vehicles. The equipment of army cost around $3.1 billion of the amount which
is about 15% of total expenditure associated with maintenance (Hertzberg, E., 2016;
Herzberg, E. F. et al., 2006). The activities

related to maintenance including

inspections, washing, cleaning, recoating, drying and other surface treatments incur the
highest corrosion cost. The research findings have shown the dependency of
deterioration of structures on multidiscipline parameters. Therefore, appropriate
selection of recoating strategy for individual structure can results in cost reduction
through minimising maintenance activities.
Table 2-2: Factors considered for estimating the cost of corrosion

Schema

Description
Depot: The corrosion related cost on maintenance of depot where vehicles

1.

are stationed.
Field: The cost of corrosion maintenance at field level.
Outside normal reporting: The cost of corrosion related maintenance not
considered in conventional maintenance reporting scheme.
Corrective: The cost of maintenance of existing corrosion issues.

2.

Preventive: The cost of a proactive measure for possible corrosion threats.
Parts: The direct corrosion cost of removable parts.

3.

Structure: The direct corrosion cost of the structure.

2.3.2 Maintenance strategies
Industrial organisations apply various maintenance strategies to maintain their
structures. They are also continuously looking for optimal and efficient strategies to
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improve operational activities. The optimisation framework for maintenance can result
in cost savings as the activates associated with recoating maintenance incur most of the
corrosion cost according to LMI findings (Herzberg, E. F. et al., 2006). Maintenance
strategies are normally classified into following:


Corrective Maintenance (CM)



Time-based-Maintenance (TBM)



Condition-based-Maintenance (CBM)

Corrective Maintenance is considered a most inefficient strategy for critical
structures as the failure is rectified after detection. Time-based-maintenance is carried
out after fixed time intervals and irrespective of the condition of the structure. The
frequent inspections are not required in TBM but this strategy is inefficient for the
structures which are subjected to diverse atmospheric and operating conditions (AuYong, C. P. et al., 2013). Condition-based-Maintenance strategy is most commonly
implemented in organisations for critical and high-value structures. CBM modelling is
based on diagnosis, prognostic models, operational activities of structures, data mining
of huge measurements collected from sensors, Artificial intelligence and maintenance
history as shown in Figure 2.13 (Prajapati, A. et al., 2012). The CBM can be further
classified into three categories as Discrete-state deterioration, Proportional hazard
model and Continuous-state deterioration (Alaswad, S. and Xiang, Y., 2017). The
Markov and Semi-Markov process are types of Discrete-state deterioration models. The
Markov process predicts a future event of breakdown based on only the current situation
while Semi-Markov process also includes the previous incidents. The common
Continuous-state deterioration models include the Gamma process, Inverse Gaussian
process and Brownian process are also practised for maintenance in various industrial
organisations (Si, X.-S. et al., 2011; Ye, Z. S. and Xie, M., 2015).
Condition-based-Maintenance

Diagnosis

Prognostics

Data mining

Artificial Intelligence

Maintenance history

Figure 2.13: Methods involved in Condition-based-Maintenance
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The recoating maintenance activities account for the highest cost of corrosion and
maintenance. Therefore, the maintenance optimisation framework for recoating of
structures can result in significant cost saving. The latest research findings have
addressed the effect of multidisciplinary parameters in the deterioration process as
discussed in previous sections of this chapter. The conventional stochastic CBM models
do not include the multidisciplinary parameters. The appropriate selection and
monitoring of these multidisciplinary parameters can result in more accurate and costeffective prognostics for CBM.

2.4 Conclusion
The Condition-Based-Maintenance is considered the most efficient and accurate method
of maintaining the critical and high-value structures. The maintenance decisions within
CBM are based on diagnosis, prognostics and data mining. The latest research findings
have identified various parameters that have an impact on the service life of structures.
The inclusion of those parameters in prognostics can improve the efficiency of CBM.
The conventional methods of maintenance do not consider the complex parameters of
structural deterioration.


The coating failure in the form of blisters is very common deterioration
mechanism. The formation of blister failure due to the combined effect of
diffusion-induced stress and residual stress has been modelled in literature.
According to recent experimental investigations, the de-bonding driving at the
coating-substrate interface is driven by the development of stresses. The models
for the propagation of blister failure is also present in literature but it does not
include the effect of diffusion-induced stress and residual stress. Therefore, the
algorithm is required to incorporate the effect of stresses for estimation the rate
of blister propagation.



The coating failure in the form of micro-cracks occurs due to poor coating
application or mechanical damage. The variation in environmental conditions
results in the opening of micro-cracks and also diffusion of corrosive elements
through these micro-cracks. The high-value structures such as military vehicles
at The Tank Museum operate stationary at remote locations in harsh
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environmental conditions of Dorset. The presence of salt particles in atmosphere
accumulates over the surface of military vehicles. The diffusion of salt particles
through micro-cracks results in corrosion beneath the coating. The deposition
rate of salt particles depends on wind speed which makes the prediction of the
diffusion rate of salt particles for vehicles operating in diverse conditions more
challenging. The model is required to estimate the diffusion of salt particles
depending on the speed of wind for the structures operating at remote locations.


The coating failures in the form of blisters and micro-cracks lead to the
breakdown of the protective barrier exposing metal structure to atmospheric
conditions. The recoating maintenance is required to retain the condition of the
structure. The recoating maintenance includes various activities such as drying,
washing, surface treatment and inspections. The recoating maintenance incurs
high cost in the defence industry. The research findings have shown that the
accurate prediction and appropriate selection of coating-substrate system
specifications can improve performance. The increase in performance can result
in fewer inspections and recoating maintenance. Another factor is the recoating
maintenance strategy depending on size and geometrical configurations of an
individual structure. The appropriate selection of recoating maintenance
strategies depending on the surface area to be recoated, size of the structure and
its part can also result in cost savings. The Condition-Based-Maintenance
algorithm is required to incorporate the complex parameters and surface area of
the individual structure to be recoated to evaluate optimal recoating maintenance
strategy.



One of the most important aspects of efficient Condition-Based-Maintenance for
structures operating at remote locations is the collection of real-time parameters.
The wireless condition monitoring system is required to acquire real-time
measurements. The developed algorithms are based on temperature, humidity,
corrosion reaction and development of stresses in the coating. Therefore, the
sensor suite in wireless monitoring system should monitor these critical
parameters for efficient prediction and future research objectives.
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According to the literature, the effect of multidisciplinary parameters in blistering
failure makes the structural prognostics more challenging. The blistering failure results
in debonding of the coating from the metal substrate that leads to exposure of the metal
structure to the surrounding environment. The blistering is one of the most common
modes of coating failure found in large military vehicles at ‘The Tank Museum, UK’.
An efficient condition monitoring system for maintenance of structures requires
accurate prognostics of coating failures. Although the existing models do incorporate
critical factors, the implementation issue of these models in condition monitoring for
maintenance of structures in industries still needs to be addressed. The prognostic
algorithm for the formation and propagation of blistering failure has been proposed in
the chapter and elaborated as shown in Figure 3.1

Blistering failure

Experimental methodology

Prognostic modelling

Coating life assessment algorithm

Results and discussions

Conclusion

Figure 3.1: Contents of the chapter

An algorithm for the formation of blister and propagation is proposed to evaluate the
effective adhesion life of the coating-substrate system. The adhesion depends on
complex multidisciplinary parameters including mechanics, material science and
fracture mechanics concepts (Hutchinson, J. et al., 1992; Hutchinson, J. W. and Suo, Z.,
1991; Jahnsen, H., 2001; Ni, Y. and Soh, A., 2014; Prawoto, Y., 2013; Volinsky, A. et
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al., 2002). The de-bonding driving force defines the adhesion between coating and
substrate has been formulated. The proposed algorithm indicates the formation of blister
by classifying safe, critical and fail states. After the formation of blisters, the algorithm
also classifies the conditions for blister growth and estimates the speed of growth rate.

3.1 Experimental methodology
The accelerated corrosion testing has been performed in the laboratory for blistering
failure analysis. The experimental methodology includes various steps including sample
preparation followed by pre-experimental analysis to analysis the surface roughness and
thickness of the coating. After applying accelerated corrosion testing the surface
roughness was again measured for blistering analysis.
3.1.1 Sample preparation
The substrate samples of Structural steel were used for experimental investigation. The
Structural steel is used in a wide range of applications due to its guaranteed strength and
welding properties. It offers various grades with specific chemical and mechanical
properties depending on chemical composition. The chemical composition is structural
steel S275 is shown in Table 3.1. Three samples of Structural steel S275 were coated
using the spray gun method. The Elastic modulus and the coefficient of thermal
expansion of S275 are 210 GPa and 12x10-6/°C, respectively (Gilber, N., May 11 2012).
Table 3-1: Composition of Structural steel S275

Particles

C%

Mn%

P%

S%

Si%

Quantity

0.25 max

1.60 max

0.04 max

0.05 max

0.05max

The red-oxide primer and alkyd coatings which are used in ‘The Tank Museum’ for
reacting maintenance of military vehicles were applied on samples. The red-oxide
primer coating on the metal surface acting as base coat provides protection from
corrosion reactions. The top coat can be applied over re-oxide primer coating which is
mostly for decorative purposes. The sample surface was polished with an emery paper
of grit size 200 to produce roughness. The 3D Optical Surface Profilometer was used to
measure the roughness of surface before coating. The Turco 4215 NC-LT solution was
used to clean samples after polishing. The samples were rinsed with de-ionised water
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and dried in cold air. The conventional spraying gun method was used to apply redoxide primer coating over the surface of substrates. The fluid tip of the spray gun and
working pressure were 1.4mm and 3.5 bar, respectively. After applying the red-oxide
primer coating, the samples were kept to dry for 24 hr at 293.15K before applying the
next coat. The Elastic modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion of red-oxide
primer are 6.14 GPa and 21.6x10−6/𝐶, respectively (Nazir, M. et al., 2016b). Three
samples were prepared as shown in Figure 3.2. The sample 1 was coated with a single
layer of red-oxide coating which is labelled as ma ono-layered sample. The sample 2
was coated with base coat of red-oxide primer and top coat of Alkyd. The sample 3 was
coated with two layers of red-oxide and a single layer of alkyd coating. The samples 2
and 3 are labelled as Bi-layered and Tri-layered, respectively.

Alkyd
Red Oxide

Red Oxide
Substrate

Substrate

(a) Mono-layered

(b) Bi-layered

Alkyd
Red Oxide
Red Oxide
Substrate

(c) Tri-layered
Figure 3.2: Coating layers applied to samples

3.1.2 Pre-Experimental analysis
The roughness of the samples surface was measured before and also after applying the
coating. One of the novel non-contact optical methods of measuring surface profile is
White Light Interferometry as shown in Figure 3.3. It can measure surface profiles of
3-D structures which vary between tens of nanometres and centimetres. MetroPro 8.3.3
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is used to analyse surface profiles. The pits, grooves, volume loss, size and depth of cracks
can also be measured using White Light Interferometry. The roughness was measured on

multiple locations on each sample. The average value of roughness is given in Table
3.2. The surface roughness of sample Bi-layered before coating was highest and
remained highest after the coating also as compare to Mono-layered and Tri-layered.

Figure 3.3: White Light Interferometry

The thickness of the coating-substrate system was measured through Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM). The microstructural characteristics of the material can be
measured using SEM in high resolution. The finely focused beam of electrons scans
points by point of the surface of the material which is classified as secondary electrons
and back-scattered electrons. The SEM images are produced through secondary
electrons that emits from the surface with low energy and grain structures are
determined through back-scattered that emits deep from the sample with high energy
(Goldstein, J. I. et al., 2017; Hall, C. E., 1953). The state-of-the-art JSM-601 PLUS/LV
SEM model as shown in Figure 3.4 was used to measure the thickness of the samples.
The cross-sectional SEM images taken to measure the coating thickness of all three
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samples are shown in Figure 3.5. The values of the coating thickness of all three
samples are listed in Table 3.2. The Mono-layered sample has a minimum thickness of
red-oxide primer coating layer of 0.035mm. The top coat was also applied to the Bilayered sample which has coating thickness of 0.083. In the Bi-layered sample, the
thickness of red-oxide primer coating layer and top coat layer are 0.046mm and
0.037mm, respectively. The Tri-layered sample has highest coating thickness of
0.125mm as it contains two layers of red-oxide primer and one layer of top coat. In the
Tri-layered sample, the thickness of red-oxide primer coating layers and the top coat
layer are 0.086mm and 0.039mm, respectively.

Figure 3.4: Scanning Electron Microscopy

(d) Mono-layered

(e) Bi-layered
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(f)

Tri-layered

Figure 3.5: The cross-sectional SEM images for coating thickness (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)

Table 3-2: Coating thickness and roughness of samples (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)

Average roughness (Ra)
Samples

Coating Thickness mm

Pre-coating

Post-coating

Mono-layered

0.328

1.63

0.035

Bi-layered

0.488

1.72

0.083

Tri-layered

0.384

1.53

0.125

3.1.3 Immersion Test
The accelerated corrosion environment is provided by submerging the test samples in
water to evaluate the performance of the material in laboratory experimentation. The
degree of acceleration can be increased by increasing temperature, pressure or
electrolyte in liquid solution. The presence of salt particles in the atmosphere is the
primary source of salinity over the surface structure which is operating at remote
locations. The salt particles increase the rate of corrosion reaction and diffusion-induced
stresses (Lim, C. et al., 2012; Lin, S. and Hwang, C. C., 1995; Nazir, M. et al., 2016b).
The temperature gradients and contamination of water-soluble salt particles are driving
forces for Osmotic blistering (Machen, J. D., July 12, 2016).
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The corrosive aqueous solution of 5 Molar (M) Sodium chloride (NaCl) was
prepared in distilled water. The solution was stirred constantly to completely dissolve
the salt particles. The Mono-layered, Bi-layered and Tri-layered samples were
degreased with acetone before submerging in an aqueous salt solution as shown in
Figure 3.6. The samples in salt solution were kept in an environmental chamber as
shown in Figure 3.7 to provide temperature between 320K to 350K. The samples were
monitored continuously until circular blisters are visible through magnifying glass.

Figure 3.6: Coated samples inside aqueous salt solution

Figure 3.7: Environmental chamber
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3.1.4 Post-Experimental Analysis
The samples were carefully taken out from the environmental chamber after visually
inspecting the blistering failure on all three samples. The wet samples were dried at very
low cold air. The samples were carefully placed on the stage of White Light
Interferometry to scan surface profile for all three samples. Multiple blisters have been
observed on all three samples at various locations but no significant variations have
been found in the size of the average blister. The amplitude of several blisters was
measured on several stages during the immersion test and average blister form each
sample is shown in Figure 3.8. The highest amplitude of blisters developed on Monolayered coated sample has been found as compared to the other two samples.

(a) Mono-layered

(b) Bi-layered
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(c) Tri-layered
Figure 3.8: Surface profiles of samples after the experiment (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)

3.2 Prognostic modelling
Latest research findings have revealed that the process of coating delamination is driven
by the combination of complex multi-disciplinary parameters. The prognostic models
have been derived that incorporate the concepts of material science, solid mechanics
and fracture mechanics. These prognostic relations predict the circular blister failure of
coating substrate-system and estimate the propagation speed of blister. The fusion of
multi-disciplinary concepts in the development of prognostic models has been
elaborated in the flowchart shown in Figure 3.9. The residual and diffusion-induced
stresses are one of the major factors that drive the blistering failure (Lim, C. et al., 2012;
Lin, S. and Hwang, C. C., 1995; Nazir, M. et al., 2015b; Nazir, M. et al., 2016b).
The solid mechanics defines the residual stress which depends on temperature
gradient ′∆𝑇′, Elastic modulus ′𝐸′ , strain ′𝜀′ and coefficient of thermal expansion ′𝛼′ of
the material (Hsueh, C.-H., 2002).
𝜎𝑟 = 𝐸( 𝜀 − 𝛼∆𝑇)

3.1(a)

The temperature gradient ′∆𝑇′ and coefficient of thermal expansion ′𝛼′ in Equation
3.1(a) can be correlated to the conncentration gradient ′𝑐′𝑘 and partial molal volume
‘̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘 ′ of component ‘k’, respectively (Zhang, X. et al., 2007). The relation for diffusioninduces stress can be written as:
𝜎𝑑 = 𝐸 (𝜀 −

1
̅̅̅̅̅ )
𝑐′ 𝑉
3 𝑘 𝑝𝑘

3.1(b)

The relation for diffusion-induced stress for the substrate can be written as:
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𝜎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸𝑠 (𝜀 −

1
′
𝑐𝑘𝑠 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑠 )
3

3.2(a)

The relation for diffusion-induced stress for coating materials can be written as:
1
′
𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑖 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑐𝑖 )
3

𝜎𝑑𝑐𝑖 = 𝐸𝑐𝑖 (𝜀 −

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 = 1 … . 𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠

3.2(b)

The diffusion-induced strain ‘𝜀′ is the combined effect of bending component ′𝜀𝑏 ′
and uniform bending′𝜀𝑢 ′ as ′𝜀 = 𝜀𝑏 + 𝜀𝑢 ′. If the coating thickness, substrate thickness
and curvature are represented by ′ℎ′, ′𝑠′and ‘⍴’, then the relation for uniform strain ′𝜀𝑢 ′
can be written as ‘𝜀𝑏 = 𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 ⁄𝜌’ for (ℎ ≥ 𝑥 ≥ −𝑠 ). The bending strain is zero when
the coating remains undamaged or intact to substrate then ′𝑥 = 𝑡𝑏 ′. The strain in the
coating-substrate system will become equal to uniform strain only as, ′𝜀 = 𝜀𝑢 ′. In order
′
1
1
̅̅̅̅̅̅
to simplify the rest of calculation in modelling, the terms 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑗 = 3 𝑐𝑘𝑗 , ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑗 = 3 𝑉
𝑝 𝑘𝑠

and 𝑗 = 𝑠, 𝑐𝑖 . The average stress distribution for multi-layered coating-substrate system
can be derived by using Equations 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) as:
0

∫ 𝐸𝑠 (𝜀𝑢𝑑 −
−𝑠

1 ′
𝑐 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉 ) 𝑑𝑥𝑠
3 𝑘𝑠 𝑝 𝑘𝑠
𝑛

+ ∑

3.3

ℎ𝑖

∫
𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖−1

𝐸𝑐𝑖 (𝜀𝑢𝑑 −

1 ′
𝑐 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉
) 𝑑𝑥𝑐𝑖 = 0
3 𝑘𝑐𝑖 𝑝 𝑘𝑐𝑖

The relation for uniform bending strain for the multi-layered coating-substrate system
can be derived from Equation 3.3 as:

𝜀𝑢𝑑 =

( 𝐸𝑠 𝑠 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑠 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑠 + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑖 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑖 )
𝑛
𝐸𝑠 𝑠 + ∑𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖

3.4

= 1 … . 𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠
The uniform bending strain can be written in the following form by using the first order
approximation method as:
𝑛

𝜀𝑢𝑑 =

′
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉
𝑝 𝑘𝑠 𝑐𝑘𝑠

+∑

𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 (𝑐𝑘′ 𝑖 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑠 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑠 )

𝑖=1

𝐸𝑠 𝑠

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖

3.5

= 1 … . 𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠
The applied moment ′𝑀′is in equilibrium condition at ′𝑥 = 𝑡𝑏 ′ then the applied moment
per unit width of multi-layered coting –substrate system can be written as:
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0

ℎ𝑖

𝑛

∫ 𝜎𝑑𝑠 (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑑𝑥 + ∑
−𝑠

∫
𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖−1

𝜎𝑑𝑐 (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑑𝑥 = 𝑀
𝑖

3.6

The incorporation of Equations 3.2(a) and 2(b) in Equation 3.4 results as:
0

1 ′
𝑐 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉 ) (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 ) 𝑑𝑥𝑠
3 𝑘𝑠 𝑝 𝑘𝑠

∫ 𝐸𝑠 (𝜀𝑢 −
−𝑠

ℎ𝑖

𝑛

+ ∑

∫
𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖−1

𝐸𝑐𝑖 (𝜀𝑢 −

3.7
1 ′
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ) (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑑𝑥𝑐𝑖 = 𝑀
𝑐 𝑉
3 𝑘𝑐𝑖 𝑝 𝑘𝑐𝑖

The solution of Equation 3.7 can be used to derive Bending curvature which is
represented as ′𝜌𝑑 ′.
1
𝜌𝑑
=

3.8
3[𝐸𝑠 ( 𝜀𝑢 − 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑠 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑠 ) 𝑠 2 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 ( 𝜀𝑢 − 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑖 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑖 ) ( 2ℎ𝑖−1 + 𝑡𝑖 )]
2
𝐸𝑠 𝑠 2 (2𝑠 + 3 𝑡𝑏 ) + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 [ 6ℎ𝑖−1
+ 6ℎ𝑖−1 𝑡𝑖 + 2 𝑡𝑖2 − 3𝑡𝑏 ( 2 ℎ𝑖−1

+ 6𝑀
+ 𝑡𝑖 )]

The resultant force for the multi-layered coating-substrate system can be assumed to be
zero due to uniform stress components, and then Equation 3.6 can be written as:
0

ℎ𝑖

𝑛

∫ 𝜎𝑑𝑠 (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑑𝑥 + ∑
−𝑠

∫
𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖−1

𝜎𝑑𝑐 (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑑𝑥 = 0
𝑖

3.9

The incorporation of Equations 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) in Equation 3.9 results as:
0

∫ 𝐸𝑠 (𝜀𝑢𝑑 −
−𝑠

1 ′
𝑐 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉 ) (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 ) 𝑑𝑥𝑠
3 𝑘𝑠 𝑝 𝑘𝑠
ℎ𝑖

𝑛

+ ∑

∫
𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖−1

𝐸𝑐𝑖 (𝜀𝑢𝑑 −

3.10
1 ′
𝑐 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉
) (𝑥 − 𝑡𝑏 )𝑑𝑥𝑐𝑖 = 0
3 𝑘𝑐𝑖 𝑝 𝑘𝑐𝑖

The solution has been simplified as the thickness of the substrate is greater than the
thickness of coating layers (Hsueh, C.-H., 2002). The relation for bending curvature can
be derived by ignoring applied and using the first approximation method as:
𝑛

𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 (𝑐𝑘′ 𝑖 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑠 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑠 )
1
= 6∑
𝜌𝑑
𝐸𝑠 𝑠 2

3.11(a)

𝑖=1
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The bending curvature for each coating in the coating-substrate system can be written
as:
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 (𝑐𝑘′ 𝑖 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑠 𝑉
1
𝑝 𝑘𝑠 )
= 6
𝜌𝑑𝑖
𝐸𝑠 𝑠 2

3.11(b)

Therefore, Equation 3.11 (a) can also be written as:
𝑛

3.11(c)

1
= ∑ 𝜌𝑑𝑖
𝜌𝑑
𝑖=1

The mathematical relation for uniform bending strain ′𝜀𝑢𝑟 ′ due to residual stress can
also be derived as:
𝑛

𝜀𝑢𝑟 = 𝛼𝑠 ∆𝑇 + ∑
𝑖=1

𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 (𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑠 ) ∆𝑇
𝐸𝑠 𝑠

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖

3.12

= 1 … . 𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠
Similarly, the relation for bending curvature due to residual stress can be derived as:
𝑛

1
𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 (𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑠 ) ∆𝑇
= 6∑
𝜌𝑟
𝐸𝑠 𝑠 2
𝑖=1

3.13

Figure 3.9: Multidisciplinary research approach for prognostic modelling (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)
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3.2.1 Integration of diffusion and bending model
Linear beam theory models the deflections of the beam from a neutral point of axis due
to stress and strain factors. It has been used to derive the bending models for deflection
of thin coatings from a neutral point of axis (Zhang, N.-H. and Xing, J.-J., 2006). The
bending models based on residual stress and diffusion-induced stresses are merged to
include the combined effect of both factors in blistering failure. The concept of
diffusion defined by Fick’s Law has been integrated with the bending model. According
to the first law of Fick’s, the change in chemical potential is directly proportional to
diffusion flux (Mejlbro, L., 1996). The relation of chemical potential of isotropic
materials given in (Li, J. C.-M., 1978) as:
̅̅̅̅̅
𝜇𝑘𝑄 = 𝜇𝑘𝑠 + 𝑅𝑇 ln(𝑐𝑘 ) − 𝑉
𝑝 𝑘 𝜎𝑑
3.14
where ′𝐽𝑘 ′, ′𝐷𝑘 ′, ′𝑐𝑘′ , ′∇𝜇𝑘 ′ and ′𝑅′ represents diffusion flux, diffusion coefficient,
concentration of the species, gradient of chemical potential and molar gas constant,
respectively. The thermodynamics state is defined by the gradient of chemical potential.
The chemical potential in standard state and in stressed state of coating are represented
by ‘𝜇𝑘𝑠 ′ and ‘𝜇𝑘𝑄 ′, respectively.
Fick’s second law describes the gradient of concentration of species with respect to
time. It can be used to estimate the transport rate of corrosive species in coating layer
(Nazir, M. et al., 2016b).
̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉
𝑉𝑝 𝑘 𝐷𝑘
𝛿𝑐𝑘
𝑝 𝑘 𝐷𝑘
= 𝐷𝑘 ∇2 𝑐𝑘 −
∇𝑐𝑘 ∇(𝜎𝑑 + 𝜎𝑟 ) −
𝑐 ∇2 (𝜎𝑑
𝛿𝑡
𝑅𝑇
𝑅𝑇 𝑘

3.15

+ 𝜎𝑟 )
Equation 3.15 gives the change in concentration of corrosive species due to
diffusion-induced and residual stresses with respect to time which has been derived and
experimentally validated (Nazir, M. et al., 2015b). The diffusion model can be written
for the substrate as:
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝛿𝑐𝑘𝑠
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑠 𝐷𝑘𝑠
= 𝐷𝑘𝑠 ∇2 𝑐𝑘𝑠 −
∇𝑐𝑘𝑠 ∇(𝜎𝑟𝑠 + 𝜎𝑑𝑠 )
𝛿𝑡
𝑅𝑇
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉
𝑝 𝑘𝑠 𝐷𝑘𝑠
−
𝑐𝑘𝑠 ∇2 (𝜎𝑟𝑠 + 𝜎𝑑𝑠 )
𝑅𝑇

3.16(a)
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The diffusion model for the multi-layered coating-substrate system can be written as:
𝛿𝑐𝑘𝑐

𝑖

𝛿𝑡

= {(𝐷𝑘𝑐 +

𝐷𝑘𝑐 𝐸𝑐𝑖 𝑉𝑝 2𝑘
𝑖

2
2
𝜕 2 𝑐𝑘𝑐 𝐷𝑘𝑐𝑖 𝐸𝑐𝑖 𝑉𝑘𝑐𝑖 𝛿𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑖
𝑐𝑘 𝑐 ) 2 +
(
)
𝑖
𝜕 𝑥
9𝑅𝑇
𝛿𝑡

𝑐𝑖

9𝑅𝑇

𝑖

3.17

𝐷𝑘𝑐 𝐸𝑐𝑖 𝑉𝑘2𝑐 𝛿𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑖 1
1
−
( + )}
9𝑅𝑇
𝛿𝑡 𝜌𝑑𝑖 𝜌𝑟𝑖
Terms can be replaced as:

𝐸𝑐𝑖
𝜌𝑑 𝑖

=

𝜕𝜎𝑑𝑐

𝐸𝑐𝑖

𝜕𝑡

𝜌𝑟𝑖

𝑖

𝜎𝑇 = 𝜎𝑑′ + 𝜎𝑟′ =

𝜕𝜎𝑑𝑐

𝑖

𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝜎𝑟𝑐

𝑖

=

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝜎𝑑𝑐

𝑖

𝜕𝑡

+

𝜕𝜎𝑟𝑐

𝑖

𝜕𝑥

3.18(a)

𝜕𝜎𝑟𝑐

𝑖

+

𝜕𝑥

(𝐷𝑘𝑐 +
𝑖

3.18(b)

𝐷𝑘𝑐 𝐸𝑐𝑖 𝑉𝑝 2𝑘
𝑖
𝑐𝑖
9𝑅𝑇

=

𝜕 2 𝑐𝑘
𝑐𝑘 𝑐 ) 2 𝑐 +
𝑖
𝜕 𝑥
𝐷𝑘𝑐 𝑉𝑝 2𝑘
9𝑅𝑇

𝑐𝑖

𝐷𝑘𝑐 𝐸𝑐𝑖 𝑉𝑝 2𝑘
𝑖
𝑐𝑖
9𝑅𝑇

𝛿𝑐𝑘𝑐 2
𝑖
(
)
𝛿𝑡

𝛿𝑐𝑘𝑐
𝑖
𝛿𝑡

where ′ 𝜎𝑇 ′ is the total stress resulted from diffusion induces stress ′
stress ′

𝜕𝜎𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐

𝑖

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝜎𝑑𝑐

𝑖

𝜕𝑡

′and residual

‘

3.2.2 Fracture mechanics concept
The process of coating delamination of the multi-layered coating-substrate system can
be investigated using concepts of fracture mechanics. The de-bonding driving force
which defines the bonding strength of the multi-layered coating-substrate system has
been derived (Faulhaber, S. et al., 2006). When the stresses generated within the
coating-substrate system reaches a certain level at which the blistering failure initiates is
called critical stress which is written as (Hutchinson, J. et al., 1992) :
𝜎𝑐𝑟

𝐸
𝑇𝑡ℎ 2
= 1.2235
( )
(1 − 𝑣 2 )
𝑟

3.19
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where ′𝑇𝑡ℎ ′, ‘𝑟′, ‘𝐸 ′ and ′𝑣′ are the total thickness of coating, radius of blister induced
due to blistering failure between coating and substrate, Elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of coating material, respectively.
The blistering failure in the multi-layered coating-substrate system has already been
investigated using concepts of fracture mechanics (Choi, S. R. et al., 1999; Faulhaber,
S. et al., 2006; Hutchinson, J. et al., 1992). The fracture mechanics concepts used for
coating delamination of multi-layered thermal barrier coating can also be applied to
other multi-layered coating-substrate systems (Choi, S. R. et al., 1999). The critical
stress level for multi-layered coating-substrate systems can be defined as:
𝑛

𝜎𝑐𝑟 ′

𝜋 2 1
𝐸𝑖
[(𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑏 )3 − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡𝑏 )3 ]
= ( )
∑
𝑟 3
(1 − 𝑣𝑖2 )

3.20

𝑖=1

′
where ‘𝜎𝑐𝑟 ′ ′, ′𝑟′, ′𝑥𝑖+1
and ′𝑥𝑖 ′ represents critical stress level for multi-layered

coating, radius of blister, top and bottom locations of 𝑖 𝑡ℎ coating layer, respectively.
The adhesion strength between coating and substrate depends on strain energy release
rate. The strain energy release rate ′𝐺0 ′ stored in the multi-layered coating-substrate
system that can be released by plane strain without blistering failure is given as
(Faulhaber, S. et al., 2006) :
𝑛

𝜎𝑐 2
(1 − 𝑣𝑖2 )
𝐺0 =
∑
𝑡𝑖
2
𝐸𝑖
𝑖=1

3.21

The strain energy release rate ′𝐺′ in the multi-layered coating-substrate system as a
function of bending moment ′𝑀’, resultant pre-buckling stress ‘𝑁′, bending stiffness
‘B’ and stretching stiffness ‘S’ can be defined as:
𝐺=

𝑀2
𝑁2
+
2𝐵
2𝑆

3.22

𝑛

1
𝐸𝑖
3
𝐵= ∑
[(𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 )3 − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡𝑝 ) ]
2
3
(1 − 𝑣𝑖 )
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑆= ∑
𝑖=1

𝐸𝑖
𝑡
(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 ) 𝑖

3.22(a)

3.22(b)
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The Equation 3.22 can be solved by incorporating the parameters of bending stiffness
‘B’ and stretching stiffness ‘S’.
𝑛

2

3
(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )
1
𝜎
𝐺′ = ∑
𝑀2 [1 + (√ 𝑇⁄𝜎0′ − 1) )]
3
3
2
𝐸𝑖 (𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − (𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 )
4
𝑖=1

3.23

The resulting strain energy release rate Equation 3.23 is similar to the equation
derived for the single-layered coating-substrate system in (Nazir, M. et al., 2015d). The
de-bonding driving force which defines the adhesion strength of the coating-substrate
system depends on the strain energy release rate 𝐺 ′ and mode mix function ′j′.
𝐺′
F=
j
j = sec 2 [(1 −

3.24
ГIC
) ψ]
𝐸𝑐 λ

3.25

The strain energy release rate is mode dependent which can be adjusted by
dimensionless mode mix function. The mode mix function for the isotropic coatingsubstrate system can be defined as:
tan ψ =

K2
√12 + (𝑇𝑡ℎ 𝑁⁄𝑀) tan 𝜔
=
K1
−√12 tan 𝜔 + (𝑇𝑡ℎ 𝑁⁄𝑀) tan 𝜔
𝑇𝑡ℎ 𝑁
=
𝑀

√
(

3(𝜎𝑐𝑇 − 𝜎0′ )
𝜋 2
𝐵 (𝑟 )

3.26

3.27
)

The research findings have revealed the dependency of delamination mechanism of
the coating-substrate system on numerous multidisciplinary parameters. The de-bonding
driving force has been formulated which is a function of various parameters including
coating thickness, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, interface roughness of the substrate
toughness, bending moment, diffusion-induced and residual stresses. The relation has
been experimentally validated for single layer coating-substrate system in (Nazir, M. et
al., 2015d).
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𝐹=

2
(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )
3 𝑛
1
2
∑𝑖=1
3
3 𝑀 [1 + 4 (√∩ −1) )]
2
𝐸𝑖 (𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡𝑝 )

1 + tan ((1 −

ГIC √12 + (𝑇𝑡ℎ 𝑁/𝑀) tan 𝜔
)
)
𝐸𝑐 λ −√12 tan 𝜔 + (𝑇𝑡ℎ 𝑁/𝑀)

3.28(a)

2

The term ′ ∩′ is defined as the de-bonding index which defines the safe, critical and
fail states of the coating-substrate system. The state of the system depending on three
conditions of the de-bonding index is given in Table 3.3. The safe state means that the
blister has not occurred because the resultant stress hasn’t exceeded the critical stress
level (∩< 1). The critical state of the coating-substrate system occurs when resultant
stress is equal to critical stress level (∩= 1). The fail state of the coating-substrate
system is considered when resultant stress exceeds the critical stress level (∩> 1). The
mathematical relations of de-driving forces for the straight-sided blister have also been
derived and discussed in (Khan, Z. A. et al., 2018) and Appendix B.
Table 3-3: De-bonding index for the coating-substrate system

Condition

State

∩< 𝟏

Safe

∩= 𝟏

Critical

∩> 𝟏

Fail

In order to derive the critical de-bonding driving force ′𝐹𝑐𝑟 ′, the condition ∩= 𝟏 can be
inserted into Equation 3.28(a) to derive the following expression as:

𝐹𝑐𝑟 =

(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )
3 𝑛
2
∑𝑖=1
3
3 𝑀
2
𝐸𝑖 (𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡𝑝 )
1 + tan ((1 −

ГIC
1
)
)
𝐸𝑐 λ − tan 𝜔

3.28(b)

2

3.2.3 Blister growth rate model
The inflation of blister is controlled by the bending moment which establishes at the
edges. The cantilever beam theory can be utilised to estimate the growth rate of the
blister. The total bending moment as a function of total stress ′𝜎𝑇 ′, amplitude of blister
′𝑤′ and coating thickness ′𝑇𝑡ℎ ′ can be written as:
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𝑀0 = 𝑇𝑡ℎ 𝑤𝜎𝑇

3.29

The blister will not propagate if the value of bending moment is lower than the
threshold level of bending moment (Chuang, T. et al., 1997). The equation of threshold
level of bending moment for the multi-layered coating-substrate system can be written
as:
𝑛

𝑀𝑇ℎ = 0.73 √∑
𝑖=1

𝐸𝑖

(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )

√𝑎 𝜎𝑇 𝑇𝑡ℎ 3

3.30

where ′𝐸𝑖 ′ and ′𝑣𝑖 ′ are the modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio of 𝑖 𝑡ℎ coating layer,
respectively. The growth rate of blister depends on various factors including stresses,
temperature, material properties of coating and blister size. The blister will not grow if
the velocity of blister growth is less than its threshold level. The expression for
threshold velocity can be written as:
𝑛

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑓 1.25 𝐷𝑏 b 
𝐸𝑖
= 1.83 ( )
[
] [∑
(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )
𝑎
𝑘𝑇
𝑖=1

𝑇𝑡ℎ 3
]
12

−0.25

3.31

where ‘𝐷𝑏′ and ′′ represents the interfacial diffusivity and volume of the diffusing
species, respectively. The dimensionless expression for blister growth velocity has been
given as (Chuang, T. et al., 1997):
𝑣 = [𝑚 + √𝑚2 − 1]

2.5

The relation in Equation 3.32 is also applicable for ′𝑚≥1’ and ′𝑣≥1’, where 𝑣 =

3.32
𝑉
𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑀

and 𝑚 = 𝑀 0 . When the blister initiates, the bending moment is considered as initiation
𝑇ℎ

bending moment

′𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 ’. The bending moment at the initiation of blister can be

estimated through the relation given in (Martin, J. et al., 1990) as:
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 𝑇𝑡ℎ 3 𝑤
=3
𝑎2

3.33

The Equations 3.30 and 3.33 can be used to predict whether the blister will grow or
not. If the value of bending moment at blister initiation ′𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 ′ is greater that than the
threshold value of bending moment ′𝑀𝑇ℎ ′, the blister will propagate. In the opposite
condition, the blister will not propagate as shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3-4: Blister propagation criteria

If 𝑴𝑻𝒉 < 𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊

Blister = grow

If 𝑴𝑻𝒉 > 𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊

Blister  grow

3.3 Coating life assessment algorithm
The prognostic modelling for blister formation and propagation lead to the development
of an algorithm for coating life assessment. The Nazir-Khan model proposed in recent
research has been further extended for the multi-layered coating-substrate system
(Nazir, M. et al., 2016a). The proposed prognostic algorithm calculates the de-bonding
driving force as a function of multi-discipline parameters and also estimates the growth
rate of the blister. It can be used for the assessment of effective life of coating and speed
at which blister failure propagates.
The proposed coating life assessment algorithm has been shown in Figure 3.10. The
algorithm takes various input parameters including material and mechanical properties
of coating-substrate materials. The value of critical de-bonding driving is calculated at
which coating-substrate system is considered in the critical state. At the next stage, the
algorithm computes the current value of de-bonding driving force. The current value of
de-bonding driving is then compared with the critical level to find the current state of
the coating-substrate system. When the de-bonding driving force surpasses its critical
level then the blister is considered to be developed and the system is in fail state as
shown in Table 3.5.

Table 3-5: De-bonding driving force to define the state of the coating-substrate system

Condition

State

𝑭 < 𝑭𝒄𝒓

Safe

𝑭 = 𝑭𝒄𝒓

Critical

𝑭 > 𝑭𝒄𝒓

Fail
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When the blister initiates, the bending moment is considered as initiation bending
moment ′𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 ’. The algorithm computes threshold value of bending moment ′𝑀𝑇ℎ ′ to
estimate whether the blister will stop or propagate. If the condition is ′𝑀𝑇ℎ < 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 ′ then
the blister will propagate at a certain velocity. The algorithm can also estimate the
growth rate of blister. The proposed prognostic algorithm provides a comprehensive
solution for coating life assessment and the speed at which failure is propagating which
can be used to estimate the coating failure on the component of structures.

Figure 3.10: Coating life assessment algorithm (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)

3.3.1 Algorithm implementation
The algorithm is implemented by considering initial boundary conditions and the
dimensionless form of all parameters for numerical simulation. Runge-Kutta method
has been applied to estimate the de-bonding driving force as function diffusion-induced
and residual stresses.
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Initial boundary conditions considered as:
𝑐𝑘𝑐 (𝑥) = 𝑐𝑘𝑠 = 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 = 0

3.34 (a)

𝑐𝑘𝑐 (ℎ) = 𝑐𝑘0

3.34 (b)

𝑖

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 > 0

𝑖

All parameters are converted into a dimensionless form as:
𝑐̃
𝑘𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑘𝑐 ⁄𝑐𝑘0

3.34 (c)

𝑖

𝑛

2
𝐸𝑖
𝐸̌ = ∑
(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 ) 𝐸𝑠
3

3.34 (d)

𝐷̃
𝑘 = 𝐷𝑘𝑐 ⁄𝐷𝑘𝑠

3.34 (e)

𝑖=1

𝑖

𝐴̃ = (

𝐸𝑐𝑖 𝑉𝑝 2𝑘

𝑐𝑖

𝑅𝑇

) 𝑐𝑘0

𝑛
𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 (𝑐𝑘′ 𝑖 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘′ 𝑠 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑉𝑝 𝑘𝑠 )
1
1
=
= 6∑
2
𝜌̌𝑑𝑖
𝜌𝑑𝑖 𝑐𝑘0 𝑉𝑝𝑘0
𝐸𝑠 𝑠 𝑐𝑘0 𝑉𝑝𝑘0
𝑖=1

1
1
=
𝜌̌𝑟𝑖
𝜌𝑟𝑖 𝑘0 ∆𝑇𝑘0

3.34 (f)

3.34 (g)

𝑛

𝐸𝑖 𝑡𝑖 (𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑠 ) ∆𝑇
𝐸𝑠 𝑠2 𝑘0 ∆𝑇𝑘0
𝑖=1

= 6∑

3

3

𝑥̌ = ((𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡𝑝 ) )⁄(𝑠 + 𝑇𝑡ℎ )

3.34 (h)

3.34 (i)
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After inserting dimensionless parameters in Equations 3.28 (a) and 3.28 (b), the
resulting Equation can be written as:
̃ =
𝐹̃

̃ (1⁄𝑥̃)
(1⁄𝐸̃ ) 𝑀
1
̃)
1 + tan ((1 − 𝑩
− tan 𝜔)

𝐹̃𝑐𝑟 =

2 [1

+

2
1
(√∩ −1) )]
4

3.35 (a)

̃ (1⁄𝑥̃ )
(1⁄𝐸̃ ) 𝑀
1
̃)
1 + tan ((1 − 𝑩
− tan 𝜔)

2

3.35 (b)

Following are the steps for algorithm implementation:
a) The algorithm begins by taking Input parameters including material and
mechanical properties of coating-substrate materials such as Poisson’s ratio,
elastic modulus, thermal coefficients etc.
b) The critical threshold values of stress and the de-bonding driving force is
computed by using Equations 3.19, 3.20 and 3.35(b).
c) Runge-Kutta method is applied to calculate the total resultant stress ′𝜎𝑇′ .
d) The de-bonding driving force is computed by using Equation 3.30(a).
e) The value of the de-bonding force is compared to identify the state of the
coating-substrate system according to the criteria mentioned in Table 3.5.
f) The convergence criterion is evaluated for debonding driving force by using the
following Equation 3.36.
𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

(𝑓 𝑡+1 − 𝑓 𝑡 )
= 100
𝑓𝑡

3.36

g) If the coating-substrate system is in critical condition, the bending moment is
saved as initiation bending moment as into fail state after critical state.
h) The blister stoppage or propagation is identified according to the criteria
mentioned in Table 3.4.
i) The velocity such as blister growth rate can also be computed using Equation
3.32.
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3.4 Results and discussions
In the experimental analysis, the blistering failure on all three samples has been
observed. The surface profiles of samples recorded from White light Interferometry
after immersion test have been compiled in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The amplitude of
average blister selected from each sample is plotted in Figure 3.11 for comparison. The
blisters on each sample developed from non-osmotic and osmotic pressure resulted from
material properties and diffusion-induced stress, respectively. The Mono-layered coated
sample had a large number of blisters as compared to other samples because of its
lowest adhesion strength due to coating thickness. The highest average blister size was
recorded with amplitude and diameter of ~25µm and 7 mm, respectively. The size of
blister developed over Bi-layered coated sample was between Mono-layered and Trilayered sample. The amplitude and diameter of average blister size were ~23µm and
6mm which was high than expected. This could be the result of residual stresses which
are developed during the application of the coating. The lowest blister size recorded
over the Tri-layered coated sample as the amplitude of blister is 15µm. The highest
coating thickness resulted in highest adhesion strength which lowers the value of debonding driving force, so it takes more time to reach critical threshold level of debonding driving force. The samples are considered into fail state as the blisters have
been developed.

Figure 3.11: Blister height of each sample (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)
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The time when blisters on each sample started to develop and inflating to maximum
has been shown in Figure 3.12. All three samples were in safe state when the immersion
was started. The blisters started to develop over Mono-layered coated sample after ~72
hours during immersion test. It can be considered to be in fail state after blistering
failure. The blisters started to develop over Bi-layered coated sample after ~96 hours
during the immersion test. The Bi-layered coated sample takes more time to enter into
fail state as it has more coating thickness as compare to Mono-layered coated sample.
The blisters started to develop over Tri-layered coated sample after ~168 hours during
immersion test. The Tri-layered sample has shown maximum adhesion strength as
compared to rest of samples due to highest coating thickness.

Figure 3.12: Blister propagation of each sample (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)

The simulation results for proposed prognostic algorithm have been shown in Figure
3.13. The critical de-bonding driving force computed for all three samples. The levels
of critical de-bonding driving force for samples are labelled as ′𝐹𝑐𝑟1 ′, ′𝐹𝑐𝑟2 ′ and′ 𝐹𝑐𝑟3 ′. It
can be seen that all three samples has different critical de-bonding levels. It can vary
depending on material properties and changing coating thickness. The de-bonding
driving forces of each sample are calculated after updating the resultant stress. The
Mono-layered sample is taking less time to reach its critical de-bonding level as
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compared to other samples. It enters into fail state while other samples are still in safe
state. The critical de-bonding level of Bi-layered reaches after several time intervals to
enter into fail state. The Tri-layered takes most time to enter into fail state. It can be
concluded from simulation and experimental analysis that the increasing coating
thickness lowers the de-bonding force.
The prognostic model also estimates the speed at which the blister will grow. The
bending moment at the edges of the blister controls the stoppage and propagation of
blistering failure. If the conditions of blister propagation as mentioned in Table 3.5 is
applied to blister with amplitude 25µm and 7mm developed over the Mono-layered
coated sample.

Figure 3.13: Simulation results for de-bonding driving force (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)

The initiation bending ′𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 ′ is greater than the threshold level of bending moment
′𝑀𝑇ℎ ′, which means the blister will continue to grow. The simulations for blister
propagation velocity also shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 with variable coating
thickness. The proposed prognostic algorithm can be further investigated for various
properties of coating materials to evaluate the development of number of blisters per
area of specific coating and substrate material.
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.
Figure 3.14: Simulation results for Velocity of blister vs Elastic modulus of the coating (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)

Figure 3.15: Simulation results for Velocity of blister vs bending moment (Latif, J. et al., 2018b)
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3.5 Conclusion
A comprehensive prognostic algorithm based on various multi-discipline parameters has
been proposed. The immersion test was performed on samples with variable coating
thickness to validate the proposed algorithm. It classifies safe, critical and fail states of
the coating-substrate system in terms of blistering failure. The speed of propagation can
also be estimated using the proposed algorithm.It can be further investigated with
numerous material properties to make useful coating life assessment. The investigation
in propagation speed of blistering failure can lead to predicting the component failure of
the structure.
Although, various prognostic models have been mentioned in the literature but the
implementation of these models for proactive maintenance of complex structures in the
industry is still a grey area. Therefore, the current prognostic model which incorporates
complex parameters found in the latest research findings needs to be linked with
maintenance strategies. In order to make accurate predictions and use the proposed
algorithm more efficiently, real-time parameters of the operating conditions of
structures are required along with maintenance history.
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The corrosive particles present in the atmosphere around metal structures can
accumulate over the surface and diffuse through porous medium or micro-cracks within
the coating. The development of micro-cracks due to mechanical damage and properties
of the coating-substrate system provides the passage for corrosive particles to diffuse.
Micro-cracks are one of the most common coating failures can be found in large
structures such as military vehicles. The diffusion of corrosive elements activates
electrochemical reactions beneath the coating which results in corrosion and decrease in
adhesion strength of the coating and substrate (Huang, M.-W. et al., 2008). The coating
over the electrochemically active cells become like a jelly medium and the adhesion
strength of coating and substrate is driven by diffusion process (Fürbeth, W. and
Stratmann, M., 2001; Grundmeier, G. et al., 1998; Grundmeier, G. et al., 2000). The
corrosion rate under the coating can be estimated by measuring the diffusion rate that
depends on meteorological factors. The diverse environmental conditions for the
structures operating in different geographical locations make the prognostics of
diffusion of corrosive particles more challenging. The Dorset environmental conditions
have been investigated through corrosion monitoring techniques. The prognostic
algorithm has been proposed to estimate the salinity transport rate for structures
operating in different geographical locations. The contents of the chaper have been
shown in Figure 4.1.
Micro-cracks and diffusion

Experimental methodology

Conclusion

Prognostic modelling

Salinity transport rate algorithm

Results and discussions

Conclusion

Figure 4.1: Contents of the chapter
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The properties of coating material and meteorological parameters are the major
factors for the development of micro-cracks and corrosion damage beneath the coating,
respectively. The large military vehicles at ‘The Tank Museum, UK’ operate stationary
in a controlled environment and stationary at a remote location in uncontrolled
environmental conditions. The weather conditions at Dorset, UK observed for last three
years has shown critical operating environment for high-value military vehicles. The
weather conditions in Dorset, UK have been comprehensively discussed in Chapter 2.
The prediction of corrosion damage beneath the coating is very challenging because of
diverse environmental conditions at remote locations. The corrosion beneath the coating
is controlled by the diffusion of corrosive particles in the atmosphere such as salt
particles. The experimental findings have shown that the accumulation of salt particles
over the surface of the structure is highly influenced by the speed of the wind.
Therefore, a comprehensive prognostic algorithm has been proposed to estimate the rate
of diffusion for the structures operating in diverse operating conditions at different
geographical locations.

4.1 Experimental methodology
The large military vehicles at ‘The Tank Museum, UK’ have been involved in several
activities that include stationed inside the Museum for public display and some of the
large vehicles are stationed outside for display or other event activity. The
environmental conditions inside the Museum are controlled and suitable for the
vehicle’s structure. When the military vehicles are taken outside of the Museum, they
are exposed to harsh environmental conditions which pose a potential threat to their
structural integrity. Therefore, the corrosion phenomena over the large military vehicles
operating inside and outside of the Museum have been monitored for more than two
years.
The Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) technique provides an effective method of
corrosion detection due to meteorological parameters. The commercially available
µLPR sensors have been utilised for condition monitoring of military vehicles at ‘The
Tank Museum’. The µLPR sensor has been built on Linear Polarisation theory which is
very sensitive to corrosion and allows the monitoring of corrosion in real-time. It
provides the most feasible method for monitoring the atmospheric impact on high value
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and critical infrastructures such as buildings, bridges and aircraft. The bridge suspension
cable has been monitored using µLPR sensors to analyse the performance (Nims, D. K.
and Colony, D. C., 2017). A photolithographic process is used for the fabrication of
µLPR sensor which contains shim. The Photolithographic and Electro-Chemical
Etching techniques are used for preparing shim. It is further machined with Kapton to
improve ductility and robustness of the sensor.
The three electrode system is applied to detect corrosion using working electrode,
reference electrode and counter electrode as shown in Figure 4.2. The architecture of
µLPR sensor developed by ANALATOM is shown in Figure 4.3 (Brown, D. W. et al.,
2014; Brown, D. W. et al.; Riemer, D. P. and Orazem, M. E., 2005).

Electrolye
Working Electrode
V
Reference Electrode

Counter Electrode

Icorr

Figure 4.2: Three electrode system (Latif, J. et al.,
2018a)

Figure 4.3: Architecture of µLPR sensor [31]

The flow of current ′𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 ′ is measured between anodic and cathodic sites. The
oxidation and reduction reactions within the material are responsible in the formation of
cathodic and anodic sites. The Stern-Geary equation is applied to compute the corrosion
current density as following (Brown, D. W. et al., 2014; Wagner, C. and Traud, W.,
1938):
𝐼𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 =
𝐶𝑅(𝑡) = 𝐼𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 [

𝐵
𝑅𝑝

𝑤
𝐵
𝑤
]=
[
]
𝐴∗𝑒∗𝐹
𝑅𝑝 𝐴 ∗ 𝑒 ∗ 𝐹

4.1
4.2

In Equation 4.1, ‘𝐼𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 ′ ,′𝑅𝑝 ’ and ‘𝐵’ represents the corrosion current density,
polarisation resistance and Stern-Geary constant, respectively. The value of Stern-Geary
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constant ‘𝐵’ for carbon steel 1010 is 30mV (Brown, D. W. et al., 2014; Nazir, M. et al.,
2015b).
In Equation 4.2, ′𝐶𝑅(𝑡)′ , ‘𝐹′, ′𝑒′ , ′𝑤′ and ′𝐴′ represents corrosion rate, Faraday’s
constant, the number of electrons exchanged, atomic weight and the area of corroding
electrode, respectively.
The Valentine tank was selected for continuous corrosion monitoring for more than
two years of duration. It operates inside the Museum in a controlled environment and
also moved several times outside in harsh environment of Dorset during the calendar
year. The µLPR sensors were embedded at turret top location of Valentine tank as
shown in Figure 4.4.

(b) µLPR-1 sensor

(a)

(c) µLPR-2 sensor

Valentine Tank stationed at The Tank Museum, UK

(d) DAQ connected to sensors sensor

Figure 4.4: Corrosion monitoring system installed on Valentine Tank (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

The complete corrosion monitoring system is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The sensors
mounted at turret top are connected to Data acquisition unit (DAQ). The DAQ was also
kept inside the Valentine tank throughout the monitoring. The battery life of the DAQ is
~5-7 years. It can store a large number of readings from 8 channels of µLPR sensors.
The stored data in the DAQ memory can be retrieved to the base station database using
RS232 or RS-484 protocols. The Equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be applied to the reading to
estimate the corrosion rate.
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4.2 Experimental results
The µLPR sensors have taken approximately 90K data samples during the corrosion
monitoring period of more than two years. The measurements of two µLPR sensors
LPR_1 and LPR_2, which were mounted on turret top have been plotted in Figure 4.6.
The Valentine tank was moved outside several times for remote activities during the
monitoring period. These remote activities have been repeated 8 times which are
labelled in the graph plot as A1, A2, A3….A8, respectively.
Electrodes

Flex cable

LPR

Data Acquisition Unit
RS232

Base station
Vehicle
Figure 4.5: Corrosion monitoring system (Khan, Z. A. et al., 2017)

The corrosion monitoring system on the Valentine tank has not shown any sign of
corrosion reaction during inside activity under the shed. The suitable environmental
conditions for metal structures are maintained under the shed. Contrarily, the
monitoring system has detected corrosion reactions several times during outside activity
of the Valentine tank. The presence of salt particles in the atmosphere can be considered
as a major factor for initiating and accelerating corrosion phenomena. The Museum is
located near the coastal line of English Ocean, therefore a high amount of salinity can
be expected in the atmosphere. The amount for salinity controls the rate of corrosion
reaction and the amount of salinity is controlled by wind speed (Meira, G. et al., 2007;
Morcillo, M. et al., 2000). The corrosion has been detected during all 8 outside
activities. High corrosion rate has been observed during A1, A2 and A3 activities and
low corrosion rate have been observed during A4, A5, A6, A7 and A8 activities. The
data samples recorded during activities A1, A2 and A3 has been plotted as shown in
Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. It can be concluded that the acceleration and
variation in corrosion reactions during these activates are highly influenced by
meteorological factors including wind speed, temperature, humidity and rain.
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Figure 4.6: Corrosion monitoring at Turret top of Valentine tank during stationary and remote activities (Latif, J. et
al., 2018a)

Figure 4.7: Corrosion rate and Salinity measurements during remote activity A1 (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)
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Figure 4.8: Corrosion rate and Salinity measurements during remote activity A2 (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

Figure 4.9: Corrosion rate and Salinity measurements during remote activity A3 (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)
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4.3 Prognostic modelling
The salt particles accumulate over the surface of military vehicles and diffuse into the
coating-substrate system through micro-cracks or porous medium within the coating.
The water-soluble salt particles at the interface of the coating-substrate initiate and
accelerate corrosion phenomena. The corrosion process continues to propagate which
results in weakening of adhesion strength and metal loss. The corrosion current density
is proportional to the concentration of salt particles. Therefore, the high diffusion rate of
salt particles will result in an increase in corrosion rate which will result in an increase
in metal loss. The temperature, relative humidity, time of exposure and the salt particles
in the atmosphere are considered responsible for coating delamination and corrosion
damage. The diverse weather condition makes the prognostic of delamination
phenomena more challenging. The deposition rate of salt particles over the surface of
the structure can be a considered controlling factor for coating delamination and
corrosion damage. The salt particles deposition rate is highly affected by the speed of
the wind and geographical location. The ISO classification of airborne salinity has
divided the geographical location into four regions. It provides the deposition rate of
salt particles for corresponding regions as shown in Table 4.1. The effect of wind speed
has been incorporated in prognostic salinity model to propose a comprehensive
algorithm for perdiction of salt diffusion rate at various geographical regions.
Table 4-1: ISO classification of deposition rate of sodium chloride depending on different environmental conditions
(Standardization, I. O. F.)

ISO Classification of Pollution by Airborne Salinity (Sodium Chloride deposition rate in
Annual Average)

Category

Deposition rate of NaCl, Typical Environment
mg/m2.day

S0

≤3

Non-Coastal

S1

3 --- 60

Coastal Environment

S2

60 --- 300

Coastal Environment

S3

300 --- 500

Within 200 m. of Sea
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𝜕𝑆

The change in concentration of salt particles ′ 𝜕𝑡 ′ depends on the accumulative effect of
migration, diffusion and convection process (Bastidas-Arteaga, E. et al., 2011) .
𝜕𝑆
= 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝜕𝑡

4.3(a)

In the current research, the migration and convention phenomena have been
neglected. The diffusion phenomenon depends on various parameters including the
concentration of salt particles, relative humidity ′𝑅𝐻′, temperature ′𝑇′ and time of
exposure ′𝑡′ which can be written as:
𝑛

𝜕𝑆
1
=
∑ [𝐷𝐴𝑠 (𝑇, 𝑅𝐻, 𝑡)∇𝑆𝑒 ]
𝜕𝑡
𝑛

4.3(b)

𝑆𝑒𝑛=1

where ′𝐷𝐴𝑠 ′ represents the diffusion coefficient. The value of diffusion coefficient in
the aqueous medium is higher by two order magnitude as compare to in porous medium
(Allahar, K. N. et al., 2007).
2

𝐷𝐴𝑠

1
=[
]
𝐷𝑆,𝑆𝑇𝐴 𝑓(𝑇)𝑓(𝑅𝐻)𝑓(𝑡)

4.4

where ′𝐷𝑆,𝑆𝑇𝐴 ′ represents standard diffusion coefficient.
4.3.1 Salinity Model
The deposition of hygroscopic particles on solid surfaces from the atmosphere is
defined by the concepts of aerosol physics. The various physical processes generate
aerosols over the surface of the sea. The wind stress is considered a major factor for the
bursting of air bubbles during the development of Whitecap (Levin, Z. and Cotton, W.
R., 2008). The threshold value of the speed of the wind at which the entrainment of
marine aerosols begins has found to be 3𝑚𝑠 −1 (Morcillo, M. et al., 2000).
During the operational activity of large structures, the deposition rate of salt particles
depends on various factors including the direction of the wind, surface roughness,
distance from the sea, particle density, geometrical configuration of the structure, local
landscape and wind speed. The speed of wind is considered as a controlling factor for
diffusion rate. The ISO classification of airborne salinity has classified the geographical
location into four environmental regions. The deposition rate of salt particles
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corresponding to environmental regions has been specified as shown in Table 4.1. The
environment has been classified into four regions such as 𝑆0 , 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 and 𝑆3 , respectively.
The 𝑆0 corresponds to the non-coastal region which is very far away from the coast. The
deposition rate of sodium chloride (NaCl) over the solid surface in 𝑆0 region is
maximum 3 mg/m2.day. The 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are coastal regions in which 𝑆2 is closer to coast.
The deposition rate of sodium chloride (NaCl) over the solid surface in 𝑆1 and 𝑆2
regions are maximum 60 mg/m2.day and 300 mg/m2.day, respectively. The 𝑆3 region
contains the area which is maximum 200m away from the sea with maximum
deposition rate as 500 mg/m2.day. Comprehensive experimental research findings have
shown increase in deposition rate of salt particles as wind speeds vary from 3.4 to 10
m/s (Mcdonald, R. et al., 1982; Meira, G. et al., 2007; Morcillo, M. et al., 2000). The
cross wind affects are not included in current work.
The variation in wind speed from location to location will result in variation in
corrosion damage and coating delamination. The uncontrolled environmental conditions
for metal structures can also be classified into four categories based on ISO
classification for airborne salinity. The deposition of salt particles over the surface of
the structure as a function of wind speed has been modelled by using ISO classification
for salinity deposition rate. For example, the maximum deposition rate of salt particles
in 𝑆0 region is 3 mg/m2.day which can be considered for average wind speed. The
deposition rate of salt particles is found to be a linear function of wind speed (Lovett,
R., 1978; Mcdonald, R. et al., 1982). The following algorithmic approach has been
adopted to estimate salt deposition rate for corresponding uncontrolled environmental
conditions.

d = 1;
for i = 1:100
for k = 1:d
S = Sx_max /((Wmax - Wmin)*100) + Sn(j-1);
Sn(j) = S;
j = j+1;
end
d = d+1;
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j = 2;
St_c(i) = S;
end
where Sx_max represent the maximum deposition rate as mentioned in Table 4.1
which can be for any region (𝑆0 , 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 and 𝑆3 ). The terms Wmax and Wmin represents
the maximum and minimum wind speed, respectively.
The amount of salt particle in the atmosphere near the sea (𝑆3 ) decreases as distance
increases. The relation for the rate of change of salt concertation as function of wind
speed and distance can be written as:
𝑑𝑆𝑠
𝑘𝑆
= −
𝑑𝑡
ℎ

4.5

The exponential decay in the concentration of salt ′𝑆𝑠 ′ has been observed as the distance
from sea increase (Ailor, W. H., 1982; Basu, D. and Khan, D., 1972; Mcmahon, T. and
Denison, P., 1979; Rajagopalan, K. et al., 1971) which can be written as:
𝑆𝑠 = 𝑆0 𝑒𝑥𝑝(− 𝑘𝑥/𝑉ℎ)

4.6

where 𝑘 , 𝑉and ℎ represents coefficient (proportional to deposition velocity) , wind
speed and the height of air layer, respectively. The fusion of Equations 4.3(b) and 4.6
can be written as:
𝜕𝑆
= [𝐷𝐴𝑠 (𝑇, 𝑅𝐻, 𝑡) 𝑆0 𝑒𝑥𝑝(− 𝛼𝑥)]
𝜕𝑡

4.7

The addition of wind speed effect in predicting the diffusion of salt particles can give
more accurate assessment of corrosion damage and coating delamination for structures
which are operating at remote locations.
4.3.2 Temperature model
Temperature has a significant impact on electrochemical corrosion reaction and
transport rate of salt particles. Arrhenius equation can be used to determine the rate of
chemical reaction as (Laidler, K. J., 1984):
′

𝑇 =𝐴

𝐺
1
1
[( 𝑎 )(
− )]
𝑒 𝑅 𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐴 𝑇

4.8
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where ‘𝐴′ ,’ 𝐺𝑎′ , ′𝑅 ′, ′𝑇 ′ and ′𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐴 ′
energy,

represents pre-exponential term, activation

universal gas constant, absolute temperature and standard temperature at

standard diffusion coefficients ′𝐷𝑆𝑇𝐴 ′, respectively (Baştuğ, T. and Kuyucak, S., 2005;
Samson, E. et al., 2003).
4.3.3 Relative humidity model
The relative humidity is one of the essential components for corrosion reaction to
initiate. The following relation is utilised for relative humidity as:
𝑅𝐻 ′ =

1
1 − 𝑅𝐻 𝑚
1 + (1 − 𝑅𝐻 )
𝑠

4.9

where ′𝑅𝐻′ and ′𝑅𝐻𝑠 ′ represents actual pore relative humidity and relative humidity
at which diffusion coefficient deviate between maximum and minimum values.
4.3.4 Exposure time
The structure deteriorates with respect to time of exposure as:
𝑡𝑆𝑇𝐴 𝑛
𝑡 = (
)
𝑡
′

4.10

where ′𝑡𝑆𝑇𝐴 ′, ′𝑡′and 𝑛 represents time of exposure time at which standard diffusion
coefficient is measured, actual exposure time and age reduction factor, respectively.

4.4 Proposed algorithm
The deposition rate of salt particles over the surface of the structure will vary
significantly for structures operating at remote and multiple locations in diverse
atmospheric condition as compared to stagnant structures. The variation in deposition
rate will impact the diffusion of water-soluble salt particles which are responsible for
corrosion damage and coating delamination. The algorithm has been proposed to
estimate transport rate of salt particles over the surface of structures which are operating
at different geographical locations in uncertain weather conditions.
The algorithm has four input parameters including wind speed, time of exposure,
relative humidity and temperature as shown in Figure 4.10. The time iterative approach
is implemented to simulate the parameters which have been explained comprehensively
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in our previous publication (Nazir, M. et al., 2015a). The deposition rate of salt is
estimated through algorithmic logic mentioned and elaborated in Salinity model section.
The algorithm will keep updating the deposition rate depending on wind speed and also
change in operating location of structure e.g. the structure is moved from coastal region
′𝑆1 ′ to the coastal region ′𝑆0 ′.

Iterative method

Initial conditions




Temperature (T)
Relative Humidity (RH)
Time of exposure (t)

Wind Speed
W,Wmax,Wmin

ISO Classification for
airborne salinity

RK4 method

l = 1;
for i = 1:100
for k = 1:l
S = Sx_max /((Wmax Wmin)*100) + Sn(j-1);
Sn(j) = S;
j = j+1;
end
l = l+1;
j = 2;
St_c(i) = S;
end

Non-Coastal (S0)
Smax = Sj (j =0,1,2,3,4)
Coastal (S1)
Coastal (S2)

No

If location
changes

Yes

Near sea (S4)
No

Yes

If Wind speed
changes

Figure 4.10: Algorithm for estimation of salinity transport rate depending on various geographical locations (Latif, J.
et al., 2018a)

4.5 Results and discussions
The corrosion monitoring of the Valentine tank at ‘The Tank Museum’ have shown
high variation in corrosion rates during outside activity. The water-soluble salt particles
accelerate the corrosion reaction. The high amount of salt diffusion will result in high
corrosion damage and coating delamination. The wind speed greatly influences the
deposition rate of salt particles (Mcdonald, R. et al., 1982; Meira, G. et al., 2007, 2008;
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Morcillo, M. et al., 2000). The ambiguous nature of corrosion depends on wind speed
and diffusion coefficient. The algorithm has been simulated by considering two
scenarios of the winter season and two scenarios for the summer season to estimate the
salinity transport rate as a function of wind speed.
In the summer season, the temperature is kept on increasing for 100 iterations in both
scenarios, while the effect of wind speed is kept increasing from 3 m/s to 10 m/s in one
scenario and decreasing from 10 m/s to 3 m/s in the second scenario. The simulation
results of the first scenario for the structure operating in the summer season for
increasing wind speed from 3 m/s to 10 m/s have been shown in Figure 4.11. The
temperature is increasing from 1 to 100 iterations at a constant rate. The increase in
temperature also increases the diffusion coefficient. The wind speed is also increasing
from 3 m/s to 10 m/s for 100 iterations at a constant rate. The transport rate of salinity is
varying corresponding to wind speed and diffusion coefficient. The increase in
temperature results in an increased diffusion coefficient and an increase in wind speed is
resulting in a high deposition rate of salt particles. High diffusion coefficient and
salinity deposition rate are resulting in high salinity transport rate which can be
considered as the worse situation for structural integrity. The corrosion rate will be
maximum at high temperature and high wind speed.
The second scenario for the summer season is simulated for decreasing wind speed
from 10 m/s to 3 m/s, while the temperature is increasing from 1 to 100 iterations at a
constant rate as shown in Figure 4.12. Although, the increase in temperature results in
an increase in diffusion coefficient but the decrease in wind speed accounts for a low
deposition rate of salt particles. Therefore, the salinity transport rate is decreasing and
these conditions will result in low corrosion rate for the structure.
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Figure 4.11: Salinity transport rate for increasing wind speed during the summer season (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

Figure 4.12: Salinity transport rate for decreasing wind speed during the summer season (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

In the winter season, the temperature is kept on decreasing for 100 iterations in both
scenarios, while the effect of wind speed is kept increasing from 3 m/s to 10 m/s in one
scenario and decreasing from 10 m/s to 3 m/s in the second scenario. The simulation
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results for the structure operating in winter season for increasing wind speed have been
shown in Figure 4.13. The temperature is decreasing from 1 to 100 iterations at a
constant rate. The decrease in temperature also decreases the diffusion coefficient. The
wind speed is increasing from 3 m/s to 10 m/s for 100 iterations at a constant rate. The
transport rate of salinity is varying corresponding to wind speed and diffusion
coefficient. The decrease in temperature is resulting in a reduction of the diffusion
coefficient and an increase in wind speed is resulting in high deposition rate of salt
particles. Although, the salt deposition rate is high but the low diffusion coefficient will
result in low corrosion rate.

Figure 4.13: Salinity transport rate for increasing wind speed during the winter season (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

The second scenario for the winter season is simulated for decreasing wind speed
from 10 m/s to 3 m/s and the temperature is also decreasing from 1 to 100 iterations at a
constant rate as shown in Figure 4.14. The decrease in temperature is accounting for
decreasing diffusion coefficient and a decrease in wind speed is resulting in low salt
deposition rate. Therefore, very low corrosion rate can be expected in these conditions
because of low salt particles and low diffusion coefficient. These conditions can be
considered more desirable and suitable for structural integrity.
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The salinity transport rate for the structure operating near the sea region ′𝑆3 ′ has also
been simulated. The simulation results for salinity transport rate as a function of
distance from the sea has been shown in Figure 4.15. The salinity transport rate is
highest near the sea and decreasing as the distance from the sea is increasing. The
different levels of wind speeds are also resulting in different levels of salinity transport
rate. The increase in wind speed accounts for high salinity transport rate.

Figure 4.14: Salinity transport rate for decreasing wind speed during the winter season (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)

4.6 Conclusion
The impact of meteorological parameters has been incorporated in the proposed
algorithm to predict the corrosion damage and coating delamination for the structures
operating in diverse weather conditions at remote geographical locations. The
simulation analyses for multiple scenarios of winter and summer seasons have been
presented to evaluate the worse and suitable conditions for metal structures. The
proposed algorithm will help maintenance professionals for proactive maintenance
actions for structures operating remotely. The algorithm can be further extended and
linked to the level of structural failure to decide appropriate maintenance strategy.
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Figure 4.15: Salinity transport rate depending on the distance from the sea (Latif, J. et al., 2018a)
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The direct cost of corrosion estimated in recent years has found to be 3.4% of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). The indirect cost of corrosion is estimated to be almost equal
to direct cost (Koch, G. E. A., 2016). A large number of organisations including
automotive, aerospace, utilities and defence industry are affected by the financial impact
of corrosion damage and maintenance of their structures. The report on the cost of
corrosion and maintenance published by LMI has revealed that army equipment is
costing almost $3.1 billion which includes total maintenance cost of 15.5 % (Hertzberg,
E., 2016). The maintenance activities associated with recoating and inspections incur
the highest amount of maintenance cost. Latest research finding has revealed the
influence of complex meteorological, mechanical and material parameters in the
deterioration of structures integrity. The classical maintenance framework does not
consider these complex parameters to schedule the optimal maintenance for metal
structures. The Tank Museum follows complete recoating maintenance after fixed time
duration without considering the cost implications. The inspections and maintenance
decision based on accurate deterioration perdiction model which incorporate complex
parameters can assist organisations for cost-effective maintenance scheduling.
A comprehensive multidisciplinary algorithmic approach has been proposed in
current research to provide optimal maintenance solutions to organisations. The
prognostic models elaborated in previous chapters have been linked with maintenance
cost to compute the cost-effective maintenance strategy for metal structures. The
algorithm estimates the optimal recoating maintenance strategy based on specifications
of coating material, structural material and operating conditions. The modelling and
simulation results of the proposed algorithm have been elaborated in the current chapter
as shown in Figure 5.1.

5.1 Maintenance Strategy Evaluation Algorithm
According to comprehensive literature, the Condition-based-maintenance is
considered to be a most effective and cost-effective strategy for metal structures
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operating at remote locations. The proposed algorithm bridges the gap between modern
prognostic algorithm and maintenance strategies to provide cost-effective solutions.
Condition-basedMaintenance

Maintenance Strategy Evaluation
Algorithm

Prognostic modelling

Maintenance history database

Algorithm Implimentation

Results and discussions

Conclusion

Figure 5.1: Contents of the chapter

The basic architecture of the proposed Condition-based-maintenance algorithm is
shown in Figure 5.2. The input parameters for the algorithm include material properties
of the coating-substrate system, operating conditions of structure and meteorological
parameters. The prognostic models proposed in previous chapters can be applied to
input parameters to estimate the useful coating life of the individual structure. The
database of historical maintenance history will minimise the perdition error rate. The
uniform database for maintenance history has also been proposed in current work. The
decision for optimal recoating maintenance strategy will be based on the outcome of the
prognostic model. The recoating maintenance has been divided into three different
recoating strategies. The Patch recoat, Part recoat and Complete recoat. The Patch
recoat involves the recoating of affected areas of the structure. The Part recoat involves
the recoating maintenance of any component or part of the structure and the Complete
recoat involves recoating of the complete structure.
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Input Parameters
Operating conditions
Coating properties
Metal properties etc..







Prognostic Models
Corrosion Model
Coating failure model





Evaluate cost
Patch recoat
Part recoat
Complete recoat

Database
Maintenance history
Operating Conditions

Figure 5.2: Basic Architecture of Maintenance Strategy Evaluation Algorithm

The proposed algorithm for optimal maintenance strategy evaluation has been illustrated
compressively in Figure 5.3. The algorithm takes complex input parameters which
includes the specifications of the coating-substrate system, material properties and cost
associated with maintenance activities. The prognostic model for blistering failure
identifies the critical threshold level and computes useful coating life until the
development of patch failure/blister failure. The algorithm estimates the propagation
speed of coating failure. The propagation speed can be used to identify the part failure
of any individual metal structure. After evaluating the useful coating life, the models for
calculating maintenance cost associated with Patch recoat, Part recoat and Complete
recoat strategies are applied to find the best optimal maintenance strategy. The lack of
real-time measurements and historical maintenance database are the major challenges
for implementing the proposed algorithm. Therefore, a uniform database has also been
proposed which is based on complex parameters evaluated in the latest research
findings.
5.1.1 Input parameters
The performance of the coating-substrate system depends on numerous factors which
need to be considered for prognostic modelling. The following are the input parameters
for the proposed maintenance strategy evaluation algorithm along with temperature and
humidity as shown in Figure 5.4.
5.1.1.1 Mechanical and diffusion parameters

The development of residual stresses and diffusion-induced stresses within coating are
the controlling factors for blistering failure and micro-cracks (Latif, J. et al., 2018a;
Nazir, M. et al., 2015a; Nazir, M. et al., 2015b; Nazir, M. et al., 2016b). These
parameters are compressively elaborated in Chapter 2.
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Start

Environment
Parameters

Mechanical
Properties
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Properties

Apply cost
estimation

Cost factors
Blister
Blister !=
!= Grow
Grow

Compute Fcr
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No
If continue

Patch recoat

Part repcoat

complete recoat

Annual cost

Annual cost

Annual cost

Compute MTh
No

Compute F(h,E..)
Data base
Maintenance history
Probability of failure

If Mini > MTh

Evaluate Best Strategy
If F =>Fcr

yes
Blister = Grow
Optimised solution
Best fit strategy

Yes
Evaluate Patch Recoat
criteria

Compute velocity of blister
growth

End

Evaluate Part/Complete
Recoat criteria

Figure 5.3: Recoating Maintenance Strategy Evaluation Algorithm
.
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5.1.1.2 Interfacial roughness

The interfacial roughness plays a vital role in adhesion strength between coating and
substrate system. The appropriate increase in interfacial roughness can result in strong
bonding (Nazir, M. et al., 2015d).
5.1.1.3 Coating thickness

The adhesion strength also increases with an increase in coating thickness which can
extend the useful coating life (Nazir, M. et al., 2015d).

Figure 5.4: Input parameters

5.1.1.4 Cost parameters

The cost of recoating maintenance involves the cost of washing, surface treatment,
preparing equipment for application of recoating, drying, labour hours and other
associated with recoating maintenance activities.
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5.2 Prognostic modelling
The prognostic models for various modes of coating failure and corrosion damage has
been proposed in current and previous research projects within the NCEM research
group (Khan, Z. A. et al., 2018; Latif, J. et al., 2018a; Latif, J. et al., 2018b; Nazir, M. et
al., 2015a; Nazir, M. et al., 2015b, 2016a; Nazir, M. et al., 2015c, 2015d, 2015e, 2016b;
Nazir, M. et al., 2018; Nazir, M. H. and Khan, Z., 2015; Nazir, M. H. et al., 2018a;
Nazir, M. H. et al., 2017). The prognostic algorithm for blistering coating failure
illustrated in Chapter 3 has been utilised to develop the optimal condition-basedmaintenance framework. The modelling equations presented in blistering failure have
been integrated with the cost of maintenance to estimate optimal recoating maintenance
for large metal structures.
5.2.1 Coating failure modelling
The adhesion between coating and substrate is driven by de-bonding driving force. The
relation for the de-bonding driving force as a function of complex parameters derived
and validated in previous research findings is given as (Latif, J. et al., 2018b):
𝑛

(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )
2
3
1
𝐹= { ∑
𝑀2 [1 + (√∩ −1) )]} {1
3
3
2
4
𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 (𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡𝑝 )
2

5.1

−1

ГIC
+ tan ((1 −
) tanψ) }
𝐸𝑐 λ
The Equation 5.1 has been elaborated comprehensively in Chapter 3. The threshold
level of de-bonding driving force at which coating enters into the critical state is termed
as critical de-bonding driving force ′𝐹𝑐𝑟 ′ and the coating-substrate is considered in fail
state when de-bonding driving force exceed its critical level. The relation for critical debonding driving force as function of complex parameters derived and validated in
previous research findings is given as (Latif, J. et al., 2018b):
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𝑛

(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )
3
2
𝐹𝑐𝑟 = { ∑
3
3 𝑀 } {1
2
𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 (𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑡𝑝 )
2

+ tan ((1 −

5.2

−1

ГIC
1
)
) }
𝐸𝑐 λ − tan 𝜔

When de-bonding driving force exceeds critical level, the blister is considered to be
developed and patch failure of the coating has occurred. The safe, critical and fail
conditions of the coating-substrate system depending on de-bonding driving force is
mentioned in Table 5.1.
Table 5-1: Conditions for patch failure

Condition

State

𝑭 < 𝑭𝒄𝒓

Safe

𝑭 = 𝑭𝒄𝒓

Critical

𝑭 > 𝑭𝒄𝒓

Fail

The blister propagates which eventually results in exposing structure to surrounding
environment. The propagation of blister is driven and controlled by the bending moment
at edges of blister. (Tam, C. and Stiemer, S., 1996b)When the blister initiates, the
bending moment is considered as initiation bending moment

′𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 ’. The bending

moment at the initiation of blister can be estimated through the relation given in
(Martin, J. et al., 1990) as:
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 3

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐸𝑖 𝑇𝑡ℎ 3 𝑤
𝑎2

5.3

If the value of bending moment at blister initiation ′𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖 ′ is greater that than the
threshold value of bending moment ′𝑀𝑇ℎ ′, the blister will propagate. In the opposite
condition, the blister will not propagate as shown in Table 2. The equation of threshold
level of bending moment for the coating-substrate system can be written as:
𝑛

𝑀𝑇ℎ = 0.73 √∑
𝑖=1

𝐸𝑖

(1 − 𝑣𝑖 2 )

√𝑎 𝜎𝑇 𝑇𝑡ℎ 3

5.4

The Equations 5.3 and 5.4 can be used to predict whether the blister will grow or not.
The parameters of these equations are elaborated in Chapter 3.
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Table 5-2: Blister propagation criteria

If 𝑴𝑻𝒉 < 𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊

Blister = grow

If 𝑴𝑻𝒉 > 𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊

Blister  grow

Although, the prognostic models for blister propagation have been proposed but the
model for blister failure leading to part failure of individual structure requires
comprehensive experimental investigations and modelling. The profile for de-bonding
driving force has been elaborated in Figure 5.5(a). The component-wise approach for
predicting part failure is required that include various factors like number of blisters per
area, growth rate of failure propagation and geometrical shape of parts of structure.
5.2.2 Maintenance cost modelling
The multidisciplinary coating failure prognostic model has been integrated with
maintenance cost to evaluate cost-effective maintenance among Patch, Part and
Complete recoating strategy. The annual cost can be computed using the following
relation as (Tam, C. and Stiemer, S., 1996b):
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐹𝑐

𝑖𝑟
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1

5.5

where ′𝐹𝑐 ′ , ′𝑖𝑟′ and exponent ‘t’ represents future cost, interest rate and annual time,
respectively. Several maintenance activities incur cost including maintenance facilities,
surface preparation, inspection, preparation of coating instruments, blast abrasives and
containment apparatus. The exponent time ‘t’ is the useful life of coating-substrate
system which depends on de-bonding driving force. The Equation 5.5 can be modified
for annual cost of maintenance as:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡)(𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)(𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡) [

𝑖𝑟
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1

5.6

The standard ASTM D610 has classified the area to be recoated depending on degree
of delamination which can also be utilised for Patch and Part recoating(Astm).
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𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖 = [

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑡𝑜_𝑏𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 (%)
] (𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓_𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖 )
100

5.7

The summation of area of individual parts of structure gives total area to be recoated
as:
𝑛

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡 = ∑ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖
𝑖=0

5.8

The large metal structures are often assembled of numerous parts having various
geometrical shapes. The area of individual parts and total area will vary from structure
to structure. The measurements of parts of each individual structure need to be recorded
in the database. The re-coating maintenance strategies can be classified into three
different strategies such as Patch recoat, Part recoat and Complete recoat. The
mathematical equations associated with each re-coating strategy can be written as (Tam,
C. and Stiemer, S., 1996a, 1996b):
Patch recoat
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡 ∗ (𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) [

𝑖𝑟
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1

5.9

Part recoat
5.10

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 )
+ (𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) [

𝑖𝑟
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1

Complete recoat
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ (𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) [

𝑖𝑟
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1

5.11

The cost of services and good varies according to the inflation rate. The factor (1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
is included in Equations 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 to derive the following equations:
Patch recoat
𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡 ∗ (𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) [
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1

5.12

Part recoat
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𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 )

5.13

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
+ (𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) [
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1
Complete recoat
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
∗ (𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ) [
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡 − 1

5.14

The profile of Patch recoating maintenance strategy is shown in Figure 5.5(b). The
only delaminated area is recoated in Patch recoating strategy. The delamination could
be micro-cracks, rusting or blisters. This strategy is very effective to halt the damage at
an early stage but very frequent inspections are required than other strategies. The Patch
can occur at different locations of the structure. The structure receiving Patch recoating
maintenance strategy will also receive Complete recoating maintenance after an
appropriate amount of time. The cost for patch recoats can also vary depending on the
location of patch area within the structure, operating conditions and geometrical shape.
The annual cost of Patch recoating maintenance can be written as:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟

5.15

𝑛

= ∑ 𝐴𝑟𝑝 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝑝 ) [
𝑝=0
𝑛

+ ∑ 𝐴𝑒 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑒 + 𝐶𝑒 ) [
𝑒=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑛− − 1

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑇𝑒 − 1

The description of all parameters in Equation 5.15 has been mentioned in the
nomenclature of the report.
The blister or micro-cracks within coating propagates with time to expose metal
structure to surrounding operating conditions leading to part failure of the structure. The
profile of Part recoating maintenance strategy is shown in Figure 5.5(c). The large metal
structures are often assembled of numerous parts with complex geometrical shapes.
Some parts within the structure may require less frequent recoating maintenance and
inspections as compare to other parts. The difference in the area of the part, location
within the structure and geometrical shapes will also impact the cost of their
maintenance. The structure receiving Part recoating maintenance strategy will also
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receive Complete recoating maintenance after an appropriate amount of time. The
annual cost of Part recoating maintenance strategy can be written as:
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑛

= ∑(𝐴𝑟𝑐 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑐 ) + (𝑆𝑝𝑐 ∗ 𝐶𝑐 ) [
𝑐=0
𝑛

+ ∑ 𝐴𝑒 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑒 + 𝐶𝑒 ) [
𝑒=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑐 − 1

5.16

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑇𝑒 − 1

The description of all parameters in Equation 5.16 has been mentioned in the
nomenclature of the report.
The complete structure is recoated in Complete recoating maintenance strategy once
the structure exceeds its threshold level of deterioration. This strategy requires the least
frequency of inspection but very inefficient for high value and critical structures. The
profile of Complete recoating maintenance strategy is shown in Figure 5.5(d). The
annual cost of Complete recoating maintenance strategy can be written as:
𝑛

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 = ∑ 𝐴𝑒 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑒 + 𝐶𝑒 ) [
𝑒=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑇𝑒 − 1

5.17

The description of all parameters in Equation 5.17 has been mentioned in the
nomenclature of the report.
The frequency and degree of inspection depend on the operating conditions and
complex architecture of structures. The cost relation for the cost related to movement of
structure for inspection or for application of recoating can be written as:
𝑛

𝑥_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = ∑ i_Cost 𝑖 [
𝑖=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑖 − − 1

𝑛

+ ∑ 𝑚_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚 [
𝑚=0

5.18

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑚− − 1

where 𝑥_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the accumulative cost associated with the number of inspections
performed at different time intervals and cost incurred by the mobility of structure for
inspection purpose or recoating. The Equation 22 can be incorporated in Equations 19,
20, 21 to include the cost associated with inspection activities as:
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𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑛

= ∑ 𝐴𝑟𝑝 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝑝 ) [
𝑝=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑛− − 1

5.19

𝑛

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
+ ∑ 𝐴𝑒 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑒 + 𝐶𝑒 ) [
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑇𝑒 − 1
𝑒=0
𝑛

+ ∑ i_Cost 𝑖 [
𝑖=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑖 − − 1

𝑛

+ ∑ 𝑚_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚
𝑚=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
[
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑚 − − 1

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑛

= ∑(𝐴𝑟𝑐 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑐 ) + (𝑆𝑝𝑐 ∗ 𝐶𝑐 ) [
𝑐=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑐 − 1

5.20

𝑛

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
+ ∑ 𝐴𝑒 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑒 + 𝐶𝑒 ) [
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑇𝑒 − 1
𝑒=0
𝑛

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
+ ∑ i_Cost 𝑖 [
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑖 − − 1
𝑖=0
𝑛

+ ∑ 𝑚_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚 [
𝑚=0

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡𝑚− − 1
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𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟

5.21

𝑛

𝑖𝑟(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
= ∑ 𝐴𝑒 ∗ (𝑆𝑝𝑒 + 𝐶𝑒 ) [
]
(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑇𝑒 − 1
𝑒=0
𝑛

+ ∑ i_Cost𝑖 [

𝑖𝑟

(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡

(1 + 𝑖𝑟)

𝑡𝑖 −

−1

𝑛

]

𝑖𝑟

∑ 𝑚_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚 [

+

𝑖=0

(1 + 𝑖𝑟)𝑡
𝑡 −

(1 + 𝑖𝑟) 𝑚

−1

]

𝑚=0
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Condition

Complete recoat

Time

T1

(d) Profile for Profile for Complete recoat maintenance strategy
Figure 5.5: Profiles for de-bonding driving force and maintenance strategies

5.3 Maintenance history database
The proposed algorithm for optimal maintenance is based on various parameters which
have not been considered in classical maintenance frameworks. The feedback system
based on historical maintenance database and real-time monitoring will assist in
minimising the error rate for individual structure. Therefore, a uniform database is
required for collection of various important parameters. The required database has been
elaborated comprehensively in Table 5.3.
Table 5-3: Uniform Database for Maintenance of metal structures

Parameter

Description

Inspection history

The inspection activity is very time-consuming for the
organisations which are operating number of large metal
structures such as museums, aerospace, automotive and
defence industry. The historical data regarding the frequency
of inspections with a degree of deterioration associated with
the individual structure will help in minimising the inspection
frequencies and cost incurred by inspection activities.

Coating thickness

According to experimental investigations, the appropriate
application of coating thickness can increase the useful coating
life. Some parts of the structure may require more thickness
and some parts may require less coating thickness which can
impact the coast of re-coting maintenance.
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Interfacial roughness

The adhesion strength between coating and substrate system is
affected by interfacial roughness. The appropriate selection of
roughness can increase useful coating life.

Salinity

The diffusion of water-soluble salt particles at the interface of
coating-substrate results in coating failure and corrosion
damage (Latif, J. et al., 2018a). The record of accumulation of
salt particles over the structure operating in any specific
environmental will assist for accurate maintenance actions.

Stress/Strain

The temperature gradient is responsible for the development of
stresses within the coatings which result in blistering and
micro-cracks coating failure (Nazir, M. et al., 2016b). The
real-time and historical data of stress/strain can assist in
making accurate perdition of coating failure for any specific
environmental conditions.

Meteorological

The variation in environmental conditions and complex

factors

architectures of structures may experience variable humidity
and temperature within the structure also. For example, the
inside parts of the structure may experience high temperature
as to outside parts.

Geometrical shape

According to the visual inspection of military vehicles at “The
Tank Museum”, the coating failure rate on curved surfaces
was found higher than as compared to flat surfaces of military
vehicles.

Failure frequency

The failure frequency of patch and parts of individual
structures along with historical data of its operating conditions
will assist in more efficient maintenance decisions for
individual structures.

Time-to-

The time-to-maintenance of the individual structure will vary
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depending on the type of maintenance strategy. For example,

maintenance

the time for complete recoating of the structure undergoing
Part recoating maintenance may come earlier than the
structure undergoing only Complete recoating maintenance
strategy.
Type

of

coating The structures are often coated with number coatings for

applied

corrosion protection and also for decoration.

Operational activities

The operating condition of structures is one of the most
important factors for accurate prediction of deterioration of
individual structures. The historical data of operating
conditions will assist in making efficient maintenance decision
for specific structures.

Area

recoated The standard ASTM D610 can be used to identify the degree

(specific to Part)

of delamination and area to be re-coated.

Cost of maintenance The cost of maintenance activities includes washing, preparing
activities

equipment for re-coating, surface treatment, drying, labour
hours and other cost associated with maintenance activities.

Prediction error

The prediction error gap between theoretically calculated data
and real-time events can be minimised by recording the error
history and applying an efficient neural network to adjust
future predations.

5.4 Algorithm implementation
The implementation of the proposed algorithm has been comprehensively elaborated in
Figure 5.6. It computes useful coating life using prognostic models and applies
maintenance cost analysis. The specification of structural steel S275 and red oxide
primer coating has been considered for simulation analysis. The Elastics modulus and
coefficient of thermal expansion of red oxide primer coating are 6.14 GPa and
21.6x10−6/𝐶, respectively. The Elastics modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion
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of structural steel S275 are 210 GPa and 12x10−6/𝐶, respectively. Two propositions
have been considered for simulation analysis.
Proposition 1: The adhesion strength between coating and substrate has found to be
proportional to the thickness of the coating. The useful coating life can be extended with
an appropriate increase in coating thickness. The occurrence of the blister is considered
as patch failure and algorithm is simulated for various coating thickness to find the
financial impact on Patch recoating maintenance strategy.
Proposition 2: The annual cost of maintenance of Patch recoating and Part recoating
maintenance strategies have been compared. The only damaged area is recoated in
Patch recoating and complete part is recoated in Part recoating. In order to analyse all
possible conditions, the algorithm is simulated for different size/area of the part while
keeping the constant patch area. The number of patch failures and area of a part per year
is increased for the next ten years (e.g. 2x means twice the size of patch area).
The equations of de-bonding driving forces are converted into dimensionless form as
mentioned in Chapter 3.
̃ =
𝐹̃

̃ (1⁄𝑥̃)
(1⁄𝐸̃ ) 𝑀
1
̃)
1 + tan ((1 − 𝑩
− tan 𝜔)

𝐹̃𝑐𝑟 =

2 [1

+

2
1
(√∩ −1) )]
4

5.22

̃ (1⁄𝑥̃ )
(1⁄𝐸̃ ) 𝑀
1
̃)
1 + tan ((1 − 𝑩
− tan 𝜔)

2

5.23

The description simulation steps of Equations 5.22 and 5.23 have been mentioned in
nomenclature and Chapter 3 of the report.
For preposition 1, the algorithm estimates the annual cost for Patch recoating
maintenance for various values of coating thickness. In proposition 2, the algorithm is
calculating the annual cost for patch recoat and Part recoating strategy with one
complete recoating of structure in both strategies. The annual cost of corrosion for the
next ten years duration is calculated that starts from one patch failure per year. It also
estimates the cost of maintenance by incrementing from 1 to 10 patches/year.
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After calculating the cost of maintenance for Patch recoating strategy, the algorithm
calculates the cost of maintenance for Part recoating with increasing area of the part.
The cost of maintenance for the next ten years is calculated by keeping the area of Part
‘2x’ times of patch area. Similarly, the algorithm increases the area of part ‘3x’ times
and estimate cost for the next ten year. The calculation repeats 10 times with an increase
in part area (such as ‘4x,’5x’…’10x’).
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Figure 5.6: Recoating Maintenance Strategy Evaluation Simulation
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5.5 Results and discussion
̃ ′ as a
Proposition 1: The results in Figure 5.7 show the de-bonding driving force ‘𝐹̃
function of de-bonding index ′ ∩ ′ for different relative coating thickness ′𝑇𝑡ℎ /s’ values.
The increase in coating thickness has resulted in increasing critical de-bonding
threshold level ′𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑛 ’. The threshold level of critical de-bonding driving force ′𝑓𝑐𝑟1′ for
relative coating thickness ‘0.1’ is lower as compare to the critical threshold level debonding driving force ′𝑓𝑐𝑟2′ for relative coating thickness ‘0.2’. Similarly, the threshold
level of critical de-bonding driving force ′𝑓𝑐𝑟2′ for relative coating thickness ‘0.2’ is
lower as compare to the critical threshold level de-bonding driving force ′𝑓𝑐𝑟3′ for
relative coating thickness ‘0.3’. When the value of debonding index ′ ∩ ′ is greater than
1, the system is considered in fail state and blister failure has occurred which is
referenced as patch failure in current simulation.
The Patch recoating is required when the de-bonding driving force exceeds its critical
threshold level. The increase in coating thickness raises the critical threshold level of
de-bonding force which means the coating-substrate system will have more time to get
into fail state. The increase in adhesion strength will result in a reduction of patch
failures which will also reduce the cost of maintenance. The comparison for the annual
cost of maintenance of the coating-substrate system with different coating thickness is
shown in Figure 5.8. The increase in coating thickness also increases the cost of coating
application but it also decreases the patch failures due to an increase in adhesion
strength. Therefore, it can be concluded that the annual cost of maintenance can be
reduced by increasing the appropriate increase in coating thickness.
Proposition 2: The comparison between Patch recoating and Part recoating
maintenance strategies has been analysed for various conditions as shown in Figure 5.9.
Every value in simulation result is showing the annual maintenance cost of 10 years of
time duration. The unit cost of surface preparations and coating application is
considered equal for both strategies for simulation analysis. At least one Complete
recoat per year is included in both strategies with equal cost. The primary objective of
simulation analysis in Proposition 2 is to evaluate optimal maintenance strategies
among Patch recoat and Part recoat.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results for de-bonding driving force vs de-bonding index

The algorithm begins with calculating the annual cost of maintenance for Patch
recoat strategy by considering one recoat of patch failure and one complete recoat. In
the next iteration, the algorithm calculates the annual cost for the next 10 years by
considering 2 patches per year. The cost of maintenance is proportional to the patch
failures per year as shown in Figure 5.9 and maximum for 10 patch failures per year.
The area is increasing in every iteration during the calculations for Part recoating
strategy. The area of the part is considered ‘2x’ in the second iteration which means
twice the area as compared to Patch area. Similarly, the area of part increases in every
next iteration and goes up to ‘10x’.
The algorithm has resulted in suggesting different recoating maintenance strategies
depending on the area of patch failure and part failure. The trends of the cost associated
with both maintenance strategies are crossing at point A. It is suggesting that the Patch
recoat strategy is resulting in high cost when a number of patch recoats are greater than
4 per year and area of the Part is 5 times greater than the area of Patch failure. The Part
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recoating strategy is resulting in high cost when patch recoat is less than 4 per year and
the Part area is 5 times greater than the area of patch failure that requires recoating.

Figure 5.8: Annual cost of maintenance for coating-substrate system with different coating thickness

The conclusion can be drawn from point A that the Patch recoat is the optimal
strategy for metal structure which has patch failure less than 4 per year and that area of
its part is ‘5x’ larger than patch area. Similarly, the Part recoat is the optimal strategy
for metal structure which has patch failure more than 4 per year and that area of its part
is ‘5x’ larger than patch area. Several crossing points can be seen in simulation results
that show the optimal recoating strategy for various conditions depending on area of
parts.

5.6 Conclusion
The proposed framework does cost comparison based on the performance between
coating-substrate systems of different sepcifications. The performance is defined by
validated prognostic model of bonding driving force but in this case the output is in
terms of cost. Systems with different specifications such as variable coating thickness
can be compared that could help professionals in decision making process of
maintenance strategy. The algorithm can also be simulated for various specifications
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and operating conditions for the coating-substrate system. The benchmarks for the part
failure of the individual structure, historical maintenance data and real-time parameters
are the major limitations for effective implementation of the proposed system.
Therefore, the uniform database has been proposed and real-time monitoring system has
been developed which is illustrated in the next Chapter.

Figure 5.9: Simulation results for recoating maintenance strategy for metal structures
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Chapter 6: Wireless Condition Monitoring System
The research findings within the NCEM research group in last few years have resulted
in the development of state-of-the-art multidisciplinary prognostic solutions. These
prognostic solutions are further extended to the development of algorithms for failure
propagation and optimisation framework for maintenance strategies. The current work
focuses on structures operating stationary and mobile at remote locations in diverse
atmospheric conditions. The movement of structures and continues variation in
environmental conditions make the accurate prediction more challenging. Therefore, the
prediction based on real-time parameters is evident for critical structures for accurate
life assessment and the selection of optimal maintenance strategy. Real-time monitoring
systems have been developed for remote monitoring to further extend the research
findings for accurate damage assessment prediction. The development of the condition
monitoring system has been elaborated in the current chapter. The contents of the
chapter have been mentioned in Figure 6.1.

Wireless Condition Monitoring System

Remote Terminal Units

HP_RTU

Base Station

NCEM_Smartv1.0

Proactive Corrosion Detection System

Figure 6.1: Contents of the chapter

6.1 Wireless Condition Monitoring System
The development of remote condition monitoring requires wireless remote terminal unit
(RTU) and the base station. The wireless remote terminal unit attached with sensors for
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measurements of critical parameters and should be able to transmit data wirelessly to
the base station. The base station needs to collect data and store in database for further
data analysis. Two remote terminal units have been developed along with the base
station system during the current project as shown in Figure. 6.2. The HP_RTU (HighPerformance Remote Terminal Unit) is based on high-performance data acquisition
systems developed by National Instruments (Instruments, N.). The second remote
terminal unit is low cost based on commercially available Arduino boards and
integrated circuits. The purpose of developing high-performance remote terminal unit is
to utilise it for experimental purpose and set as a benchmark for low-cost remote
terminal unit. The remote terminal units are attached with sensors which are embedded
on a target object such as a vehicle. The current remote terminal system contains
temperature, humidity, strain gauge and corrosion sensors. The base station is receiving
data and storing it in a database for further analysis.

Remote Terminal Units

Base Station

Target object
Sensors

Ni Instrument

HP Remote terminal unit

GSM

Software for
analysis

NCEM_Smart v1.0

Low cost Remote terminal unit

Figure 6.2: Wireless Condition Monitoring System
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6.2 Remote Terminal Units (RTUs)
The algorithm for RTU is explained through flowchart shown in Figure. 6.3. The
remote terminal unit initialises Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
system and attempts to register with a network of corresponding SIM card. If the
registration is successful, the system proceeds to the next stage otherwise it tries again
by setting status LED for indication of an unsuccessful attempt. The next stage is to
energise the electrical circuits which are connected with sensors to take measurements.
The sensor suite includes corrosion, strain gauge, temperature and humidity sensors.
After acquiring measurements from sensors, the values are concatenated in the form of a
message. The date and time at which measurements have been taken are also included
in the message. Every remote terminal unit has its own device address that needs is
added in a message to get recognised by the base station. The system will wait for time
interval set by the user for the next measurement. The time interval depends on the
operating conditions of the structure. If steady operating environment is expected then
the time interval could be longer. If an unsteady and frequent change in operating
conditions is expected then time interval could be small.
6.2.1 HP_RTU
The HP_RTU module based on commercially available NI systems have been
developed for Laboratory experimentation and validation of results as compared to lowcost RTU module. Furthermore, it can be used for various other experimental purposes
in Laboratory. The National Instruments provides various types of CompactDAQ and
CompactRIO controllers which can be programmed and configured for a wide range of
stand-alone applications including research and analysis, design validation and
verification, manufacturing, quality testing, diagnosis, maintenance, automation and
condition monitoring of structures. The CompactDAQ is data acquisition unit which
integrates with compatible software and hardware modules that provide signal
conditioning for sensors and data transmission. It enables the engineers for speedy
development and implementation of the system application. On another hand, The
CompactRIO is a real-time embedded controller which is a combination of
reconfigurable I/O modules, field-programmable gate array (FPGA) module, real-time
controller and Ethernet expansion chassis.
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Start RTU

Initialize GSM and other connected
modules

Status Alert

NO

If Successful

YES

Energise sensor circuits for
measurements

Capture and concatenate sensor
readings in the form of message

Attach Time, Date and
Device ID

Transmit the packet through GSM

Wait for time interval

Figure 6.3: Flowchart for Remote terminal unit

It includes a real-time microprocessor to support a wide range of clock frequencies
and implementation of the application based algorithm. The Third-party modules can
also be attached with CompactRIO for additional features. The applications that require
high-performance data computing can be implemented on Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGA) module in Compact RIO. Therefore, the cRIO-9063 controller is
considered an ideal choice for research and development of real-time condition
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monitoring system and for future research.

The cRIO-9063 controller as shown in

Figure 6.4 is high-performance, reliable and rugged with industrial standard
certification. The complete specifications of cRIO-9063 controller are given in
Appendix F.

Figure 6.4: cRIO-9063 controller (Appendix G)

The sensors detect any change in the environment through change in resistance and
they are also connected with electronic circuits for signal conditioning. The current,
voltage and resistance within electronic circuit follow Ohm’s Law (Voltage = Current *
Resistance). The change in environment results changes in resistance of sensors and the
change in resistance results in variation of current and voltage. The NI-9207 I/O module
is used which contains current and also voltage inputs. The sensor with voltage or
current output can be connected to NI-9207 which is embedded with cRIO-9063
controller. The NI-9207 provides 8 input voltage channels of ±10 volts with 24-bit
resolution and 8 current input channels of ±20mA. In the current project, the LPR
sensor and micro-strain gauge sensors are connected to NI-9207 for signal conditioning.
The corrosion rate is measured through the change in current using LPR sensor
which is connected to the current channel of NI-9207 and the -strain gauge sensor
measures development of stresses on coating surface that is connected to voltage
channel of NI-9207. The internal circuit diagram of NI-9027 is given in Figure 6.5(b)
which contains multiplexers, amplifiers, and analog-to-digital converter. The input
signals are scanned then amplified at an appropriate voltage or current level. The signals
are then conditioned and sampled by using analogue-to-digital converter of 24-bit
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resolution. The complete description and specifications of NI-9207 are given in
Appendix H.

(a) NI-9207

(b) Internal circuit diagram
Figure 6.5: NI-9207 module (Appendix H)

Another I/O module used for signal conditioning for temperature sensors is NI-9217.
It provides four input channels for PT100 RTD. The internal circuit diagram of NI-9217
is shown in Figure. 6.6(b). The circuit contains connection for excitation current,
detection module for 3-wire and 4-wire type PT100 RTD, amplifier and analogue-todigital converter. It provides 1mA of excitation current per channel. The 3-wire and also
4-wire type ofPT100 RTD are compatible and detected automatically by NI-9217. The
signal is amplified and converted into digital signal with 24-bit resolution. The complete
description and specifications of NI-9217 are given in Appendix I.

(a) NI-9217

(b) Internal circuit diagram
Figure 6.6: NI-9017 module (Appendix I)
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The third-party module SEA-9741 as shown in Figure 6.7 is used for wireless
transmission of sensors measurements to the base station (Sea-Gmbh)It offers various
features and support for text messaging (SMS), remote access via mobile network, webbased configuration and Global Positioning System. The SMS feature has been used for
the development of a condition monitoring system in the current project. The complete
description and specifications of SEA-9741 are given in Appendix J.

Figure 6.7: SEA-9741 module (Appendix J)

The I/O modules NI-9027 and NI-9217 along with third-party module SEA-9741 are
connected with cRIO-9063 to form a high-performance wireless remote terminal unit.
The sensors are attached with I/modules and the RTU is configured and programmed
according to the flowchart shown in Figure 6.3 using Laboratory Virtual Instrument
Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) software. The programs-subroutines in LabVIEW
are called Virtual Instruments (VIs) which has three components such as block diagram,
front panel and connector panel. The block diagram contains functions, icons wires,
subVIs and other objects as shown in Figure 6.8(a). The LabVIEW integrates the
graphical program on block diagram into the development cycle. The front panel
contains indicators and controls as shown in Figure 6.8(b). The connector panel
includes terminals that correspond to the indicators and controls of VIs.
6.2.1.1 Application of strain gauge sensor

One of the major driving factors for de-bonding driving force is the development of
stress/strain within the coating. The performance of -strain gauge sensor has been
analysed with the aim of using it for real-time stress measurements at remote locations.
Two samples were prepared to analyse the performance of -strain gauges.
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(a) Front panel

(b) Block diagram

Figure 6.8: Components in LabVIEW software

The -strain gauge sensor with grid resistance of 350 ± 0.2 has been used to
observe the stresses behaviour on the coating surface., the accessories mentioned in
Figure 6.9 were used to mount the sensor on the coating surface of the sample. M-Prep
neutralizer is applied on coating surface for conditioning before mounting sensor. PCT2M tape is used to carefully place the sensor on the coating-substrate sample. The strain
gauge sensor is then cleaned with M- Bond 200 catalyst-C. The sensor was then
attached by using M-Bond 200. After a few minutes the PCT-2M gauge installation tape
is removed. The sensor is then attached with wires to connect with Data acquisition
unit. The soldering of wires with sensors also involves several steps as shown in Figure
6.10.

Figure.6.9: Accessories used for strain gauge installation
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Figure 6.10: Several steps involved in the installation of the strain gauge sensor on the coated sample

The experimental analysis of -strain gauge sensor has shown promising results to
utilise the configuration for real-time stress measurement. The sample was kept in an
environmental chamber to provide different levels of temperature. The result of only
one sample is shown in Figure 6.11. It can be seen that the change in temperature is
resulting in the development of thermal stress and its behaviour can be observed
through -strain gauge sensor.
The configuration for mounting the sensor on the sample explained in current work
can also be applied on structures which are operating in outdoor environmental
conditions by applying protective bonding on the sensor to avoid short circuit problem
due to rain. The sensor on the sample was also covered with protective bonding as
shown in Figure 6.12. It was dipped in an aqueous solution as shown in Figure 6.13 in
the laboratory and checked for any short circuit problem.
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Figure 6.11: Experimental results acquired from strain gauge monitoring system from sample

Figure 6.12: Applying protective coating on the sensor
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Figure 6.13: Sample after immersion test

The complete HP_RTU system is shown in Figure 6.14 that contains sensors
connected with I/O Modules. These modules are attached to cRIO-9063 and SEA-9741
for wireless transmission. The LabVIEW program for HP_RTU system is given in
Appendix L.

Figure 6.14: High-Performance Remote Terminal Unit

6.2.2 NCEM_Smartv1.0 RTU
The NCEM_Smartv1.0 RTU has been developed for the real-time condition monitoring
system for structures operating at remote locations. The low-cost NCEM_Smartv1.0 is
developed for monitoring numerous structures in the future to extend the research
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findings. The NCEM_Smartv1.0 RTU has multiple channels of Temperature, Humidity,
Corrosion and Strain sensors. The flow chart shown in Figure 6.15 illustrates the
working of NCEM_Smartv1.0 RTU in detail.

The open-source and extendable

electronic platform Arduino Mega 2560 Rev3 is selected for development as shown in
Figure 6.16. It provides 16 analog inputs and 54 digital I/O’s which are adequate to
integrate Real Time Clock (RTC), GSM, status leds and multiple channels for sensors.
Every NCEM_Smartv1.0 RTU will have its unique device ID to be recognised by the
base station. The systems need to be configured for current Time and Date for the first
time. The time interval between the sensors measurements can also be adjusted within
Arduino IDE software. The NCEM_Smartv1.0 initialises all the attached modules
which include GSM, RTC and set the status LED. The status LED indicates the
successful initialisation of attached modules and registration of SIM card in GSM.
Start NCEM_Smart
Interrrupt
Wake up Arduino Mega
Device ID, Time interval,
Date, Time

Sensor Measurements
Initialise RTC, GSM and set status LED

Energise sensor conditioning circuits

YES

Measure Corrosion, strain, temperature
and humidity

Set Time interval in RTC
Put Arduino Mega in sleep mode
Check Batteries status

NO

Wait till Time
Interval

Combine readings in the form of packet
Add device address and unique code

Transmit message via GSM

Figure 6.15: Flowchart for NCEM_Smartv1.0
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The time in the RTC module as shown in Figure 6.17 can be adjusted to generate an
interrupt after a specified time interval. The system goes to sleep mode after adjusting
next interval for an interrupt in RTC. This interrupt from RTC wakes up the system to
perform interrupt service routine. During the interrupt service routine, the system
performs signals conditioning for sensors to take measurements.

Figure 6.17: Real Time Clock

Figure 6.16: Arduino Mega 2560 Rev3

The electronic circuits for sensors were built and attached to Arduino Mega. Figure
6.18 shows the electronic circuit for LPR sensor. The DC voltage is converted into a
low voltage of ~20mV and applied across sensor and resistor. The corrosion reaction
results in a change in resistance which changes current within the circuit. The low
current is amplified using non-inverting Operational amplifier IC-741 to make it
measurable by Arduino Mega. The gain (G) for IC-741 amplified is given by the
following relation:
𝐺 =1+

𝑅𝑓
𝑅

6.1

where 𝑅𝑓 = 100𝑘 and 𝑅 = 10𝑘 in the circuit. The equations to calculate the
corrosion rate are implemented in Arduino Mega.

Figure 6.18: Electronic circuit for LPR sensor
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The electronic circuit for -strain gauge sensor connected to Arduino Mega is shown
in Figure 6.19. The -strain gauge sensor is connected within the Wheatstone bridge.
The low voltage of ~20mV is applied across the Wheatstone bridge with known
resistances and followed by the following relation:
𝑅1
𝑅0
=
=1
𝑅2
𝑅𝑥

6.2

Any change in strain results in variation of current within the circuit. The low current
is amplified and input into Arduino Mega to record the measurement.

Figure 6.19: Electronic circuit for -strain gauge sensor

The DHT22 sensor has been integrated for temperature humidity measurements. The
specifications of DHT22 sensor has been mentioned in Appendix K. The electronic
circuit for DHT22 sensor is shown in Figure 6.20. The NCEM_Smart system also
monitors the power life of the battery. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 6.21.

Figure 6.20: Electronic circuit for DHT22 sensor

Figure 6.21: Electronic circuit for battery life

After executing the signal condoning for sensor measurements, all the readings are
combined in the form of the message. The device address and unique codes associated
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with sensors are included in the message. The GSM module shown in Figure 6.22
transmits the data to the base station using SIM card.

Figure 6.22: GSM module

The system will set up next time in RTC for next interrupt and goes to sleep mode till
next measurements. The developed NCEM_Smartv1.0 RTU system is shown in Figure
6.23. The data sheet and program code of NCEM_Smartv1.0 are given in Appendices
M and N, respectively.

(a) Internal view

(b) External view

Figure 6.23: NCEM_Smartv1.0 RTU

6.3 Base Station
The algorithm executing at the base station is explained through the flowchart shown in
Figure 6.24. The software at the base station attempts to register for network
connection. It constantly checks for incoming messages from any remote terminal unit.
If any message is received from the remote terminal unit then it identifies the remote
terminal unit through device address, decrypts the message to extract sensors readings
and store into the database. Each remote terminal unit has its own database file. The
real-time measurements are also visible on the graphical user interface which also
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shows the location of the corresponding sensor on the structure. The Graphical user
interface of software at the base station attached with GSM is shown in Figures 6.25
and 6.26. The LabVIEW program of base station is given in Appendix O.
Start Base Station

Initialise GSM module

NO

If Successful

YES
NO
Check for incoming message

NO

Delete messages to
free memory

If Recieved

YES

YES
Extract sensors values and
Time, Date from message

Check if message
buffer is full

Store sensor values, Time
and Date in database

Figure 6.24 Flow chart for Base Station

The sensors were also tested in the laboratory to validate the sensor measurements and
wireless monitoring. The sensors were kept in a salt spray chamber to observe the
behaviour according to the environment in the chamber as shown in Figures 6.27 to
6.31.
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Figure 6.25: Base Station system

Figure 6.26: Graphical user interface of software at the base station
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Figure 6.27: Inserting a corrosion sensor in an aqueous salt solution to verify the corrosion detection

Figure 6.28: The RTU's connected with sensors

Figure 6.29: Sensors are kept inside the salt spray
chamber

Figure 6.30: The base station system displaying measurements from RTUs
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Figure 6.31: The base station system displaying measurements from RTUs

6.4 Proactive Corrosion Detection System
The military vehicles in ‘The Tank Museum’, Bovington, UK are often operated in
diverse and harsh atmospheric conditions in the coastal region of Dorset, UK. The wind
speed, high amount of salinity in the air and variation in temperature as vehicles moves
to different locations and environment causes a potential threat to high-value large
vehicles. The past study has revealed that the tensile stresses due to temperature
gradient are responsible for the opening of micro-cracks which controls the number of
corrosive particles diffusing into the coating-substrate interface. The proposed system
based on chemical and mechanical sensors to detect any potential threat to structure in
two stages. In the first stage, the -strain gauge sensor monitors the opening and
contraction of micro-cracks by measuring residual stresses due to change in
temperature. In the second stage, the corrosion sensor under the coating will detect
corrosion reaction due to the diffusion of corrosive particles into coating-substrate. The
experimental setup based on the proposed technique is well illustrated in Figure 6.32.
The stresses developed in coating depend on the differential thermal expansion of
coating and substrate material. The difference in coefficient of thermal expansion
between coating and substrate plays a major role in the behaviour of stresses in the
coating as the increase in difference results increase in stress level. Consider a coatingsubstrate system with an applied coating having a higher value of the coefficient of
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thermal expansion than the substrate. In past experimental study, It was observed that
when the temperature drops, the coating tries to shrink but the substrate having low
value of the coefficient of thermal expansion restricts the coating to contract as a result
the coating experiences tensile stress which opens the crack and allows corrosive
particles to diffuse (Nazir, M. et al., 2015b). The development of tensile stress in
coating resulting in the opening of crack and allowing corrosive particles to diffuse as
shown in Figure 2.12. The sensor suite in the current work contains temperature sensor,
-strain gauge sensor and µLPR sensor. The strain gauge temperature sensor monitors
change in temperature, -strain gauge monitors the development of residual stresses and
µLPR sensor detects corrosion reaction.

Temperature
Tensile stress

Corrosion

Strain gauge sensor

Corrosive particles

Coating
Substrate

LPR sensor

Figure 6.32: Proactive corrosion detection system

6.5 Experimental methodology
The proactive corrosion monitoring system has been validated through accelerated
corrosion testing in laboratory. Three aluminium 6082 samples with 33mm of thickness
with 2’’ x 2’’ dimensions were prepared for experiments. The Modulus of elasticity and
coefficient of thermal expansion of aluminium 6082 are 70GPa and 24x10-6 K-1,
respectively. Preparation of samples involved following steps:
•

Polishing the surface interface of samples
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•

Installation of µLPR sensor on surface interface of sample

•

Coating the sample with red-oxide primer

•

Installation of µ-strain gauge sensor on coated surface of sample

The samples surface were polished using emery paper with grit size of 80 as shown in
Figure 6.33. The Optical Inferometery was used to measure the surface roughness at 8
different locations of each sample. Table 6.1 shows the average roughness value of each
sample. The samples were cleaned with deionised water after the polishing.

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Figure 6.33 Polished samples
Table 6-1 Surface roughness of each sample

Average Roughness

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Ra(m)

Ra(m)

Ra(m)

1.501

1.197

1.335

The working electrode of µLPR sensor was attached to the sample interface. The µLPR
sensor has 40mm x 20mm x 0.1mm of dimensions. Adhesive tape is applied on back of
sensor to keep it in place and in touch with sample surface as shown in Figure 6.34.
RTU system attached to µLPR sensor transmits measurements to the base station.
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Substrate
µLPR sensor

Figure 6.34 Sample with LPR sensor

The red-oxide primer was applied on sample using conventional spray gun at 300K
temperature. It has Elastic modulus of 6.14 GPa and coefficient of thermal expansion of
21x10-6K-1. The samples were dried for next 24hrs before another coating. Coating was
applied three times to entirely cover the sample surface as shown in Figure 6.35 .

Figure 6.35 Sample with  LPR sensor

The µ-strain gauge sensor was embedded on coated sample as shown in Figure 6.36. It
requires carful soldering and placement due its sensitivity and small size. The sample
with µLPR and µ-strain gauge sensor is shown in Figure 6.37. Number of experiments
were carried out on samples in environmental chamber as shown in Figure 6.38. The
samples were placed inside 10% salt solution excluding strain gauge senor area to avoid
short circuit.
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Figure 6.36 Accessories for installation of µ-strain gauge sensor

Figure 6.37 Sample with µ-strain gauge sensor

Figure 6.38 Sample inside environmental chamber

6.6 Results and discussions
The response of RTU system that consists of µ-strain gauge, µLPR, temperature and
humidity sensors have been investigated through experiments in laboratory. The
accelerated corrosion environmental conditions were provided to the samples with
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different temperature gradients. Three experiments were performed to observe the
stress/strain behaviour and corrosion reaction under the coating. The measurements
form sensors were continuously recorded at regular time intervals. The measurements
from µLPR sensor were recorded at 1min time interval and the measurements from µstrain gauge were recorded at 30s of time interval.
Experiment 1: First experiment was initiated at 313.14K±2 temperature and the
increase in strain was recorded as temperature rises from room temperature as shown in
Figure 6.39. The strain produced during installation of sensor is considered as offset
which is subtracted from initial value of strain measurement to start the reading from
zero. The measurements from µ-strain gauge sensor has shown that the development of
tensile strain reaching to 1200µ. The temperature was kept constant for next three
hours and reduced to 283.15±2 after 3 hours. High negative temperature gradient
resulted in development of compressive strain and the value of strain was recoded to be
decreasing from 1200 µ to -200 µ. The µLPR sensor installed under the coating is
monitoring the corrosion reaction.

The front face of µLPR sensor is attached to

substrate interface which acts as working electrode. The resistance of µLPR sensor is
maximum in the absence of corrosion. The corrosion was detected as sample was placed
inside the beaker containing salt solution as shown in Figure 6.40. It shows the presence
of micro-cracks that weakens the coating barrier and allows salt particles to diffuse
which resulted in corrosion.
Experiment 2: Small temperature gradient was applied in second experiment. The
temperature in environmental chamber was set up at room temperature for 30mins in the
beginning of experiment. No significant variation in strain measurements was observed
as shown in Figure 6.41. The change in temperature (T = -18K) resulted in
development of compressive strain and value of strain recorded as decreasing from 0µ
to -900µ. In the beginning of experiment, the sample was not placed inside the salt
solution to monitor the corrosion reaction without any corrosive solution. Therefore, No
signs of corrosion has been found as shown in Figure 6.42 during 30mins of an
experiment. The corrosion was detected as the sample was inserted into the salt
solution.
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Experiment 3: Small and large temperature gradients were applied in third experiment.
Initial temperature resulted in compressive strain at 292.15K ± 2 temperature. Small
change in temperature (T = -3.3K) resulted in slight increase in compressive strain as
shown in Figure 6.43. Increase in temperature after almost 2.8hrs resulted in
development of strain. Low magnitude of corrosion was recorded during first 2.8hrs of
experiment, while high magnitude of corrosion was recorded as temperature was
increased from 290.15K ± 2 to 298.15K ± 2. This behaviour can be linked to the
development of strain subjected to change in temperature. The increase in temperature
resulting in tensile strain which allowed more salt particles to diffuse and increase the
magnitude of corrosion reactions as shown Figure 6.44.
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Figure 6.39 Measurements of µ-strain gauge sensor during 1st experiment
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Figure 6.40 Measurements of µLPR sensor during 1st experiment
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Figure 6.41 Measurements of µ-strain gauge sensor during 2nd experiment
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Figure 6.42 Measurements of µLPR sensor during 2nd experiment

Figure 6.43 Measurements of µ-strain gauge sensor during 3rd experiment
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Figure 6.44 Measurements of µLPR sensor during 3rd experiment

The inspection and assessment of corrosion damage beneath the coating are very
challenging to schedule the maintenance especially for structures at remote locations.
The existence of micro-cracks within the coating is not visible during visual inspection.
The analysis of results from all three experiments has shown that the combination of µLPR and µ-strain gauges provides an effective solution for proactive detection of
corrosion in real time. When structures are moved from location such as Museum
environment and exposed to the outside environment, the change in temperature results
in the development of residual stresses. The measurements from µ-strain gauge in
response to small temperature gradients can provide instant information regarding the
development of tensile or compressive stresses within the coating of structures as
observed in experiments. The µ-LPR attached directly to the structure beneath the
coating working as the third electrode provide instant detection of corrosion reaction
that could occur due to the diffusion of salt particles.

6.7 Conclusion
The wireless condition monitoring system has been developed and tested in the
laboratory. The HP_RTU has been designed for experimental work and low-cost
NCEM_Smartv1.0 has been built to monitor multiple structures in future research
instead of buying expensive systems. The corrosion sensor was already used in previous
research and the performance of -strain gauge sensor has been observed in current
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research. The developed RTUs contains corrosion and also -strain gauge sensors
which can be used for the proactive corrosion detection system.
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Modern prognostic solutions are limited to structures operating at a stationary location.
Several milestones have been achieved in current research to bridge the gap between the
predictions based on operating conditions and specifications of structural systems. The
current solution are applicable for sturutres operating mobile and at various
geographical locations. The solutions proposed in the current project will allow the
professionals to implement state-of-the-art condition monitoring system for optimising
maintenance activities without compromising the integrity of the structure. However,
this chapter provides explicit recommendations to extend the current solutions for an
inclusive condition monitoring system.
The objectives mentioned in Chapter 1. Section 1.4 have been achieved as follows:
1. The bending moment at the crack tips of blister controls the stoppage and
propagation of criteria of blistering failure. The threshold level of bending
moment also depends on residual and diffusion-induced stresses. The criteria for
the propagation of blister is re-defined as a function of residual and diffusioninduced stresses. Comprehensive prognostic algorithm for the development and
propagation of blister based on various multidiscipline parameters has been
proposed in Chapter 3. The algorithm can be further extended to estimate the
propagation speed of blistering failure that leads to predict the component/part
failure of the structure. According to the visual inspections at The Tank
Museum. The frequent number of coating damages has been identified on large
vehicles with complex architecture.
2. The structures often operate in diverse environmental conditions at remote
geographical locations. The salinity in the atmosphere along with other
environmental factors diffuse through micro-cracks in coating and results in
corrosion damage. Current research has analysed the deterioration factors such
as wind speed for the structures operating at remote locations and proposed
solutions that include the effect of speed of wind along with the temperature,
humidity and time of exposure. Therefore, the solutions proposed in the current
work are applicable to various geographical locations. The corrosion monitoring
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of large vehicle has been carried out using Linear Polarisation Resistance
method at ‘The Tank Museum’ for more than 2.5 years, recording around 90k
measurements. The significantly varying wind speed is also identified as one of
the major reason to control the corrosion beneath the coating. A comprehensive
algorithm that predicts the diffusion of salinity due to the effect of
meteorological factors along with wind speed has been proposed in Chapter 4.
The simulation analyses for multiple scenarios of winter and summer seasons
have been presented to evaluate the worse and suitable conditions for metal
structures. The proposed model can be used for making maintenance decision
for structures operating at remote locations.
3. The maintenance activities including recoating of metal structures incur the
highest amount of cost. The present Condition-based-Maintenance solutions do
not incorporate critical features of structures such as coating thickness, surface
roughness, coating and substrate properties to decide maintenance schedule.
Experimental findings have shown significant impact of critical features on the
useful life of structures. Current research has evaluated the impact of critical
features in terms of cost by bridging the gap between paramters of different
disciplines. Therefore, a multidisciplinary research approach has been adopted to
propose optimal condition-based-maintenance framework. The results have
shown that the cost-effective maintenance strategy among Patch and Component
recoat can be selected depending on number patch failures and size of the
component. The uniform database that includes all possible parameters to
implement the optimal CBM framework has been proposed in Chapter 5. The
organisations and research academia should also focus on providing and
implementing the mechanism to record the maintenance history of large metal
structures with all critical parameters.
4. When structures are moved from location such as Museum environment and
exposed to the outside environment, the change in temperature results in the
development of residual stresses. These stresses result in the development of
micro-cracks and allows salt particles to diffuse. Current work evaluated the
performance of µ-strain gauge for small and large temperature gradients on
metal samples coated with red oxide primer. The instant response of µ-strain
gauge subjected to variation in temperature and wireless communication system
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makes it suitable for real-time monitoring for residual stresses. The wireless
real-time condition monitoring systems have been developed to record real-time
commplex

parameters

including

corrosion

reaction,

residual

stresses,

temeprature and humidity and maintain a database of maintenance history. The
system contains a remote terminal unit and base station. One high-performance
RTU and one low-cost RTU have been developed with corrosion, strain,
temperature and humidity sensors. These systems were tested in a laboratory
experiment for any functional error.

7.1 Inclusive Condition Monitoring System
The solutions and systems developed in a current research project can be utilised to
build an Inclusive condition monitoring system for complex metal structures operating
at remote locations. The basic architecture of an Inclusive condition monitoring system
has been shown in Figure 7.1. The system contains input parameters and prognostic
models of various failure modes. The Uniform data base provides the system
specifications of structures, maintenance history and information about past events of
structural deterioration. The addition of machine learning algorithms in condition
monitoring system can assist in predicting the structural failures more accurately in realworld scenarios.

Input Paramters

Apply prognostic models

Optimal maintenance strategy

Uniform datbase

Machine learning algorithms

Figure 7.1: Basic architecture of an Inclusive Condition Monitoring System

The comprehensive illustration of Inclusive Condition Monitoring System has been
shown in Figure 7.2. The real-time monitoring system will provide measurements of
critical parameters acting in operating conditions. The real-time monitoring system has
been developed with various sensors as explained in Chapter 6.

The system

specifications and cost associated parameters can be provided through the uniform
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database system. The next stage is to apply various prognostic models of potential
structural failure mode. For example, if the structure is operating near a coastal area in
dynamic weather conditions. The high corrosion damage through micro-cracks due to
salinity and blistering failure due to temperature change is expected. The condition
monitoring system applies both prognostic models as proposed in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 to identify the reason and decide corrective maintenance measures using the
framework as proposed in Chapter 5.
Start

Real Time Monitoring system
Uniform Database
Cost factors

Apply Blistering failure
prognostics

Apply Micro-cracks and
corrosion

Evaluate degree of delamination

Evaluate degree of delamination

Uniform Database
Identfy the type of detroriation
Blistering/Micro-racks

Machine learning algirhthms

Apply forecasting for real time

Evaluate Optimal maintenance
strategy

Maintenance decisions

END

Figure 7.2: Inclusive Condition Monitoring System

7.2 Recommendations
The prognostic algorithm needs to be extended for the particular part failure of an
individual structure. The organisations need to set up benchmarks for the complete
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failure of structures and parts of structures operating in particular operating conditions.
The mechanism should be introduced to maintain a comprehensive uniform database
that should contain previous error rates along with meteorological parameters of
operating conditions, structural system specifications and previous maintenance history.
The machine learning can be incorporated to make predictions more accurate for
specific structures operating in any particular environment. The machine learning
algorithms keeps the track of previous difference in estimation of failure and learns to
minimise the gap between theoretical calculations and the actual time of any structural
breakdown event as shown in Figure 7.3. The critical parameters and algorithms
proposed in the project can also be used with machine learning methods to make more
accurate maintenance predictions. Machine learning algorithms are the mathematical
models based on training data set. The accuracy of predictive maintenance using
machine learning algorithms depends on the availability of historical data containing all
possible parameters regarding events that leads to failure, appropriate framing of the
problem and proper evaluation of predictive algorithms. The domain experts and data
scientists would be involved in the process of data collection to make sure that the data
is suitable for the model to be developed. Once the data collection process is complete,
the next task is to select appropriate algorithm subject to the problem. The machine
learning methods are mainly characterised as following:


Instance-based algorithm



Regression analysis



Regularization algorithm



Classifiers
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Theoretically calculated
failure event

Actual failure mode event

Decrease in error rate after
applying PID controller

Error

Real Time
Figure 7.3: Application of machine leanring algorithms

7.3 Summary
The milestones achieved in the current multidisciplinary research project have provided
very comprehensive Structural Health Monitoring System for large metal structures
operating remote locations at various geographical locations. The wireless monitoring
system has also been developed to further expand the research findings not limited to
SHMS. The future recommendations to take this project forward have been explained
explicitly.
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Simulation code for Optimal maintenance strategy

% Parameters for patch repair

Patch_A = zeros(500,1) ;
Patch_Sp_cost = zeros(500,1);
Patch_Cting_Cost = zeros(500,1) ;
Patch_A(1:500)= Patch_Area ;
Patch_Sp_cost(1:500) = Patch_Surfprep_cost;
Patch_Cting_Cost(1:500) = Patch_Coating_Cost ;

% Parameters for component repair
Comp_A = zeros(500,1) ;
Comp_A_recoat = zeros(500,1);
Comp_Sp_cost = zeros(500,1);
Comp_Cting_Cost = zeros(500,1) ;
Comp_A(1:500) = Comp_Area;
Comp_A_recoat(1:500) = Comp_Area_recoat;
Comp_Sp_cost(1:500) = Comp_Surfprep_cost;
Comp_Cting_Cost(1:500) = Comp_Coating_Cost;

% Parameters for complete repair
Complt_A = zeros(500,1) ;
Complt_A_struct = zeros(500,1) ;
Complt_Sp_cost = zeros(500,1);
Complt_Cting_Cost = zeros(500,1) ;
Complt_A(1:500) = Complt_Area ;
Complt_A_struct(1:500) = Complt_Area_struct;
Complt_Sp_cost(1:500) = Complt_Surfprep_cost;
Complt_Cting_Cost(1:500) = Complt_Coating_Cost ;

Annual_patch_cost = zeros(500,1);
Annual_Comp_cost
= zeros(500,1);
Annual_Complt_cost = zeros(500,1);

ttp = 0;
ttc = 0;
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ttcs = 0;
if Maintenance_Strategy == 1
Total_cost = zeros(Max_No_patch_repair,1);
Patch = zeros(Max_No_patch_repair,1);
XXX = No_Patch_repair;
YYY = Max_No_patch_repair;
end
if Maintenance_Strategy == 2
Total_cost = zeros(Max_No_comp_repair,1);
No_Path_Component = zeros(Max_No_comp_repair,1);
XXX = No_Component_repair;
YYY = Max_No_comp_repair;
end
if Maintenance_Strategy == 3
Total_cost = zeros(Max_No_complt_repair,1);
No_Path_Component = zeros(Max_No_complt_repair,1);
XXX = No_Complete_repair;
YYY = Max_No_complt_repair;
end

j=1;
Total_Time_months = 0;%%% tried./....
Time_Patch_repair_months = 0;
Time_Comp_repair_months = 0;

while XXX <= YYY

%%%%% No_Patch_repair <= Max_No_patch_repair

XXX
YYY
%% Calculations for time for all strategies

%
%

Total_Time_months = Total_Time_years * 12;
Time_Patch_repair_months = 12/No_Patch_repair;
Time_Comp_repair_months = 12/No_Component_repair;
No_Component_repair
Time_Comp_repair_months
Time_Complt_repair_months = 12/No_Complete_repair;

Time_Patch_repair_year = Time_Patch_repair_months / 12;
tp = Time_Patch_repair_year;
Time_Comp_repair_year = Time_Comp_repair_months / 12;
tc = Time_Comp_repair_year;
Time_Complt_repair_year = Time_Complt_repair_months / 12;
tcs = Time_Complt_repair_year;
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No_Patch_repair_counts
Time_Patch_repair_months;
No_Comp_repair_counts
Time_Comp_repair_months;

=
=

No_Complt_repair_counts
Time_Complt_repair_months;

=

Total_Time_months

/

Total_Time_months

/

Total_Time_months

/

if Maintenance_Strategy == 1
for i = 1:No_Patch_repair_counts
ttp = tp + ttp;
cp = Patch_Sp_cost(i) + Patch_Cting_Cost(i);

Annual_patch_cost(i) = ((Patch_A(i)) * cp *(ir*(1+ir)^ttp))/
(((1+ir)^ttp)-1);
Patch_A(i)

Annual_patch_cost(i)
end
ttp = 0;
end

if Maintenance_Strategy == 2
for i = 1:No_Comp_repair_counts
%i
%No_Comp_repair_counts
cc = (Comp_Sp_cost(i))*(Comp_A_recoat(i));
ca = (Comp_A(i)* Comp_Cting_Cost(i) );
ttc = tc + ttc;
Annual_Comp_cost(i)
/(((1+ir)^ttc)-1);
%
Annual_Comp_cost(i)
%
ttc
end
ttc = 0;

=

((cc+ca)*(ir*(1+ir)^ttc))

end

for i = 1:No_Complt_repair_counts
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cs
=
Complt_Sp_cost(i)));

(Complt_A_struct(i)*(Complt_Cting_Cost(i)

+

ttcs = tcs + ttcs;
Annual_Complt_cost(i)=
1);
Annual_Complt_cost(i)
end
ttcs = 0;

(cs

*(ir*(1+ir)^ttcs))/(((1+ir)^ttcs)-

Total_Cost(j)
= sum(Annual_patch_cost) + sum(Annual_Comp_cost) +
sum(Annual_Complt_cost);
No_Path_Component(j) = XXX ;
%% Patch(j) = No_Patch_repair ;
j = j+1;
Annual_patch_cost(500:1) = 0;
Annual_Comp_cost(500:1) = 0;
Annual_Complt_cost(500:1) = 0;

if Maintenance_Strategy == 1
No_Patch_repair = No_Patch_repair + incr_patches;
XXX = No_Patch_repair;
end
if Maintenance_Strategy == 2
No_Component_repair = No_Component_repair + incr_comp;
XXX = No_Component_repair;
end
if Maintenance_Strategy == 3
No_Complete_repair = No_Complete_repair + incr_complt;
XXX = No_Complete_repair;
end

end
%Patch
%j
Save_Patch_Values = zeros(10:1);
Save_Component_Values = zeros(10:1);

%Annual_patch_cost

if Maintenance_Strategy == 1
MAx_Value = max(Total_Cost(1:j-1));
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Save_Patch_Values(1:10) = Total_Cost(1:j-1)/MAx_Value;
Save_Patch_Values
plot(Total_Cost(1:j-1)/MAx_Value);
%plot(No_Path_Component(1:j-1),Total_Cost(1:j-1));
end
if Maintenance_Strategy == 2
Total_Cost(1:10) =sum(Total_Cost());
Save_Component_Values(1:10) = Total_Cost(1:10)/MAx_Value;
plot(Total_Cost(1:10)/MAx_Value);
%plot(No_Path_Component(1:j-1),Total_Cost(1:j-1));
end
if Maintenance_Strategy == 3
plot(Total_Cost(1:j-1));
%plot(No_Path_Component(1:j-1),Total_Cost(1:j-1));
end

hold on

Total_Cost(1:10) = 0;
end
hold on
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Arduino Code for NCEM_Smartv1.0
/* NCEM_Smart version 1.0
*
Structural Health Monitoring system
Features...
TMP and Humidity sensor
LPR sensors
Strain sensors
battery check
status leds
rtc alarm
*/

// Data packet {humid temp lpr time date}
// code word {X2YZ}and {TD}
// With RTC..
//Librarie
#include <Wire.h>
#include <RTClibExtended.h>
#include <LowPower.h>
#include <dht.h>
dht DHT;
RTC_DS3231 RTC;

//we are using the DS3231 RTC

//---------- Input Parameters------------------------------------------//char Code_Word[4] = "X2YZ"; // TD for TIme
#define Code_Word "X2YZ"
//#define BS_Number "07459444370"
//#define BS_Number "07404940521" // myRen
#define BS_Number "07466533214" // MyRio
//#define BS_Number "07404673762" // myRich
//#define BS_Number "07479944463"
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned

int
int
int
int

No_LPR_Snsr = 2;
No_Strain_Snsr = 1;
No_humid_Snsr = 2;
No_temp_Snsr = 2;
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unsigned int Min_Interval = 1;

/// Enter packet Rx duration

unsigned int Crnt_Sec = 0;
unsigned int Crnt_Min = 55;
unsigned int Crnt_Hr = 23;

// Enter the current time

unsigned int Crnt_yr = 18;
unsigned int Crnt_Mth = 02;
unsigned int Crnt_Day = 14;
//---------------Status
------#define wakePin 2
#define Green_LED 23
#define Red_LED
24
#define Yellow_LED 25

LED's-------------------------------------// Module working fine
// Something Might be faulty
// Transmission in prgress

//--------------Temperature and Humdidity sensors-----------------------#define
#define
#define
#define

Temp_Humid_1
Temp_Humid_2
Temp_Humid_3
Temp_Humid_4

3
4
5
6

//
//
//
//

DHT
DHT
DHT
DHT

22
22
22
22

(AM2302)
(AM2302)
(AM2302)
(AM2302)

-

float humid[6]; //Stores humidity value
float temp[6]; //Stores temperature value

//--------------Linear Polarisation resistors---------------------------#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

LPR_1
LPR_2
LPR_3
LPR_4
LPR_5

A0
A1
A2
A3
A4

float volt_LPR[6];
//--------------Strain sensors---------------------------#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

Strain_1
Strain_2
Strain_3
Strain_4
Strain_5

A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
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float volt_Strain[6];
//--------------Battery Check---------------------------#define
#define
#define
#define

Battery_1
Battery_2
Battery_3
Battery_4

A12
A13
A14
A15

//---------Relay---------------------#define Relay_1 31
#define Relay_2 32
//------------------Global varialbles
int rp = 0;
// remove when rtc
int byt_cnt = 0;
bool Valid_Resp;
bool startup = true;
//uint16_t y_now, m_now , d_now , hh_now , mm_now , ss_now;
DateTime Time_now;
unsigned int Alarm_Min = 0;
byte AlarmFlag = 0;
byte ledStatus = 1;
bool state = 1;
unsigned long lastInterrupt;
char Ok_Resp[6] = { 0x0D , 0x0A, 0x4F , 0x4B , 0x0D , 0x0A};
..OK..

void wakeUp()
{

//

// here the interrupt is handled after wakeup

if (millis() - lastInterrupt > 40) // we set a 40ms no-interrupts
window for any glitch
{
Serial.write("Enter wakeupp");
lastInterrupt = millis();
}
}

void setup() {
// initialize both serial ports:
Serial.begin(9600); // for debugging
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Serial1.begin(9600); // for GSM
pinMode(Relay_1, OUTPUT); //Set Pin12 as output
pinMode(Relay_2, OUTPUT); //Set Pin12 as output
// Initialize pins for battery check
pinMode(Battery_1, INPUT);
pinMode(Battery_2, INPUT);
pinMode(Battery_3, INPUT);
pinMode(Battery_4, INPUT);
digitalWrite(Relay_1, LOW); //Turn on relay
digitalWrite(Relay_2, LOW); //Turn on relay
init_LED_Pins();
init_LPR__Strain_BtryChck_Pins();
delay(100); // Imp
Ping_GSM();
Init_RTC_Clock();
digitalWrite(Relay_1, HIGH); //Turn off relay
digitalWrite(Relay_2, HIGH); //Turn off relay
}
void loop() {
//while(rp <= 3) // remove when rtc...
//{
//rp = rp + 1;
//attachInterrupt(0, wakeUp, LOW); remove once program tested
if (AlarmFlag == 0 ) {
// while(AlarmFlag == 0 ) {
attachInterrupt(0, wakeUp, LOW);
//use
interrupt 0 (pin 2) and run function wakeUp when pin 2 gets LOW
//
digitalWrite(RedLed,
LOW);
//switch-off the led for indicating that we enter the sleep mode
ledStatus = 0;
//set
the led status accordingly
Serial.write("---Enter Sleep Mode :");
delay(200);
LowPower.powerDown(SLEEP_FOREVER,
ADC_OFF,
BOD_OFF);
//arduino enters sleep mode here
detachInterrupt(0);
//execution resumes from here after wake-up
digitalWrite(Relay_1, LOW); //Turn on relay
digitalWrite(Relay_2, LOW); //Turn on relay
Read_Temp_Humid();
Read_LPR_pins();
Read_Strain_pins();
Send_DatPacket();
digitalWrite(Relay_1, HIGH); //Turn off relay
digitalWrite(Relay_2, HIGH); //Turn off relay
RTC.clearAlarm(1);
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Alarm_Min = Alarm_Min + Min_Interval ;
if ( Alarm_Min >= 60 ) // adjust next hour.. // if ( Alarm_Min
> 60 )
{
Alarm_Min = Alarm_Min - 60;
}
RTC.setAlarm(ALM1_MATCH_MINUTES, 0, Alarm_Min, 0, 0);
RTC.alarmInterrupt(1, true);
}
}
void init_LED_Pins()
{
// initialize digital pin LED_BUILTIN as an output
pinMode(Green_LED, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Red_LED, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Yellow_LED, OUTPUT);
}
void init_LPR__Strain_BtryChck_Pins()
{
// Initialize pins for LPR sensors
pinMode(LPR_1, INPUT);
pinMode(LPR_2, INPUT);
pinMode(LPR_3, INPUT);
pinMode(LPR_4, INPUT);
pinMode(LPR_5, INPUT);
pinMode(Strain_1,
pinMode(Strain_2,
pinMode(Strain_3,
pinMode(Strain_4,
pinMode(Strain_5,
pinMode(Battery_1,
pinMode(Battery_2,
pinMode(Battery_3,
pinMode(Battery_4,

INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);
INPUT);

}
void Ping_GSM()
{
Serial.write("Flush Buffer");
// remove any prior data on port
while (Serial1.available())
{
Serial.write(Serial1.read());
}
// delay(1000);
Serial.write("Sending ATE0 Command");
Serial1.write("ATE0\r\n");
Valid_Resp = Rx_Check_Response();
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Print_Validation();
Serial.write("Sending AT Command");
Serial1.write("AT\r\n");
Valid_Resp = Rx_Check_Response();
Print_Validation();
Serial.write("Sending AT+CMGS Command");
Serial1.write("AT+CMGF=1\r\n");
Valid_Resp = Rx_Check_Response();
Print_Validation();
// Starup Succesfull Signal
if ( startup == true) {
digitalWrite(Green_LED, HIGH); // Turn Green LED
}
else {
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
}
}
void Init_RTC_Clock()
{
//Initialize communication with the clock
Wire.begin();
RTC.begin();
RTC.adjust(DateTime(Crnt_yr,
Crnt_Mth,
Crnt_Day
,
Crnt_Hr,
Crnt_Min, Crnt_Sec)); //set RTC date and time to COMPILE time
(uint16_t year, uint8_t month, uint8_t day, uint8_t hour, uint8_t
min, uint8_t sec)
//clear any pending alarms
RTC.armAlarm(1, false);
RTC.clearAlarm(1);
RTC.alarmInterrupt(1, false);
RTC.armAlarm(2, false);
RTC.clearAlarm(2);
RTC.alarmInterrupt(2, false);
//Set SQW pin to OFF (in my case it was set by default to 1Hz)
//The output of the DS3231 INT pin is connected to this pin
//It must be connected to arduino D2 pin for wake-up
RTC.writeSqwPinMode(DS3231_OFF);
Alarm_Min = Crnt_Min + Min_Interval;
if ( Alarm_Min >= 60) // adjust next hour
{
Alarm_Min = Crnt_Min + Min_Interval - 60;
}
RTC.setAlarm(ALM1_MATCH_MINUTES, 0, Alarm_Min, 0, 0);
// RTC.setAlarm(ALM2_MATCH_MINUTES,0,49, 12, 30);
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RTC.alarmInterrupt(1, true);
}

void Read_Temp_Humid()
{
Serial.write("Reading temp");
//------------------- Temperature and Huumidty Sensors
DHT.read22(Temp_Humid_1);
humid[0] = DHT.humidity;
temp[0] = DHT.temperature;
DHT.read22(Temp_Humid_2);
humid[1] = DHT.humidity;
temp[1] = DHT.temperature;
DHT.read22(Temp_Humid_3);
humid[2] = DHT.humidity;
temp[2] = DHT.temperature;
DHT.read22(Temp_Humid_4);
humid[3] = DHT.humidity;
temp[3] = DHT.temperature;
//
//
//

DHT.read22(Temp_Humid_5);
humid[4] = DHT.humidity;
temp[4] = DHT.temperature;

}

void Read_LPR_pins()
{
//--------------------------------Linear
Polarisation
resistance
int sensorValue_1 = analogRead(LPR_1);
volt_LPR[0] = sensorValue_1 * (5 / 1023.0); // Convert the analog
reading (which goes from 0 - 1023) to a voltage (0 - 5V)
int sensorValue_2 = analogRead(LPR_2);
volt_LPR[1] = sensorValue_2 * (5 / 1023.0);
int sensorValue_3 = analogRead(LPR_3);
volt_LPR[2] = sensorValue_3 * (5 / 1023.0);
int sensorValue_4 = analogRead(LPR_4);
volt_LPR[3] = sensorValue_4 * (5 / 1023.0);
int sensorValue_5 = analogRead(LPR_5);
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volt_LPR[4] = sensorValue_5 * (5 / 1023.0);

}
void Read_Strain_pins()
{
//--------------------------------- Strain sensor measurments
int sensor_S_Value_1 = analogRead(Strain_1);
volt_Strain[0] = sensor_S_Value_1 * (5 / 1023.0); // Convert the
analog reading (which goes from 0 - 1023) to a voltage (0 - 5V)
int sensor_S_Value_2 = analogRead(Strain_2);
volt_Strain[1] = sensor_S_Value_2 * (5 / 1023.0);
int sensor_S_Value_3 = analogRead(Strain_3);
volt_Strain[2] = sensor_S_Value_3 * (5 / 1023.0);
int sensor_S_Value_4 = analogRead(Strain_4);
volt_Strain[3] = sensor_S_Value_4 * (5 / 1023.0);
int sensor_S_Value_5 = analogRead(Strain_5);
volt_Strain[4] = sensor_S_Value_5 * (5 / 1023.0);

}

void Send_DatPacket()
{
//---------------------------------- Send Data packet
Serial.write("Check");
Serial.write("Sending SMS Command");
Serial1.write("AT+CMGS=\"");
Serial1.write(BS_Number);
Serial1.write("\"\r\n");
delay(3000); // imp may vary...
//
while(Serial1.available())
{
int inByte = Serial1.read();
Serial.write(inByte);
delay(100);
}

for (int s = 0; s < No_temp_Snsr ; s++)
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{
Serial1.write(Code_Word);
Serial1.print(temp[s]);
}
for (int c = 0; c < No_LPR_Snsr ; c++)
{
Serial1.write(Code_Word);
Serial1.print(volt_LPR[c]);
}
for (int s = 0; s < No_humid_Snsr ; s++)
{
Serial1.write(Code_Word);
Serial1.print(humid[s]);
}
for (int s = 0; s < No_Strain_Snsr ; s++)
{
Serial1.write(Code_Word);
Serial1.print(volt_Strain[s]);
}
Serial1.write(Code_Word);
Time_now = RTC.now();
Serial1.write("TD");

Serial1.print(Time_now.hour());
Serial1.write(":");
Serial1.print(Time_now.minute());
Serial1.write(":");
Serial1.print(Time_now.second());
Serial1.write("GG");
Serial1.print(Time_now.day());
Serial1.write("/");
Serial1.print(Time_now.month());
Serial1.write("/");
Serial1.print(Time_now.year());
Serial1.write("TD");
Serial1.write(Code_Word); //End of packet
delay(1000); // imp
Serial1.write("\x1A");
Serial.write("SMS Sent------");
delay(4000); // very important delay
Valid_Resp = Rx_Check_Response();
//byt_cnt = 0;
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Print_Validation();
}

// Functions starts from here.......................
bool Rx_Check_Response()
{
delay(2000);
char Rx_Resp[30];
while (Serial1.available())
{
int inByte = Serial1.read();
Serial.write(inByte);
// Serial.print(inByte);
Rx_Resp[byt_cnt] = inByte;
byt_cnt++;
delay(100);
}
int max_byt_cnt = byt_cnt - 1;
Serial.write("----byt_cnt_rcvd---");
Serial.print(max_byt_cnt);
Serial.print(byt_cnt - 1);
bool Check = true;
for (int j = 5 , i = 0 ; j >= 0, i <= 5 ; j--, i++ )
{
if (Rx_Resp[max_byt_cnt - i] == Ok_Resp[j]) //invert....
{
// Serial.write("____Matched___");
}
else
{
Serial.write("----Not Matched---");
Serial.write(Rx_Resp[max_byt_cnt - i]);
Serial.write(Ok_Resp[j]);
Check = false;
}
}
byt_cnt = 0;
max_byt_cnt = 0;
//Rx_Resp[] = NULL;
if (Check == true) return true;
else return false;
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}
void Print_Validation()
{
if (Valid_Resp == true) {
Serial.write("__/Valid Response/_");
digitalWrite(26, HIGH);
// turn the LED on (HIGH is the
voltage level)
delay(1000);
// wait for a second
digitalWrite(26, LOW);
// turn the LED off by making the
voltage LOW
}
else {
startup = false; Serial.write("__-NOT Valid Response-__");
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
// turn the LED on (HIGH is the
voltage level)
}
}
void Check_Batteries()
{
// read the input on analog pin 0:
int sensorValue = analogRead(A15);
// Convert the analog reading (which goes from 0 - 1023) to a
voltage (0 - 50V):
float voltage = sensorValue * (5.0 / 1024.0) * 10;
if(voltage < 6 )
{
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
voltage level)
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, LOW);
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
}

// turn the LED on (HIGH is the

sensorValue = analogRead(A14);
// Convert the analog reading (which goes from 0 - 1023) to a
voltage (0 - 50V):
voltage = sensorValue * (5.0 / 1024.0) * 10;
if(voltage < 6 )
{
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
voltage level)
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, LOW);
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);

// turn the LED on (HIGH is the
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}
sensorValue = analogRead(A13);
// Convert the analog reading (which goes from 0 - 1023) to a
voltage (0 - 50V):
voltage = sensorValue * (5.0 / 1024.0) * 10;
if(voltage < 6 )
{
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
voltage level)
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, LOW);
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
}

// turn the LED on (HIGH is the

sensorValue = analogRead(A12);
// Convert the analog reading (which goes from 0 - 1023) to a
voltage (0 - 50V):
voltage = sensorValue * (5.0 / 1024.0) * 10;
if(voltage < 6 )
{
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
voltage level)
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, LOW);
delay(500);
digitalWrite(Red_LED, HIGH);
}

// turn the LED on (HIGH is the

}

DHT_22 Library

//
//
FILE: dht.cpp
// AUTHOR: Rob Tillaart
// VERSION: 0.1.18
// PURPOSE: DHT Temperature & Humidity Sensor library for Arduino
//
URL: http://arduino.cc/playground/Main/DHTLib
//
// inspired by DHT11 library
//
// Released to the public domain
//
#include "dht.h"
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
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// PUBLIC
//
int dht::read11(uint8_t pin)
{
// READ VALUES
int
result
=
DHTLIB_DHT11_LEADING_ZEROS);

_readSensor(pin,

DHTLIB_DHT11_WAKEUP,

// these bits are always zero, masking them reduces errors.
bits[0] &= 0x3F;
bits[2] &= 0x3F;
// CONVERT AND STORE
humidity
= bits[0];
temperature = bits[2];

// bits[1] == 0;
// bits[3] == 0;

// TEST CHECKSUM
// bits[1] && bits[3] both 0
uint8_t sum = bits[0] + bits[2];
if (bits[4] != sum)
{
return DHTLIB_ERROR_CHECKSUM;
}
return result;
}
int dht::read(uint8_t pin)
{
// READ VALUES
int result = _readSensor(pin, DHTLIB_DHT_WAKEUP, DHTLIB_DHT_LEADING_ZEROS);
// these bits are always zero, masking them reduces errors.
bits[0] &= 0x03;
bits[2] &= 0x83;
// CONVERT AND STORE
humidity = word(bits[0], bits[1]) * 0.1;
temperature = word(bits[2] & 0x7F, bits[3]) * 0.1;
if (bits[2] & 0x80) // negative temperature
{
temperature = -temperature;
}
// TEST CHECKSUM
uint8_t sum = bits[0] + bits[1] + bits[2] + bits[3];
if (bits[4] != sum)
{
return DHTLIB_ERROR_CHECKSUM;
}
return result;
}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// PRIVATE
//
int dht::_readSensor(uint8_t pin, uint8_t wakeupDelay, uint8_t leadingZeroBits)
{
// INIT BUFFERVAR TO RECEIVE DATA
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uint8_t mask = 128;
uint8_t idx = 0;
uint8_t data = 0;
uint8_t state = LOW;
uint8_t pstate = LOW;
uint16_t zeroLoop = DHTLIB_TIMEOUT;
uint16_t delta = 0;
leadingZeroBits = 40 - leadingZeroBits; // reverse counting...
// replace digitalRead() with Direct Port Reads.
// reduces footprint ~100 bytes => portability issue?
// direct port read is about 3x faster
uint8_t bit = digitalPinToBitMask(pin);
uint8_t port = digitalPinToPort(pin);
volatile uint8_t *PIR = portInputRegister(port);
// REQUEST SAMPLE
pinMode(pin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pin, LOW); // T-be
delay(wakeupDelay);
digitalWrite(pin, HIGH); // T-go
pinMode(pin, INPUT);
uint16_t loopCount = DHTLIB_TIMEOUT * 2; // 200uSec max
// while(digitalRead(pin) == HIGH)
while ((*PIR & bit) != LOW )
{
if (--loopCount == 0) return DHTLIB_ERROR_CONNECT;
}
// GET ACKNOWLEDGE or TIMEOUT
loopCount = DHTLIB_TIMEOUT;
// while(digitalRead(pin) == LOW)
while ((*PIR & bit) == LOW ) // T-rel
{
if (--loopCount == 0) return DHTLIB_ERROR_ACK_L;
}
loopCount = DHTLIB_TIMEOUT;
// while(digitalRead(pin) == HIGH)
while ((*PIR & bit) != LOW ) // T-reh
{
if (--loopCount == 0) return DHTLIB_ERROR_ACK_H;
}
loopCount = DHTLIB_TIMEOUT;
// READ THE OUTPUT - 40 BITS => 5 BYTES
for (uint8_t i = 40; i != 0; )
{
// WAIT FOR FALLING EDGE
state = (*PIR & bit);
if (state == LOW && pstate != LOW)
{
if (i > leadingZeroBits) // DHT22 first 6 bits are all zero !!
DHT11 only 1
{
zeroLoop = min(zeroLoop, loopCount);
delta = (DHTLIB_TIMEOUT - zeroLoop)/4;
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}
else if ( loopCount <= (zeroLoop - delta) ) // long -> one
{
data |= mask;
}
mask >>= 1;
if (mask == 0)
// next byte
{
mask = 128;
bits[idx] = data;
idx++;
data = 0;
}
// next bit
--i;
// reset timeout flag
loopCount = DHTLIB_TIMEOUT;
}
pstate = state;
// Check timeout
if (--loopCount == 0)
{
return DHTLIB_ERROR_TIMEOUT;
}
}
pinMode(pin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pin, HIGH);
return DHTLIB_OK;
}
//
// END OF FILE
//

Real Time Clock Library

// Code by JeeLabs http://news.jeelabs.org/code/
// Released to the public domain! Enjoy!
#include <Wire.h>
#include "RTClibExtended.h"
#ifdef __AVR__
#include <avr/pgmspace.h>
#elif defined(ESP8266)
#include <pgmspace.h>
#elif defined(ARDUINO_ARCH_SAMD)
// nothing special needed
#elif defined(ARDUINO_SAM_DUE)
#define PROGMEM
#define pgm_read_byte(addr) (*(const unsigned char *)(addr))
#define Wire Wire1
#endif
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#if (ARDUINO >= 100)
#include <Arduino.h> // capital A so it is error prone on case-sensitive
filesystems
// Macro to deal with the difference in I2C write functions from old and new
Arduino versions.
#define _I2C_WRITE write
#define _I2C_READ read
#else
#include <WProgram.h>
#define _I2C_WRITE send
#define _I2C_READ receive
#endif
static uint8_t read_i2c_register(uint8_t addr, uint8_t reg) {
Wire.beginTransmission(addr);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)reg);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(addr, (byte)1);
return Wire._I2C_READ();
}
static void write_i2c_register(uint8_t addr, uint8_t reg, uint8_t val) {
Wire.beginTransmission(addr);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)reg);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)val);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// utility code, some of this could be exposed in the DateTime API if needed
const uint8_t daysInMonth [] PROGMEM = { 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31 };
// number of days since 2000/01/01, valid for 2001..2099
static uint16_t date2days(uint16_t y, uint8_t m, uint8_t d) {
if (y >= 2000)
y -= 2000;
uint16_t days = d;
for (uint8_t i = 1; i < m; ++i)
days += pgm_read_byte(daysInMonth + i - 1);
if (m > 2 && y % 4 == 0)
++days;
return days + 365 * y + (y + 3) / 4 - 1;
}
static long time2long(uint16_t days, uint8_t h, uint8_t m, uint8_t s) {
return ((days * 24L + h) * 60 + m) * 60 + s;
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// DateTime implementation - ignores time zones and DST changes
// NOTE: also ignores leap seconds, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leap_second
DateTime::DateTime (uint32_t t) {
t -= SECONDS_FROM_1970_TO_2000;
ss =
t /=
mm =
t /=

// bring to 2000 timestamp from 1970

t % 60;
60;
t % 60;
60;
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hh = t % 24;
uint16_t days = t / 24;
uint8_t leap;
for (yOff = 0; ; ++yOff) {
leap = yOff % 4 == 0;
if (days < 365 + leap)
break;
days -= 365 + leap;
}
for (m = 1; ; ++m) {
uint8_t daysPerMonth = pgm_read_byte(daysInMonth + m - 1);
if (leap && m == 2)
++daysPerMonth;
if (days < daysPerMonth)
break;
days -= daysPerMonth;
}
d = days + 1;
}
DateTime::DateTime (uint16_t year, uint8_t month, uint8_t day, uint8_t hour,
uint8_t min, uint8_t sec) {
if (year >= 2000)
year -= 2000;
yOff = year;
m = month;
d = day;
hh = hour;
mm = min;
ss = sec;
}
DateTime::DateTime (const DateTime& copy):
yOff(copy.yOff),
m(copy.m),
d(copy.d),
hh(copy.hh),
mm(copy.mm),
ss(copy.ss)
{}
static uint8_t conv2d(const char* p) {
uint8_t v = 0;
if ('0' <= *p && *p <= '9')
v = *p - '0';
return 10 * v + *++p - '0';
}
// A convenient constructor for using "the compiler's time":
//
DateTime now (__DATE__, __TIME__);
// NOTE: using F() would further reduce the RAM footprint, see below.
DateTime::DateTime (const char* date, const char* time) {
// sample input: date = "Dec 26 2009", time = "12:34:56"
yOff = conv2d(date + 9);
// Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
switch (date[0]) {
case 'J': m = date[1] == 'a' ? 1 : m = date[2] == 'n' ? 6 : 7; break;
case 'F': m = 2; break;
case 'A': m = date[2] == 'r' ? 4 : 8; break;
case 'M': m = date[2] == 'r' ? 3 : 5; break;
case 'S': m = 9; break;
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case 'O': m = 10; break;
case 'N': m = 11; break;
case 'D': m = 12; break;
}
d = conv2d(date + 4);
hh = conv2d(time);
mm = conv2d(time + 3);
ss = conv2d(time + 6);
}
// A convenient constructor for using "the compiler's time":
// This version will save RAM by using PROGMEM to store it by using the F macro.
//
DateTime now (F(__DATE__), F(__TIME__));
DateTime::DateTime (const __FlashStringHelper* date, const __FlashStringHelper*
time) {
// sample input: date = "Dec 26 2009", time = "12:34:56"
char buff[11];
memcpy_P(buff, date, 11);
yOff = conv2d(buff + 9);
// Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
switch (buff[0]) {
case 'J': m = buff[1] == 'a' ? 1 : m = buff[2] == 'n' ? 6 : 7; break;
case 'F': m = 2; break;
case 'A': m = buff[2] == 'r' ? 4 : 8; break;
case 'M': m = buff[2] == 'r' ? 3 : 5; break;
case 'S': m = 9; break;
case 'O': m = 10; break;
case 'N': m = 11; break;
case 'D': m = 12; break;
}
d = conv2d(buff + 4);
memcpy_P(buff, time, 8);
hh = conv2d(buff);
mm = conv2d(buff + 3);
ss = conv2d(buff + 6);
}
uint8_t DateTime::dayOfTheWeek() const {
uint16_t day = date2days(yOff, m, d);
return (day + 6) % 7; // Jan 1, 2000 is a Saturday, i.e. returns 6
}
uint32_t DateTime::unixtime(void) const {
uint32_t t;
uint16_t days = date2days(yOff, m, d);
t = time2long(days, hh, mm, ss);
t += SECONDS_FROM_1970_TO_2000; // seconds from 1970 to 2000
return t;
}
long DateTime::secondstime(void) const {
long t;
uint16_t days = date2days(yOff, m, d);
t = time2long(days, hh, mm, ss);
return t;
}
DateTime DateTime::operator+(const TimeSpan& span) {
return DateTime(unixtime()+span.totalseconds());
}
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DateTime DateTime::operator-(const TimeSpan& span) {
return DateTime(unixtime()-span.totalseconds());
}
TimeSpan DateTime::operator-(const DateTime& right) {
return TimeSpan(unixtime()-right.unixtime());
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// TimeSpan implementation
TimeSpan::TimeSpan (int32_t seconds):
_seconds(seconds)
{}
TimeSpan::TimeSpan (int16_t days, int8_t hours, int8_t minutes, int8_t seconds):
_seconds((int32_t)days*86400L + (int32_t)hours*3600 + (int32_t)minutes*60 +
seconds)
{}
TimeSpan::TimeSpan (const TimeSpan& copy):
_seconds(copy._seconds)
{}
TimeSpan TimeSpan::operator+(const TimeSpan& right) {
return TimeSpan(_seconds+right._seconds);
}
TimeSpan TimeSpan::operator-(const TimeSpan& right) {
return TimeSpan(_seconds-right._seconds);
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// RTC_DS1307 implementation
static uint8_t bcd2bin (uint8_t val) { return val - 6 * (val >> 4); }
static uint8_t bin2bcd (uint8_t val) { return val + 6 * (val / 10); }
boolean RTC_DS1307::begin(void) {
Wire.begin();
return true;
}
uint8_t RTC_DS1307::isrunning(void) {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)0);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(DS1307_ADDRESS, 1);
uint8_t ss = Wire._I2C_READ();
return !(ss>>7);
}
void RTC_DS1307::adjust(const DateTime& dt) {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)0); // start at location 0
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.second()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.minute()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.hour()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(0));
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Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.day()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.month()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.year() - 2000));
Wire.endTransmission();
}
DateTime RTC_DS1307::now() {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)0);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(DS1307_ADDRESS, 7);
uint8_t ss = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ() & 0x7F);
uint8_t mm = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint8_t hh = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
Wire._I2C_READ();
uint8_t d = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint8_t m = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint16_t y = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ()) + 2000;
return DateTime (y, m, d, hh, mm, ss);
}
Ds1307SqwPinMode RTC_DS1307::readSqwPinMode() {
int mode;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(DS1307_CONTROL);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS1307_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
mode = Wire._I2C_READ();
mode &= 0x93;
return static_cast<Ds1307SqwPinMode>(mode);
}
void RTC_DS1307::writeSqwPinMode(Ds1307SqwPinMode mode) {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(DS1307_CONTROL);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(mode);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
void RTC_DS1307::readnvram(uint8_t* buf, uint8_t size, uint8_t address) {
int addrByte = DS1307_NVRAM + address;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(addrByte);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t) DS1307_ADDRESS, size);
for (uint8_t pos = 0; pos < size; ++pos) {
buf[pos] = Wire._I2C_READ();
}
}
void RTC_DS1307::writenvram(uint8_t address, uint8_t* buf, uint8_t size) {
int addrByte = DS1307_NVRAM + address;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(addrByte);
for (uint8_t pos = 0; pos < size; ++pos) {
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Wire._I2C_WRITE(buf[pos]);
}
Wire.endTransmission();
}
uint8_t RTC_DS1307::readnvram(uint8_t address) {
uint8_t data;
readnvram(&data, 1, address);
return data;
}
void RTC_DS1307::writenvram(uint8_t address, uint8_t data) {
writenvram(address, &data, 1);
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// RTC_Millis implementation
long RTC_Millis::offset = 0;
void RTC_Millis::adjust(const DateTime& dt) {
offset = dt.unixtime() - millis() / 1000;
}
DateTime RTC_Millis::now() {
return (uint32_t)(offset + millis() / 1000);
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// RTC_PCF8563 implementation
boolean RTC_PCF8523::begin(void) {
Wire.begin();
return true;
}
boolean RTC_PCF8523::initialized(void) {
Wire.beginTransmission(PCF8523_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)PCF8523_CONTROL_3);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(PCF8523_ADDRESS, 1);
uint8_t ss = Wire._I2C_READ();
return ((ss & 0xE0) != 0xE0);
}
void RTC_PCF8523::adjust(const DateTime& dt) {
Wire.beginTransmission(PCF8523_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)3); // start at location 3
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.second()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.minute()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.hour()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.day()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(0)); // skip weekdays
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.month()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.year() - 2000));
Wire.endTransmission();
// set to battery switchover mode
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Wire.beginTransmission(PCF8523_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)PCF8523_CONTROL_3);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)0x00);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
DateTime RTC_PCF8523::now() {
Wire.beginTransmission(PCF8523_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)3);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(PCF8523_ADDRESS, 7);
uint8_t ss = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ() & 0x7F);
uint8_t mm = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint8_t hh = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint8_t d = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
Wire._I2C_READ(); // skip 'weekdays'
uint8_t m = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint16_t y = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ()) + 2000;
return DateTime (y, m, d, hh, mm, ss);
}
Pcf8523SqwPinMode RTC_PCF8523::readSqwPinMode() {
int mode;
Wire.beginTransmission(PCF8523_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(PCF8523_CLKOUTCONTROL);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)PCF8523_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
mode = Wire._I2C_READ();
mode >>= 3;
mode &= 0x7;
return static_cast<Pcf8523SqwPinMode>(mode);
}
void RTC_PCF8523::writeSqwPinMode(Pcf8523SqwPinMode mode) {
Wire.beginTransmission(PCF8523_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(PCF8523_CLKOUTCONTROL);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(mode << 3);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// RTC_DS3231 implementation
boolean RTC_DS3231::begin(void) {
Wire.begin();
return true;
}
bool RTC_DS3231::lostPower(void) {
return (read_i2c_register(DS3231_ADDRESS, DS3231_STATUSREG) >> 7);
}
void RTC_DS3231::adjust(const DateTime& dt) {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)0); // start at location 0
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.second()));
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Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.minute()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.hour()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(0));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.day()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.month()));
Wire._I2C_WRITE(bin2bcd(dt.year() - 2000));
Wire.endTransmission();
uint8_t statreg = read_i2c_register(DS3231_ADDRESS, DS3231_STATUSREG);
statreg &= ~0x80; // flip OSF bit
write_i2c_register(DS3231_ADDRESS, DS3231_STATUSREG, statreg);
}
DateTime RTC_DS3231::now() {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE((byte)0);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(DS3231_ADDRESS, 7);
uint8_t ss = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ() & 0x7F);
uint8_t mm = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint8_t hh = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
Wire._I2C_READ();
uint8_t d = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint8_t m = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ());
uint16_t y = bcd2bin(Wire._I2C_READ()) + 2000;
return DateTime (y, m, d, hh, mm, ss);
}
Ds3231SqwPinMode RTC_DS3231::readSqwPinMode() {
int mode;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire._I2C_WRITE(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
mode = Wire._I2C_READ();
mode &= 0x93;
return static_cast<Ds3231SqwPinMode>(mode);
}
void RTC_DS3231::writeSqwPinMode(Ds3231SqwPinMode mode) {
uint8_t ctrl;
ctrl = read_i2c_register(DS3231_ADDRESS, DS3231_CONTROL);
ctrl &= ~0x04; // turn off INTCON
ctrl &= ~0x18; // set freq bits to 0
if (mode == DS3231_OFF) {
ctrl |= 0x04; // turn on INTCN
} else {
ctrl |= mode;
}
write_i2c_register(DS3231_ADDRESS, DS3231_CONTROL, ctrl);
//Serial.println( read_i2c_register(DS3231_ADDRESS, DS3231_CONTROL), HEX);
}
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/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
float RTC_DS3231::getTemp() {
int8_t temp_msb, temp_lsb;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_TEMP);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)2);
temp_msb = Wire._I2C_READ();
temp_lsb = (Wire._I2C_READ() >> 6) & 0x03;
Wire.endTransmission();
if(temp_msb & 0b10000000) {
//check if negative number
temp_msb ^= 0b11111111;
temp_msb += 0x1;
return (-1.0 * ((float)temp_msb) + ((float)temp_lsb * 0.25));
}
else {
return ((float)temp_msb + ((float)temp_lsb * 0.25));
}
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Enable or disable an alarm "interrupt" which asserts the INT pin
*
* on the RTC.
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void RTC_DS3231::alarmInterrupt(byte alarmNumber, bool interruptEnabled)
{
uint8_t controlReg, mask;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
controlReg = Wire.endTransmission();
if (!controlReg) {
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
controlReg = Wire._I2C_READ();
Wire.endTransmission();
}
mask = _BV(A1IE) << (alarmNumber - 1);
if (interruptEnabled)
controlReg |= mask;
else
controlReg &= ~mask;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.write(controlReg);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Set an alarm time. Sets the alarm registers only. To cause the
*
* INT pin to be asserted on alarm match, use alarmInterrupt().
*
* This method can set either Alarm 1 or Alarm 2, depending on the
*
* value of alarmType (use a value from the ALARM_TYPES_t enumeration). *
* When setting Alarm 2, the seconds value must be supplied but is
*
* ignored, recommend using zero. (Alarm 2 has no seconds register.)
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
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void RTC_DS3231::setAlarm(Ds3231_ALARM_TYPES_t
minutes, byte hours, byte daydate){

alarmType,

byte

seconds,

byte

uint8_t addr;
byte alarmNumber;
seconds = bin2bcd(seconds);
minutes = bin2bcd(minutes);
hours = bin2bcd(hours);
daydate = bin2bcd(daydate);
if (alarmType & 0x01) seconds |= _BV(A1M1);
if (alarmType & 0x02) minutes |= _BV(A1M2);
if (alarmType & 0x04) hours |= _BV(A1M3);
if (alarmType & 0x10) hours |= _BV(DYDT);
if (alarmType & 0x08) daydate |= _BV(A1M4);
if ( !(alarmType & 0x80) ) {
//alarm 1
alarmNumber = 1;
addr = ALM1_SECONDS;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(addr++);
Wire.write(seconds);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
else {
alarmNumber = 2;
addr = ALM2_MINUTES;
//alarm 2
}
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(addr++);
Wire.write(minutes);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(addr++);
Wire.write(hours);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(addr++);
Wire.write(daydate);
Wire.endTransmission();
armAlarm(alarmNumber, true);
clearAlarm(alarmNumber);
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Set an alarm time. Sets the alarm registers only. To cause the
*
* INT pin to be asserted on alarm match, use alarmInterrupt().
*
* This method can set either Alarm 1 or Alarm 2, depending on the
*
* value of alarmType (use a value from the ALARM_TYPES_t enumeration). *
* However, when using this method to set Alarm 1, the seconds value
*
* is set to zero. (Alarm 2 has no seconds register.)
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void RTC_DS3231::setAlarm(Ds3231_ALARM_TYPES_t alarmType, byte minutes,
hours, byte daydate) {
setAlarm(alarmType, 0, minutes, hours, daydate);
}

byte
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/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* This method arms or disarms Alarm 1 or Alarm 2, depending on the
*
* value of alarmNumber (1 or 2) and arm (true or false).
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void RTC_DS3231::armAlarm(byte alarmNumber, bool armed) {
uint8_t value, mask;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
value = Wire._I2C_READ();
Wire.endTransmission();
mask = _BV(alarmNumber - 1);
if (armed) {
value |= mask;
}
else {
value &= ~mask;
}
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.write(value);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* This method clears the status register of Alarm 1 or Alarm 2,
*
* depending on the value of alarmNumber (1 or 2).
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void RTC_DS3231::clearAlarm(byte alarmNumber) {
uint8_t value, mask;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_STATUSREG);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
value = Wire._I2C_READ();
Wire.endTransmission();
mask = _BV(alarmNumber - 1);
value &= ~mask;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_STATUSREG);
Wire.write(value);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* This method can check either Alarm 1 or Alarm 2, depending on the
*
* value of alarmNumber (1 or 2).
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
bool RTC_DS3231::isArmed(byte alarmNumber) {
uint8_t value;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
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Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
value = Wire._I2C_READ();
Wire.endTransmission();
if (alarmNumber == 1) {
value &= 0b00000001;
}
else {
value &= 0b00000010;
value >>= 1;
}
return value;
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* This method writes a single byte in RTC memory
*
* Valid address range is 0x00 - 0x12, no checking.
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void RTC_DS3231::write(byte addr, byte value) {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(addr);
Wire.write(value);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* This method reads a single byte from RTC memory
*
* Valid address range is 0x00 - 0x12, no checking.
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
byte RTC_DS3231::read(byte addr) {
uint8_t value;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(addr);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
value = Wire._I2C_READ();
Wire.endTransmission();
return value;
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
* The temperature registers are updated after every 64-second
*
* conversion. If you want force temperature conversion call this
*
* function.
*
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void RTC_DS3231::forceConversion(void) {
uint8_t value;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
value = Wire._I2C_READ();
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Wire.endTransmission();
value |= 0b00100000;
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.write(value);
Wire.endTransmission();
do {
Wire.beginTransmission(DS3231_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(DS3231_CONTROL);
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom((uint8_t)DS3231_ADDRESS, (uint8_t)1);
value = Wire._I2C_READ();
Wire.endTransmission();
} while ((value & 0b00100000) != 0);
}
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